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Proposed bulk port to benefit Terrace 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
LOCALbusinesspeopleareexcitedabout 
the prospect of developing a break bulk 
port facility in Kitimat, because it could 
mean econonlic spin-offs in, Terrace. 
Last week Premier Gordon Campbell 
was in Kitimat to announce a provincial 
contribution of $200,000 to help pay for 
a $774,000 study on the benefits of devel- 
oping a break bulk port in etimat. 
A break bulk port would be responsi- 
ble for transporting large items that can’t 
be accommodated in shipping containers 
via the Prince Rupert container port. 
That includes items such as lumber, 
pulp and paper, wood pellets, steel, auto- 
“I think this is an especially inipor- bridge, Encana, Greer Shipping and 0th- perspective, Terrace is the place where 
tant announcement for Terrace because it =ers joined officials from the Regional trains will come in and part of the prod- 
clearly makes us the gateway to the Port District of Kitimat-Stikine,. the City of uct will end up in Kitimat and part of the 
of qtimat and Prince Rupert in the mon- (.Terrace and members of the Haisla and product will go to Prince Rupert.” 
vement of anything whether it goes in other aboriginal groups for the announce- Campbell says the development of, a 
containers or not,” says Roger Hanis, the ment. , break bulk port in’Kitimat is not just a 
interim executive director of the newly “This isn’t a case of them coming to regional or even provincial initiative, but 
formed Kitimaat Port Development Soci- us and saying with our brains and your one that affects how and where compa- 
ety, which will lead the study. money we can make beautiful music to- nies across the country will ship large 
The society is made up of members of gether,” said Premier Gordon Campbell, items to the Asian market. 
the Haisla Nation, Alcan Inc. and mem- adding the piesence of dozens of senior “This partnership is a major partner- 
bers of the K.T. Industrial Development executives shows there is serious interest ship to meet Canada’s needs here,” he 
Society and it has already been research- from the private sector in seeing such a said, adding it could make Kitimat an- 
ing the proposal for some time and there facility come to fruition. other gateway to the Pacific Rim. 
is already significant interest from major “We had 45 people who don’t live The shidy will examine potential mar- 
corporations. here telling us this is a great place to in- kets and customers for shipping, estab- 
Executives from companies such as “vest,” Harris says. “I think now what you lish a business case, look at potential site 
gest a management and organizational, 
structure. 
‘Research on the project has been go- 
ing on for months and last week’s an- 
nouncement demonstrates a will to move) 
forward on a plan that has the potential 
to create jobs and establish Terrace as 
something of an inland port to feed the 
two port cities of Kitimat and Prince Ru- 
pert. 
That builds on the City of Terrace’s 
desire to develop the airport lands for in- 
dustrial use. 
Developing the port would also dove- 
tail into creating ocher industry in the 
area, industries such as wood pellet pro- 
duction. 
’ 
.mobiles and other bulk products. CN, Washington Marine Group, En- are going to see from a shipper and CN’s locations and engineering needs and sug- < Cont’d Page A2 
Province in .talks 
toselectrify ’, , , 
Hwy 37 North; 
n 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE PROVINCIAL government. and two companies 
looking to develop mines north of here are negotiating a 
potential cost-sharing agreement to cover the expense of 
running a hydro electricity h e  up Hwy 37 past Meziadin 
junction, a major hurdle which must be cleared in order for 
mine development to happen in that area. 
{Companies such as bcMetals and Nova Gold Resources 
are trying to figure out with the provincial government what 
a cost sharing agreement on the roughly $ 
will look like. 
The in-depth, negotiations have been 
a month, said mines minister Bill Bennett during a stop 
through Terrace last week. 
“It’s a question of negotiation, we would like them to pay 
as much as they can justify,” Bennett said. “We want these 
companies to be successful ... it certainly looks like these 
companies are prepared to talk to us t these contribu- 
tions, so that is,a very good sign.” 
There is a sense of urgency to ge 
. because commodity prices right now are high and there is a 
willingness on behalf of indus 
the investment. 
- “We have a First Nation. in 
TERRACE forest firefighters (left to right) Mike Talstra, Philippe Grant and Adrian Griffith are on half-hour ale& with a helicopter at hand, in opportunity;’ Bennett continues. “We need ‘to st&\ while o 
case a fire starts in the area. The rest of their crew is helping fight fires in other areas of the province. . SARAH ARTIS PHOTO the iron is hot.” I .  I C  C 8  I ‘ m  Cont’d Page 
I Local torest tire crews on aien 
By SARAH ART6 
THERE may not be any fires raging in Terrace 
right now, but local forest fire crews are on 
standby as the fire risk in the are2 remains high. 
A‘threqperson initial attack group and a he- 
licopter are on half-hour alert, meaning ready to 
leave within 30 minutes of getting a call, in case a 
fire starts, says a forest service spokesperson. 
“Even though it’s cloudy and feels a bit chilly, 
it’s still really windy and dry,” said fire protec- 
tion officer Steve Westby who is based in Terrace. 
“We still haven’t had enough rainfall to make any 
significant difference.” 
The city’s 20-person unit crew was sent to help 
out about 150 kilometres west of Quesnel July 6. 
A cluster of fires are burning there, said Cari- 
boo fire information officer Kim Steinbart, and 
the Terrace team is helping 25 other firefighters 
with the largest one, which is estimated t6 be 
about 12,000 ha. 
That fire started July 3 and was caused by 
lightning. It’s been quite volatile, Steinbart said, 
but the firefighters are making good progress, 
helped by recent rain and cooler weather in the 
past week. 
Terrace’s second three-person attack group 
was deployed to Houston July 1 in anticipation of 
fires startingin that area. 
But if a fire starts locally, everyone will come 
back, Westby said. 
“Firefighters are typically deployed for two 
weeks,” he said. 
“They are allowed to work for 14 days on the 
fireline, up to a maximum of 19 days away from 
base.” 
B.C. has already had more fkes t h i s  year than 
all of last year and in the past two weeks, it has 
been the most active province in terms of fires 
burning. 
Already a total of 1,010 wildfires have burned 
100,479 ha this year and 412 fires are currently 
burning, said Northwest fire information officer 
Karina Thygesen. 
’ This is due to little rain, a dry spring and a low 
snowpack with little water run-off, she said, add- 
ing resources across the country are stretched be- 
cause of the number of fires burning from B.C. 
east to Ontario. 
Areas with the most activity at the moment 
are Quesnel, Williams lake and Kamloops, she; 
added. 
The B.C. Forest Service has banned all open 
fire burning in B.C. 
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Egg farm crackdown heats up 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN , 
AGRICULTURE minister Pat Bell says he’s 
engaging the environment ministry in an effort 
to compel a local egg laying operation to comply 
with orders made by a provincial board last year. 
Bell was in Terrace last week and says envi- 
ronment ministry officials have launched an in- 
vestigation into possible environmental iqfrac- 
tions at Daybreak Farms located on the Bench in 
Terrace. 
At the heart of the issue are a number of orders 
made by a provincial board called the Farm In- 
dustry Review Board (FIRB) after hearings were 
held in the fall of 2004 addressing nuisance com- 
plaints about the farm made by neighbours. 
Area residents allege excessive flies in their 
neighbourhood stem from the farm, but farm 
manager Ron Floritto is adamant his fly manage- 
ment program is more than adequate and refused 
to follow the board’s orders. 
Among others, those orders include replacing 
the floor in one of the farm’s barns and filling in 
lagoons on the property. 
“It is a unique situation in that our experience 
inthe past has been that when FIRB comes down 
with a ruling there is compliance,” says Minis- 
ter Bell. “The operator appears to have snubbed 
FIRB.” 
“From my perspective, the time of volunteer 
compliance has come and gone.” 
Farmers are protected by an act called the Farm 
Practices Protection Act, which was designed to 
protect farms from frivolous lawsuits. Now that 
Daybreak has not complied with the order handed 
down by FIRB, it is no longer protected by that 
act leaving it open to civil litigation. 
But the act has no other enforcement measiues 
built into it, so Bell has called in the environment 
ministry to help while his own staff examine the 
possibility of adding enforcement provisions to 
the existing legislation. 
Officials from the ministries of environment 
and agriculture were turned away from the farm 
last week when they made a surprise visit. 
Bell would not say how the environment min- 
istry’s investigation will continue, but said action 
is expected to be swift. 
Farm manager &on Floritto says he does not 
want to talk about the issue anymore and the com- 
pany’s owner also refused comment. 
Area residents are at the end of their rope when 
it comes to’dealing with the excessive flies. Jason 
and Brandy Pike live adjacent to the farm and are 
hopefu1 action will be taken soon. 
“I have two or three hundred flies in my car- 
port - I’m just so mad right now and there’s just 
nothing I can do. It’s so*fiusfrating,” says Pike, 
who collected roughly 300 flies in less than six 
Protection Act and say it’s time the provincial 
government step up to the plate and compel the 
sann to comply with the order. 
‘Why can*this guy do what he’s doing and get 
away ivith it just &cause he’s a farmer? He’s not 
following the rules,” says Pike. “At the very least 
he can run his facility properly.” 
Adventure u sport 
’ m  series a success 
SEVEN people emerged vict the fifth 
annual Terrace Srundard Adventure Challenge. 
The region’s only outdoor adventure sport series 
drew dozens of competitors over the sweltering Cana- 
da Day long weekend. The event challenges competi- 
tors to take on five outdoor sports including mountain 
biking, mountain trail running, open water swiniming 
and rock climbing, over the course of just three days. 
Twelve-year-old Sheldon Smaha walked away 
from this year’s series with his third straight champi- 
onship in the youth (12 and under) division. 
The men’s division title went to Matthias Muller 
who turned 17 just days before the event, forcing him 
to compete in the men’s division rather than the junior 
division for boys 13-16 years old. 
‘ Cont’dPageAl4 ‘ 
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vinced it is the root of the fly problem in.his neighbour- 
hood. He caught these flies at his home over the span 
of just Six hours last week. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAPJ WTO 
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From front 
Power line talks ongoing 
between companies, gov't 
Bennett says electrieing Huy  37 there is electricity up Huy 37 I think 
, north of hleziadin would probably t&e ycu'll see a major investment in the years 
two years to complete from the time the following the announcement that power 
route is laid out to completion. is going to go up there.'' Bennett said. 
**In Red Chris' (the bcMetals project) If  the negotiations between the two 
case there is a lot of things they can do in major mining companies and the prov- 
a two year period to get rzadi." Bennett ince =e successful. the cost sharing pro- 
said. adding that company could poten- posal will still have to get cabinet ap- 
tially start mining during that construe- proval before the project can go ahead. 
tion phase using power generators. Electricity nonh of the lieziadin 
"But Nova Gold. they've got a huge 1 Junction on Huy37 Xonh is now pro- 
road to build and a lot of work to do be- vided by diesel generators but a lobby 
fore they are in an operation stage." group of industry and local governmmts 
Bennett says there are many other tan- says only hydro power can unlock the 
gible spin offs including bringing pou.er potential for mining and other resource 
to small communities that have not had i t  ' development. 
before such as Iskut. Bennett said no official announcement 
"Once 'other companies h o w  that is planned. 
'' 
Bill Bennett 
From front i 
Break bulk port study launched 
"It really makes our industrial lands more valuablk be- 
'This port would make pellet production in this part of 
the world a lot more feasible than it did today." 
Terrace has a high 'percentage of decadent. high pulp 
quality wood that is suitable for pellet production. 
.Andtather entrepreneurs in the area are excited about the 
plan. 
Local businesspeople such as Lloyd Hull say the port is 
an indication that diversicing the industry here is critical to 
stabilizing the local economy. "I t would sure be nice if they 
put it all together." Hull said. 
- W e  definitely h a q  the people here for it. let's hope the 
north gets a real boost." 
Roger Harris says the provhce's interest in supporIjng 
the study shows Terrace and the northtvest are an important 
part of the Asia-Pacific sua teg .  
'in3e Sorth Coast of British Columbia is in aunique geo- 
graphic position. which makes t ranspohg goods to the re- 
sarce-hun-q Asia-Pacific region faster than anywhere else 
on the continent." said Campbell. 
"We need to explore every possible opportunity for rak- 
ing advantage of this geography. and this study will go a 
long way towards helping 11s do that." 
0 cause we have a low value< fibre basket." Himis says. 
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Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates , ,/ 
Success on attaining ' 
For the month of June 
' Royal LePage Terrace e 
Shannon MtAllister 
"Platinum Award" 
CLARICAm HAS MOVED! I 
Fred Lindsay welcomes you to 
4655 Ladle Ave., Terrace 
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Young entrepreneurs believe 
they can fill recycling void 
B y s A R A H m s  
‘THIS COULD be the 
start of something very 
extraordinar$,” says Kasey 
B Lewis of her and her new 
f business partner’s pick-up 
’ recycling service. 
Lewis, 28, and Heather 
Truhn, 29, started Do Your 
Part Recycling Company in 
early May -,it’s the only ser- 
vice of its kind in Terrace. 
Clients only need to wash 
their recyciables and leave 
them on the curb in a large 
plastic bag provided by the 
company. The two young 
women then collect, sort 
and, when they’ve got a full 
load, drop the goods off at 
the appropriate recycling de- 
pots throughout the region. 
Pick-ups are every month 
or two weeks depending on 
the neighbourhood. 
The new business owners 
emphasize Do Your Part is a 
company, not a not-for-prof- 
it, but they are motivated by 
much more than money. 
“I have’ two kids I’m 
bringing into the world and 
I want to teach them to val- 
’ ue the plqet and not think 
space is unlimited. We need 
to make a difference in the 
world,” Truhn said. 
“Everybody’s got to con- 
tribute. You should be doing 
ing mine,” Lewis said. 
ond-nature, “like taking the 
trash to the c h b  or brushing 
your teeth, ” she added. 
Positive communityA feed- 
back and 32 clients in the 
YOU part and I should be do- 
Recycling should be S ~ C -  
Truhn thinks most Terra- 
cites fail to recycle now due 
’ to unawareness. 
“People in Terrace re- 
ally don’t know what can be 
recycled. People here have 
never had a recycling pro- 
g r m  to follow,” she said. 
“People should be able to re- 
cycle about 50 to 75 per cent 
of their waste.” 
Since the  OS, various 
recycling depots gave come 
and gone in Terrace, with 
most closing for financial 
reasons. 
Locals can return some 
recyclables to grocery stores, 
and the Return-It-Centre 
here, but no other service in 
town offers to collect. 
City planner David Block 
explained Terrace has looked 
into providing pick-up recy- 
cling, but would have to in- 
crease taxes to subsidize he 
service. 
The city implemented 
other programs such as the 
two-garbage can limit in- 
stead, and is expecting di- 
rection from the regional 
district and province, ex- 
plained Public Works em- 
ployee Brad North. 
’ Do Your Part hopes to 
accommodate big business- 
’ es in the future, but for now, 
the company is based out of 
Truhn’s garagc. 
Until they require a truck, 
the girls will use Tyhn’s 
family’s minivan and a trail- 
er to do their pick-ups. 
Road to 1 Kincolith needs ‘.repair‘ 
first month (they ‘predicted 
25 ) make the girls’confident 
their sefiice is in demand. 
‘“It’s about time,’ has River in the Nass Valley. 
been the most ’common re- 
action,” Lewis said. 
Sidewalkers’ owner Lori 
Memll actually bowed to “This is going on our project list sooner rather than later 
the girls when they came 
into her shop to promote Paving the route instead of using sealcoat is preferred but11 
their services. ~ whether that is possible depends on cost, the need for work 
,said. They  are young, vi; . has to spend; Ramsay added. -= 
brant, knowledgeable wom- Workers have gone in and dug ditches alongside the sec- 
en that know what needs to - tions where the water was pooling under the sealcoat and 
SEALCOATED PORTIONS of the road to Kincolith already 
need replacing, just two years after being put down pn the 
gravel-surfaced route to the village at the mouth of &e Nass 
Transportation ministry official Don Ramsay said water 
“Drainage was one of the issues that was unpredicted,” 
<Also unforeseen were flows of debris from above the road ’ 
The 29km road, which 
Ramsay added. 
that damaged the surface. 
down in 2004, already has some pavement on it. 
But it was put down on the hilly portions with sealco 
top to act as traction during rain andpinter periods. 
The $33 million road was financed by the federal and pro- 
vincial governments with an in-kind amount contributed by 
ward. 
or by aircraft: 
completed as a gravel-0 
was getting under the sealcoat surface, causing it to break ’ route from Greenville in late 2002 until sealcoating was put 
during fr’eeze-thaw weather cycles. 
but we do not have a timeline,” he said. 
“It’s fantastic,” Memll to be done in other areas.and how much money the ministry the Nisga’a. \. 
v. 
1 I Another $2.1 inillion U;as ‘spent on the ‘skalcdating after- ” <  
2 N c,.. 
Up until 2002, the only way into Kincolith was by boat 
, be done.” this has helped drain the liquid away, he said. 
BC Parks and Northwest Escapes 
Invite You to Attend the 
Many events all weekend, here are i 
JULY 15th 
For Inquiries, com?act F u h g  
Campground Oatehoum 
250-798-2466 
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News In Brief 
4 Hit a& run 
POLICE ARE searching for a dotorist who collided 
with a cyclist then drove off around 2:30 p.m. June 30. 
The newer model Chevy Cavalier was moving easl 
on Keith Ave. when it struck a male on a bicycle a1 
the intersection of Keith Ave. and Kalum St. while the 
biker rode southbound over the crosswalk, say police. 
The victim ,suffered minor injuries to his elbow, 
hands, thigh and back. 
The‘driver, who continued to travel east toward Wal- 
Mart, was described as a Caucasian male in his 20s. 
Anyone with any information aboutthis accident is 
asked to call TerraceRCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestop- 
pers at 635-8477. 
Cheque passer convicted 
KNOWINGLY using illegal cheques has led to a tcrm 
of probation for a young woman. 
Mindy Lynn Mclntyre” received h suspended sen- 
tence with six months probation June 27 in Terrace 
Provincial Court. 0 
Mclntyre must pay restitution of $435.63~0 Specdy 
Cash, stay away from the Speedy Cash location and 
may not possess cheques in her own name. One charge 
of forgery was stayed. 
She had plead guilty to one charge of false pretence 
under $5,000 in Terrace Provincial Court June 6. 
In August, 2005, McIntyre obtained money in an 
amount less than $5,000”ftom Speedy Cash by false 
sentenced 
assault 
A of assaulting several co-workers 
has been ordered to apologize and stay away from her 
alleged victims. 
Katherine Audrey Pagens, 35, received a conditional 
sentence of 90 days and probation for one year. 
She was ordered to reside with her mother Ellen Pa- 
gens in P&ce Rupert, complete any counselling as di- 
rected by her probation officer, to have no contact with 
Nadina Strangway, Rose King or Arlene Ridler and to 
write a letter of aklogy to Shoppers Drug Mart and to 
each of these three employees within the first 30 days of 
k place March 29,2005. 
ceived a suspe~ded sentenc 
’ Terrace Provincial Co 
Her probation conditions include paying restitution 
$89.13 to Visa, corhpleting 20 hours of community 
service work and to widergo any counselling as direct- 
xi by her probation officer. 
On Januky 9, a Visa card that 
Aonged to,Alan da Safewayto ob- I 
ahi mekhandise w0h€il&s4th’aii $5,000 when she knew 
he credit card had been obtained illegdly. 
Savings by the Inch! 
But only until July 31, 2006! 
Ask us fordetails, 
Offen available at the following participating locations: 
i‘ 
FOUNTAIN TlR 
4641 Keith Ave. TerracQ, BC 
Manager: BK (Smitty) Smith .sm n 
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A heck of a 
-_  place to ’live 
When seven people lined up to receive medals 
awarding them with the city’s highest honour re- 
cently, they represented hundreds of hours of vol-, 
unteer work making Terrace a great place to be. 
Sandy Glendenning, Bev and George Bujtas, 
Don Highe, Corbin King, Bill Redpath and Mo 
Takhar each received the Order of Terrace for the 
countless hours ‘they’ve spent volunteering and 
contributing to the betterment of our community. 
They’ve raised money for food banks and hos- 
pital equipment, donated time and energy to youth 
groups and sports organizations and contributed 
to community development projects. 
. What all these people have ~ T o m m o n  is their 
desire to make Tekace a better place by taking 
the time to give of themselves without asking for 
anything in return. 
Volunteers are in many, many ways the back- 
bone of this community and their work often goes 
unnoticed. 
Citizens on Patrol walk downtown streets a€- 
ter hours making sure businesses have locked up 
properly, the Beautification Society creates and 
maintains beautiful parks and gardens, the Raga- 
muffin Rescue group cares for feral cats, coaches 
lead our young people in a wide range of sports. 
And how about the hundreds of volunteers that 
make the biggest party of the year - Riverboat 
Days - such a success? Or the musicians, actors 
and artists who put on plays, art shows and con- 
certs? 
Our emergency services workers and volunteer 
search and rescue teams have earned accolades 
for their work and literally put their lives on the 
line to help others. 
There are so many volunteers in our commu- 
nity that it’s impossible to name them all, but you 
can bet they’ve affected you in some way. 
During this year’s Adventure Challenge a run- 
ner suffering from what is believed to be heat 
stroke went off course and had to be retrieved 
from Terrace Mountain and taken to hospital. 
It was a tense time while emergency response 
crews and volunteers worked together to bring 
her down from the mountain and get her to the 
hospital. 
The woman was treated and released that same 
day and had this to say about the incident: 
“I learned what my body can’t do, but I learned 
1 )  what my community can do,” she sajd. 
It speaks volumes about the kind of people 
that make up the social fabric in our community 
and that’s something we should all be: very, very 
proudof. 
So, in case you didn’t get it - thank you, volun- 
teers, you make Terrace a heck of a place to live. 
I’ 
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1 ,  Terrace hasjts own cruise ships -) 
draw even more people out of concert in the park would be FOR THOSE that haven’t 
seen it, when the cruise ships the downtown core. on tap? 
dockjn Prince Rupert and the In Terrace, we have a very 
passengers start to flow off the interesting fellow who spends graphic, the new service that is 
vessel and make their way into a lat of time trying to get peo- becoming more important for 
the city it is quite a site to see. ple to listen to him. He has these new aged adventurers is 
Now this sometimes hap- been advocating for some time . >medical services, a downtown 
pens at 7 in the morning, but it for a site downtown, to be es- location close to a clinic and : 
is amazing even then, how the tablished for motor home cara- pharmacy may be exactly what ; 
city comes alive with activity. vans. Now let’s take a minute the doctor ordered. 
to think about this. A plan that starts to look : The streets fill with people, 
businesses open; the harbour Today, most people who at the downtown area for a ;  
comes alive with small charter travel by motor homes are se- motor home park just might : 
vessels jumping into action for niors or early retirees. They be what the businesses there : 
one tour or another. For those come to our part of the world need. There is available land : 
staying on  land, the street looking for adventures in the to develop: water and sewer : 
busters, bikes, scooters even outback. It is places like the infrastructure is in place. A I 
rickshaws, the downtown of Nass, Stewart, Kitimat, up summer season that brings 20 .: 
Prince Rupert lives again and Hwy37, heading to Alaska or or more units once or twice a 
at times has a very Victoria Vancouver Island that’s on week would have a significant 
look to it. their schedule. Terrace isn’t impact on foot traffic in the : 
The challenge that every the destination but rather the city centre. 
community is dealing with holds tremendous promise and route or means to an end. It’s not that the community i 
right across the north is the They drive into our town is not trying to attract these : 
problem of downtown revital- nity. . in the evening and leave in the caravans, but maybe we’re not 1 
ization. . The introduction of early hours going wherever the selling the right features”&d i 
large box stores, in most cas- road takes them. For the most putting them in the right place. 
es, has them setting up shop on part, they are self-contained; Ferry Island may be quaint, 1 
the outskirts of the communi- all they need is a place to park, but it’s a long way from the : 
ty, continuing to draw people of downtown revitalization re-charge the water and unload downtown core. 
out of the traditional down- is critical to the future of our the tank. Terrace’s cruise ships : 
town core. Just look around community. We have seen Now remember that it is just might have wheels. Our : 
at Prince George, Quesnel or significant investment by the not unusual for caravans to strength as a service cen- 
Nanaimo - this is not a chal- large retailschains and that is a contain 20 or more motor tre may be our marketing 
lenge unique to Terrace. Once good thing. We are the hub of homes. After a long day on piece. So while we seem to 
the foot traffic moves on, busi- the region from a service and the road they don’t want to work hard at marketing loca- . 
nesses start to fail and the slide shopping prospective and that cook they want to go out for tions outside the downtown to 
begins. will only continue to grow. dinner. They might need the park these vehicles, we might 
Now for Prince Rupert, the But the large box stores are services of a laundromat, local just be missing the boat. 
natural advantage of the cruise continuing to locate on the store to recharge‘ the supplies So the next time Mo wants : 
ship traffic and the lack of outskirts of the community ormaybejust  awalkarounda  to talk about caravan parks ; 
large box store development and in some circles there has downtown looking at the local maybe a few more people : 
on the outskirts of the city should take some time to lis- . 
have truly allowed the city to ten, it might just be the ticket ‘ 
re-invent itself. The number Thomhill, a plan that would nior centre or a little outdoor we’re looking for. 
When youlookat thedemo- i 
ROGER HARRIS 
of new specialty stores open- 
ing is impressive. The city is 
acquiring a new iook and with 
it, a new brand that I believe 
opportunity for that commu- 
So what has-this got to do 
with Terrace? We certainly 
don’t have cruise ships. 
But the nagging question 
been a strong advocacy for 
those businesses to locate in 
arts and crafts. Or maybe they 
seek an evening at the local se- 
\ 
‘ 
Thinking starts inside the tank 
WHEN YOU hear “think- 
tank” on TV news, does an 
image of a round metal struc- 
ture polished as an Edmonton 
oil refinery flash through your 
mind? 
Tanks typically are airtight, 
windowless, claustrophobic. 
To promote imagination, a 
think-tank would need to be 
climate-controlled and well 
lighted with a private cubicle 
for each thinker soundproofed 
to limit disturbances., Per- 
haps backlit mock windows 
festooned with rainbow sun- 
catchers snag infant notions 
and hold them until they break 
free as ideas.! 
Soothed by music of his 
choice, outfitted with both a 
comfy sofa and an adjustable 
ergonomic chair, the thinker 
doodles on napkins, scrap en- 
velopes, or origami airplanes 
before aiming them to be cri- 
tiqued by a co-worker in a dis- 
tant cubby. 
He energizes his subcon- 
scious twiddling with wooden 
alphabet blocks (now weight- 
ed to combat childhood obe- 
sity), Lego, and tinkertoys. 
Filing cabinets are standard 
issue, along with pushpins for 
nailing down conclusions and 
waste baskets for corralling 
false starts. 
Perhaps you, too, picture 
an intellectual category. When 
they come in to work in the 
morning how is their day’s 
assignment given to them? 
Who parcels out the subject 
to be thought about. and how 
do they know when they have 
fulfilled their day’s quota of 
thinking? Does a thinker count 
his thoughts with a clicker 
just as a lab technician tallies 
white blood cells? How does 
the employer evaluate output? 
Or would that be input? 
What is the dress code for 
1 
A short course in computer 
animation? A correspondence 1 
course in art, such as Charles : 
Schultz took before launching : 
Snoopy? Degrees in Sociol- .: 
ogy, Sciences, even Math? -; 
Vancouver’s Fraser Institute, ; 
when rating the quality of our : 
province’s schools , shovels ’ 
out percentages as freely as .. 
politicians scatter loonies be- 2 
To work in - or at - a think- 
tank. the employee must get :: 
some satisfaction besides a 
fore an election. :4 
this all-in-your-head endeav- 
our? Relaxed and casual - no CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
Rodin knockoffs crouched 
around a big box. arms clasp- 
ing their knees in a posture 
reminiscent of humiliated third 
graders serving detention. This 
pose likely originated the pop- 
side the box. Do limits define 
how far outside the box their 
thoughts might range to keep 
one team from trampling on 
the thoughts of another? 
It’s also possible these em- 
ployees swim lazy circles in a 
pool while waiting for a bril- 
liant idea to surface much as 
the Vancouver Aquarium‘s 
belugas relax between feed- 
ings. 
Do think-tank staff qualify 
as tradespeople, or fit more in 
ular expression. thinkin, ” out- 
ties or buttoned collars - to al- 
low thoughts to float around, 
unimpeded. plus regulation 
headgear - not a hardhat but 
a beanie topped by a battery- 
powered propeller to cool a 
brain under stress. 
Then there’s the delicate 
matter of hiring. How does 
one advertise for a think-tank 
employee? “Wanted: Indi- 
vidual to occupy himself con- 
structively with only his inner 
thoughts yet able to articulate 
and generously share those 
thoughts with team members. 
Pencil doodling an asset. Must 
be able to sit motionless for 
hours. ” (Sufferers of restless 
leg syndrome need not apply). 
Specialized training is no 
doubt necessary, but what sort? 
pay cheque every two weeks. . ;
At each shift. can a thinker ; 
point out his accomplishment : 
the way a carpenter can say, “I : 
finished partitioning the main : 
floor today. ” 
Exactly what does a think- : 
tank produce? In what form is : 
it packaged? And who buys it? :: 
Webster defines a think-tank -: 
as an institute, corporation or 
group organized for interdisci- , 
plinary research (as in techno- I 
logical md social problems. ) 
From what I gather. a think- .; 
tank will work to support any :; 
conclusion you‘d like to draw. 
Name your goal and a think- 11 
tank will supply evidence to I 
support it. 
Their price may be exorbi- -.i 
versial, but its guaranteed to .r 
4 dazzle. 
I 
I 
tant, their information contro- .I 
i 
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,Taking > //the challenge 
Athletes step) up for the 5th annual Terrace Standard Adventure Challenge . 
Adventure Challenge Winners 
2. Travis Carter 637 2. Kylar Highe 593 
Men's Open Youth (1 2-under) 
1. Matthias Muller 655 1. Sheldon Smaha 612 
3. Tavis McDonald 608 3. Patrick Moore 551 
4. Ray Praught 586 
5. Colin Parry 580 Masters Men (40+) 
1. Willie Muller '632 
Women's Open 2. Chris Cordts 627 
1. Shirley Hahn 629 3. George Gough 587 
2. Laurie Sager 601 
3. Anna Krisinger 593 Team Event 
4. Karen Shaw-Carter 304 1. Outspoke'N 642 
Junior Boys (13-16) . Nadene Butler 
1. Chapen LeBlond 638 Sarah Zh-~merman 
2. Kurt Gasser 623 Venessa Hydamacka 
3. Connor Gough 
4. James Haley 
Junior Girls (13-16) 
1. Marlee Cater 
2. Janine Callieou 585 
THEY'RE TOUGH ENOUGH: (clockwise from top) 
Swimmers ham it up before the open water swim. 
Tavis McDonald charges toward the open water swim 
course finish line. Kristian Grey shakes Sherrie Ham- 
er's hand at the awards ceremony for the Psycho Cy- 
cle. . Kurt Gasser puts his bike over his shoulder after 
suffering a flat tire on the Psycho Cycle course. Men's 
champion Matthias Muller makes a move at the rock 
climbing competition. Venessa Hydamackal+gives;*" 
teammate Nadene Butler a high five as she crosses ; 
the line in the 8 Hours of Onion Lake endurance moun- 
tain bike race. e Travis Carter is a picture of concentra- 
tion on the Terrace Mountain trail. Chris Cordtsis all 
smiles - he placed second in the master's men divi- 
sion. Laurie Sager and Hatha Callis take in the ac- 
tion. Nadene Butler negotiates the Terrace Mountain 
trail during the 30th annual King of the Mountain foot 
race. She took top spot in the women's division. 
Allison Knoedler 
'18 2. Firefighters 636 
561 Jeff Minhinnick '-== 
Colin Willoner 
Ian Buchannan 
620 Peter Weeber 
-. . 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD Respect 
thedead The Mail Bag Tubeless. Two polyester ~ 
body cords and two steel' 
belts. Designed for all 
position use on camp- 
ers, pickup trucks, RV's, 
vans and other light 
trucks. Good braking 
and steering on all types 
of terrain. Wide, flat 
tread for floatation in 
sand and mudknow. 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the article 
with Lynne Christiansen in 'Plex r>rdblems 
last week's DaDer about the I 
cemetery :-Mr. ~i ln tho rp  
a minimum of 24 hours a 
stated cciv employees spend m i s re p rese n t ed 
week at the cemetery. 
If this is true, what exact- 
ly are they doing with these 
24 hours? 
He said there has been 
an increased level of main- 
tenance. 
It has (been really hard to 
notice - especiaily to some- 
one who is at the cemetery 
Dear Sir: 
I'm not one to jump on 
the bandwagon but I feel I 
must at least comment on 
the May 31,,article entitled 
"Locals call for 'plex refer- 
endum." 
Pictured for this article 
are Mr. Glenn Kelly and 
Mr. John Malo, two older 
though: Mr. Malo, one of 
these "regular ' taxpayers", 
chooses to work outside of 
Terrace, he purchased his 
wife's new vehicle outside 
of Terrace and it seems he 
would go to any length to 
save himself a dollar. Frugal- 
ity is admirable, but I have 
recognized the importance 
on a regular basis. men, at,least one of whom 1 of supporting my local mer- 0 
I! 
i l  I have been going to the 
cemetery for the last 16 years 
and lately the maintenance 
has been going downhill. 
As of the beginning of 
' this year, it seems tobe pret- 
know does not have school- 
aged children who would 
be the most likely to use'the 
proposed 'plex facility. I do 
not know Mr. Kelly but I do 
know Mr. Malo and have a 
ty much non-existent. problem with his representa- 
There used to be a tionofacommunityminded 
time when the lawns were taxpayer. 
mowed, sprinklers were ac- I do identify with Mr. 
 ally turned on and it was Malo's negative feelings 
presentable. about things being decided 
The cemeteries are im- behind closed doors. I also 
portant. I agree with Mr. Kelly when 
Never does a time go by he suggests that the taxpay- 
without someone there pay- ers of Terrace who share 
ing their respects. his and Mr. Malo's opinion 
We need to show some. may be accused of not being 
Anita McColl, community minded. 
Terrace,B.C. Here's some food for 
chants and the community in 
which I live, at all cost. 
I would suggest,the afore- 
mentioned article would 
have been more convincing 
if it had featured two men 
with their school aged chilT 
dren around them, all oppos- 
ing the proposed 'plex facil- 
ity. Perhaps we could hear 
from some of these families 
who live and work in Ter- 
race, spend their money in 
the community, have their 
children enrolled in com- 
munity activities and are 
opposed to a second sheet 
of ice. 
LoraMaki, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dr. Nick Cam, MD, FRCSC, Plastic Surgery 
Dr. Frances Jang, MD, FRCPC, Cosmetic DermntologV 
S&hWOdZS is ;he premier cosnietic clinic in Vancouver. 
It is the only combined Plastic Surgery and Dermatology clinic 
in BC. Skinworks offers the full range of dermatology, laser 
'skincare, and cosnietic surgery. Together, Dr. Carr and Dr. Jang 
have over 30 years experience in cosnietic treatnicnts. 
At  Skinworks, we make you look good on the outside ... so 
you can feel good itiside ... and that's a beautiful thing! 
We' are bringing our skincare products to your door! 
AU our skincare products are now available in 
Terrace and across Canada! Tiley can be ordered on-line at 
vqw.skinworks-store.ca or by phone 604 737-7100. 
We offer: 0 Acne clearing treatments The "Zeno zit Zapper" 
Anti-aging And much more!!! 
0 Sunscreens 
Dermatology consulthions: 
Dr. Frances Jang (604) 737-7100 
Plastic Surgery consultations: 
Dr. Nick Cam (604) 733-9711 
1, Prices too,high, no excuse 
Dear Sir: grocery stores! 
I heartily agree with Ken Hawkins' letter 
advising local retailers on lack of competi- 
tiveness with the online world. (, 
I shop online for everything but groceries. 
Why? Because local stores overcharge, and 
try to blame the high cost of isolation. 
I have news for the stores who use this 
sorry excuse. I recently came back from a I trip to Fort Nelson, and nearly every retail In fact, the only thing that costs more in Fort Nelson is housing. Another thing I would like to add is lo- cal retailers complain about people shopping out of town when they themselves shop out of town. Go look at the dealer stickers on the back of their vehicles and you'll see what I mean. 1) Lisa Larous, 
I 
3568/3578 West 41'' Avenue, Vancouver, BC 
skinworks.ca 
)' store sells for less than Terrace, including Terrace, B.C. - 
j 
i I 
'061 rn atrix 
f 2 0 0 6  MATRIX FWD** 
lease f r o m  53.328 d o w n  p a y m e n t  
or  e q u i v d l e n t  t r a d e  
p u r c h a s e  p U I C  h d I C  
f i n a n c e  f r o m  
\,e, rno.148 mo. lease 2,gfoAc' 
TEWRAGE MOTORS _ _  ~ m S 2 E  E - e Es m.zg 
kCt .?3EB 
49'12 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 ' 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
U lwlp you make inlormcd decisions ahout prevention. diagnusis. 
treatment 6 more. Talk Io soii~c'oiw 
Free Cancer Informalion Service 
1 888 939-3333 Don't be fooled by farmer 
Dear Sir: 
In regards to the recent comments 
made by Ron Floritto, manager of Day- 
break Farms - this man has got to get 
some reality in his life. 
I live on Dairy Avenue in front of 
the disgusting lagoon of chicken feces 
that was to be removed over a year ago. 
The~smell and flies ARE a serious is2 
sue. < 
My husband and I purchased our 
home two years ago in early April 
when the flies were not a problem yet. 
We purchased our home knowing we 
were right beside a chicken farm, but 
we never expected what was to come. 
I grew up beside a cow farm with a 
compost and wood pile in our bachyard 
and never had an eighth of the fly prob- 
lem there is here on Dairy. 
We had assumed there may be a 
smell every once in a while, once a 
week or so during cleanup. 
The first summer we were here, 
there was such a foul smell every night 
we had to keep our doors and windows 
closed during the hottest days of the 
summer, which we are doing again 
through this hot spell! 
One morning I tried to stand it and 
cool off my home, but after keeping my 
windows open 15 minutes I had a split- 
ting headache from the smell and had 
to close them. 
I had also just purchased a new patio 
furniture set to eat dinner outside. We 
tried that once and only stayed ourside' 
for about three bites, Then the flies 
started to land on our food, and when 
- 
you realize these flies have just been 
walking on chicken feces or carcasses 
you l>ose your appetite. 
Needleisito say dinner went in the 
garbage and the furniture has been in 
my crawl space ever since! 
The flies have bieen so bad that I have 
walked outside to hear so many flies I 
can actually hear a loud buzzing, like 
bees, and seen them spotted all over my 
car, house and doorways. 
I 100 per cent disagree with Ro!i 
Floritto when he says it is not his fami 
that causes all the flies or smell. 
When you have a trench running 
from the barns to the lagoon to drain 
feces into standing water, you have to 
expect that flies will breed in it - not 
to mention what that might be doing tu 
the local ground water. 
For a man that worked so hard to 
have 300+ dumptruck loads of chicken 
waste removed from his farm just be- 
fore the Farm Industry Review Board 
came for their inspection, how could he 
still fail miserably. 
" Now that they have told him what 
else he must do to correct the situation 
he hasodone nothing! 
To put things in perspective for 
anyone that does not live in this area, I 
just paused from this letter to see how 
many flies were in my carport. After 
four swings with my fly zapper I killed 
13 flies, not even putting a small dent 
in how many are still there. We are too 
womed to get a fly zapping light out- 
side for fear that it will overload. 
There is no possible way Floritto 
can tell anyone he has one of the best 
farms in the province when the FIRB 
can say they are one of the WORST 
and the only ones not to comply with 
their demands. 
That 1 can not have a family barbe- 
cue or air out my home after a scorch- 
ing hot day, and I can not leave any- 
thing such as kids toys or lawn furniture 
outside due IO the to flies, fly feces, the 
smell, or the headache I will get from 
the smell, shows he is not following 
proper firrniing procedures. 
Even with all these problems, no 
one I have talked to on our street really 
wants Daybreak Farms shut down. We 
just want them to deal with the issues 
and correct their farming practices so 
the local residents don't have to suffer 
through the smell, flies and possible 
health risks! 
For any Terrace residents that do not 
live near the farm just think of how you 
would feel to never get to let in "fresh" 
air into your home on a'hot summers 
day, or to never invite people to your 
home due to the flies and smell sur- 
rounding your home. 
, You would rarely be able to relax 
outside just because you can't stand to. 
Atid don't ever leave a drink or food 
outside unless you like to eat flies! 
Next time you have a family barbe- 
cue remember we DON'T get to do that 
due to Daybreak farming practices. 
What they are doing there is not 
right. Please don't let him fool you. 
Jason and Brandy Pike, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Board of Directors Appointed for Construction 
Sector Industry Training Organization 
On behalf of BC's industrial, commercial and institutional 
construction employers, we are pleased to announce the 
formation of the inaugural, volunteer board of directors for the 
new Industry Training Organization for Construction. The following 
directors have been appointed: < 
Karen Baz lewski 
Bob Cowan 
Dick Coxford DGC Developments 
Ken de Rooy 
Ken Hall Kenar Electric 
Kurt Krampl 
Dan Mott Mott Electric 
Jim Plumridge 
Laura Stanton 
' Directors were selected independently by Western Management 
Consultants after an open call for nominations and input from an in- 
dustry employer reference committee. 
Keith Plumbing & Heating Co. Ltd. 
Vancouver International Airport Authority 
A-1 Machine &'Welding 
Airstream Heating 8. Air Conditioning 
Prince Sheet Metal 8. Heating 
AWG Northern Industries Inc , 
Randy Ca r laghan PCL Constructors Westcoast Inc. 
,The I T 0  for Construction will work in close collaboration 
with construction industry employers . and the Industry 
'Training Authority. It will take on lead responsibility for 
'developing a training strategy to address the short and 
long-term skilled labour requirements for this criiical sector, of the 
provincial economy. 
For more information, please visit www.itabc.ca. 
1 
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HIGHWAY 
Pontiac Torrent 
purchase financing on virtually 
all 2006 models? 
* /MO. SMARTLEASE 
48 MONTHS $2,950 DOWN 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT PURCHASE PRICE $20,598' $258 * /Mo. SMARTLEASE 48 MONTHS $3,850 DOWN PURCHASE PRICE $27,488 $298 $0 SECURl lY DEPOSIT 
HWY: 8.5UlWkm jjmpg 7 CITY: 126UlWkm 22mpg Power Windows, Air Conditioning 
Tilt Steering 
Solar Ray Tinted Glass 
Projector Beam Fog Lights 
185 - Hp 3.4L V6 Englne 
5-Speed Automatic Transmission 
16" Aluminum Wheels 
Fiat-Folding Front and Rear 
6-Speaker CD Stereo 
Locks and Mirrors 
Passenger Seats 
201-HP 3.5L V6 Engine CDIMP3 Stereo 
Automatic Transmission Dual-Stage Frontal Airbags 
OnStarrY with 1 -year Safe Air Conditioning 
and Sound PlanA Power Windows, Locks and 
5-yr1100,OOOkm Powertrain Heated Mirrors 
Warranty with $0 Deduclible. Remote Keyless Entry 
rn +Wheel Disc Brakes with ABS Rear Air/Heater Combination 
- -  
Buick Allure 
, PontiacWave I 
Pontiac Torrent GMC Sierra i1 
I 
With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning vehicles, there's never been a better time to buy a Pontiac. 
I 
CHECK OUT HOW PONTIAC 
STACKS UP. pntiae.~mcana~a.cwu vancower ioio 
Ask about our three months 
of no-charge XM service' 
. .  
\ 
.Forth; 
Oealers are free to 
Urnit& time offer which may not be combined with other offen, see your 
details. purchase financing for 36/48/M1 
mw,ng is so Total is e, selecting 
XM name an> 
bk us at gmcanada.com, drop byour local pontim Buick . GMC dealer or call us at +EOO-QM DRIVE. 'Based on a 48 month lease.'A down payment or trade of 8.650/82.950 is required. TOISI obllgation is $17.963/15.347. Option to purchase at lease end iis1o.~w8,oBs itus applicable taxes. Olher leas8 options are available. 
to the tease of 2006 new or demonstrator models 01 2006 Torrent R7NMontana SV6 R7A '*Freight included. Ucense. InSUraIICe, WIlSWatiOn. P P W  administration fees and taxes not Included. Dealer order or Wade may lk neceswy, and applies only to qualified reteil customers In BCMukon. 
pa~~cipating GM dealen for conditions and details. 0% purchase financing 101 36  months is avallable Only on 2006 G5 Pursuit. Offers apply as indicated lo 2wti new or demonstrator rnodeb. Umiled quantitles of 2006 models available. Dealers are free to sel Individual prices. See your dealer for 
on approved GMAC credit only. Offer isunconditional$ interest-free. Down payment and/or trade may be required. Monthly payment and cost of bornowing will vav depending on amount bornwed and down paymen(/trade. Example: $10.000 at 0% APR, Ihe monthly payment is $208.33 for 48 months. cost of b ~ r -  
the pu&ase financing offer. consumers may be foregoing such discounts and incenliveS which may result in a higher effective interest rate. *tDealer order OT trade may be necessw, and applies only to qualified retail customen in BCMukon. VWhlchever corn'& first. tFoc mOre information, visit gm.mradio.ca The 
of XM Sateliito Radio Inc. S e r v i c e  contract required. OnStar uses existing emergency SeNiCe provides as Well a5 CellUlar and Satellite technologies. Vohicle ebctriCal sfitem needs to be Operating for features to function pmperly. See your dealer for conditions and details. TMO 2005. V A N E .  U+ unda Uceose. 
indiv~~ual prices, Lease rate is ,9%/5.5%. offer 
logos are rw&,& 
Call MacCarthy Motors at 250-635-4944, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
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, Medical bus 
service to 
start soon 
PATIENTS HOPING to use the new Northern Health 
medical transport service to get toout-of-town appointments 
need not wait much longer. 
The Prince Rupert-Prince George route, which stops in 
Terrace, will start running the second last week of July, and 
two short-distance, same-day routes will also start at the end 
of this summer. I 
The Terrace-Houston bus route begins the first week of 
September and the Prince Rupert-Terrace route starts the 
first week of October. The exact departure dates and times 
are still to be announced. 
Northern Connections is a new service that will providc 
low-cost travel services to northern health patients who need 
to go to larger centres for specialized health services. 
Rather than introducing the bus routes all at oncc, the 
health authority is implementing the service in stages. 
“By phasing in the program, we can keep better track of 
how each route functions, make changes more effectively. 
and introduce it to our communities as we move the service 
up to its full capacity,” said Sean Hardiman, regional man- 
<ager of the NH Connections Program. . 
The reservation-based service will be available for any 
northern B.C. residents who need a physician-referred health 
service that isn’t available in their home community. 
Fares will range from $20 return for short distance routes, 
to between $40 and $80 return for long distance routes de- 
pending on the length of travel. 1 
, 
I) 
And patients must book their trips ahead of time. 
‘‘They can’t just walk up and use the bus,” said Northern 
Health director of communications Mark Karjaluoto. 
Northern Health has worked with its contractor, Diversi- 
fied Transportation Ltd., to develop custom-fitted coaches 
and buses, all of which are wheelchair accessible, to provide 
the service. 
For more information about the buses and service visit 
www.northernhealth.ca/nhconnections. 
0 
, June warmer 
than normal 
,, JUNE weather in Terrace the city with 20 days of 
combined ” extreme wind speeds exceeding 30 
temDerature variations with kmih and the peak speed of 
....P rime Rupe rt... 
.... Smithers ............................... ....June 23 - 25 
...............June 8 - 11 . 
Crabfest Music Festival .................. ,. ............. Gingolx / Kincolith .................June 30 - July 1 
Edge of the World Music Festival ................Q ueen Charlotte Islands ........ July 7 . 9 
Atlin Arts and Music Festival ................... .’... Atlin ....... : ................................ July 7 - 9 
Prince George Folkfest .................................. Prince George Jul y 28 - 29 
Peace Country Bluegrass Festival ................ Dawson Creek ........................ July 28 - 30 
Riverboat Days .............................................. Terrace ..:‘.................................August 4 . 1 1 
Grizfest ......................................................,...Tumbler Ridge ........................ August 5 . 6 
Udderfest Fringe Theatre Festival ............... Prince Rupert .......................... August 9 . 13 
Dawson Creek Fall Fair and Rodeo .............. Dawson Creek ........................August 9 - 13 
Bulkley Valley Exhibition .............................. Smithers .................................. August 24 - 27 
......................... 
* World Invitation Goldpanning 
Championships .............................................. - i __ Taylor ......................................August 5 - 6 . 
Prince George Exhibition -- .............................. Prince George ......................... August 10 .I - 13 
Summerfest ....................................‘.......,.......Prince George ......................... Allgust I9 
. 
For more information on these events or a complete 
list of local events call: io=8oo=663-8843 BRITISH (’ 
or visit: www-NorthernSignatureSeries.com COLUMBIA 
The Best Place on Earth A 
of 16 C w; 2.3 hegrees 
wanner than normal for the 
month, making it the seventh, 
warmest June in 51 years of 
weather records but nowhere 
near the extreme average of 
19.2 C from 1958. 
The warmest day, June 
11, saw a high of 32.8 C that 
tied the record for that date 
first set in 1969. 
The coldest morning, 
’ June 29, saw the tempera- 
ture drop to 5.9 C. 
In compariso6, the 
monthly average tempera- 
ture for Smithers was 13.9 
C, Kitimat recorded an av- 
erage of 16.6 C and Prince 
Rupert noted an average of 
12.6 C for the month. 
Only eight days had any 
measurable rainfall here and 
four days had only a trace of 
precipitation. 
Total precipitation was 
18.1 mm for just 35 per cent 
of the normal amount for 
June, making it the fourth 
driest June since records be- 
gan in 1954. 
The wind howled around 
’ 
Cops nab 
naughty 
drivers 
POLICE laid nearly 150 
charges fordrivinginfractions 
during &he Impaired Driving 
Counterattack Campaign 
last month. 
Police impounded 11 
vehicles and handed out 34 
speeding charges, 17 seat- 
belt charges, 17 defective ve- 
hicle charges, 16 no drivers 
licence charges, 21 commer- 
cial vehicle charges, seven 
liquor charges and 25 other 
miscellaneous charges. 
Officers made 13 sinal1 
drug seizures, nine driver’s 
Licence seizures ,related to 
driving while impaired, is- 
sued 17 violations and made 
six seizures on fisheries mat- 
ters. Police issued notices 
and orders for 99 defective 
vehicles, one for an unse- 
cured load and 22 for vari- 
ous other violations. 
Check stops were set up 
at the. intersection of Hwys 
16 and 37 at Kitwanga and 
Hwy 16 west of the Kalum 
River near Terrace. 
Terrace highway patrol 
1 officers worked with local 
detachments and the Work- 
i 
ers Compensation Board, 
CN police, Commercial Ve- 
hiclehspectors and others in 
their focus on road safety. 
ERRACE 463 1 Keith Avenue Terrace. B.C. (250) 635-4984 
BOTEM FORD Fax (258) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-808-463-1128 DL #5548 
i 
St. Louis 
Style Ribs 
In B5Q Sauce. Or Western Steak Spiced. 
Whole, Slab. Approx 623 to 710 g. 
WEEKLY HOUSEHOLD LIMITTHREE - 
b b i n e d  varieties. FROM THE DELI. 
~ 
I, 
/ 
// 
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I Tentative agreement reached’ i 
I 
between teachers and gov’t 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
A REPEAT of the October 
2005 teachers’ strike is 
unlikely as B.C. teachers 
reached a tentative 
agreement with their 
employers June 30. 
still needs to be ratified 
by the province’s 38,000 
teachers but it is being rec- 
ommended to the entire 
membership by the British 
Columbia Teachers’ Fed- 
eration (BCTF), says the 
local union president. 
president of the Terrace 
and pistrict Teachers’ 
Union as of July 1, says the 
pact is a huge step. 
,“It’s been a long time 
since we’ve had any kind 
of negotiated settlement,” 
said Thames, adding the 
deal, took three parties to 
broker, with the govern- 
ment joining the British 
Columbia Public School 
Employers’ Association 
(BCPSEA) and the BCTF 
bargaining committee. 
,) The agreement will 
, see teachers earn a 16 perJ 
cent salary increase over 
its span, a coup for teach- 
ers after an offer for- 10 per 
cent over four years h d  
been rejected by the union. 
Teachers had initially been 
seeking 24 per cent, then 19 
per cent over three years. 
“The fact that it’s a ne- 
I The five-year contract i 
I - Debbie Thames, the 
I ,  
CITY OF TERRACE 
2005 ANNUAL REPORT 
gotiated settlement, plus tion in May. It limits class 
improvements and that it is sizes and class composi- 
more than the 10 per cent tion. 
(contract offer) are all posi- Thames said the teach- 
tive steps for teachers,” ers didn’t get everything 
Thames added. ’ they wanted, such as salary 
By reaching the deal on parity with other provinces, 
June 30, the government teacher preparation time 
deadline for signing bo- and upgraded benefits. but 
nuses for public sector em- Thames points to conipro- 
‘ployees, teachers will also mising for a negotiated 
receive $4,000 each. settlement. 
B.C. teachers had voted The 350 local teacher 
unanimously in June to members, along will1 olh- 
,strike if their salary de- ers province-wide, ’ ’  will 
mands weren’t met but cast ratification votes in 
gaining process that having (1 
an agreement in place for 
the fall, which would avoid 
a work stoppage, was thei 
primary goal. 
“We have always main 
tained that a negotiate( 
settlement was best fo 
teachers and students,’ 
said BCTF president Jinnj 
Sims. “Above all, a negoti 
ated settlement is best foi 
public education in B.C 
Members of both bargain 
ing teams worked hard tc: 
bring these challengini 
discussions to a successfu 
conclusion.” 
“Now we can focus or  
addressing learning condi. 
tions,” added Thames. 
Teacher salaries became 
the main bargaining issue 
for salaries after learning 
conditions were addressed 
by the government’s Bill 
33, introduced into legisla- 
maintained through the bar- the fall. Debbie Thames 
L First-Nations sign 
(I historic education 
agreement 
FIRST NATIONS 
throughout B.C. will be 
able to take control of their 
children’seducationafteran 
agreement was signed last 
week between the province, 
the federal government 
’> and stakeholders for 
the 160,000 aboriginals 
province- wide. 
Premier Gordon Camp- 
bell, federal Minister of In- 
dian Affairs and Northern 
Development Jim Prentice, 
Chief Negotiator Nathan 
Matthew, and Deborah Jef- 
frey, President of the First 
to three years to see if it’s 
actually what they say it’s 
going to be.” 
The band currently op- 
erates a school for*adults 
who have not finished high 
school but a kindergarten 
to Grade 7 school is a long- 
standing desire. 
“In the future, if this 
works out, we would make 
a move to have our own 
school in our community,” 
added Guno. 
Guno said the announce- 
ment was good news for 
First Nations. 
&‘I’m all for positive 
change, account\ability and 
assessing we’ve got now.” 
‘‘In the futum~ The agreement will trig- 
if this Works Out, ger Canada and B.C. to put 
we would make into place the necessary 
a move to have legislative measures to 
our own schoo/ jn implement the significant 
our ~ communjw, I achievement. 
FNESC will work with 
““O the interested First Nations 
to assist them in develop- 
, &  ing education laws and 
establishing Community 
Nations Education Steer- Education Autliorities to 
ing Committee (FNESC), deliver education programs 
signed the historic agree- and services. 
ment Julv 5 that will lead 
Currently, schools on 
to recoghion of First Na- 
tions’ jurisdiction’ over 
First Nations’ education in 
British Columbia. 
reserves are administered 
by the federal ministry. 
The agreement, 30 
years in the making, will 
allow First Nations to form 
school bqards and hand 
out provincial high school 
graduation diplomas. 
About 40 of the almost 
200 First Nations in B.C. 
have indicated they want to 
form school boards. 
Those nations choosing 
to do so would have to opt 
out of parts of the Indian 
Act that allow the federal 
government to appoint \ I  
, 
third parties to run reserve 
schools. 
Local bands do not 
tion administrator with the 
Kitsumkalum band office, 
says the possibility is one 
the band would have to 
consider if it works else- 
where. 
“This change isn’t go- 
ing to happen overnight,” 
Gun0 said. “Give it two 
TAKE NOTICE “.HAT, the City of Terrace will cons ider  the 2005 
Annual  Repor t  on Monday, July 24th, 2006 at 7 5 0  p.m. in the Council 
Chambers  at 3215 Eby Street. 
ANNUAL REPORT INSPECTION: 
l%e 2005 Annual Report  may be inspected at the City,of Terrace main  
office at 3215 Eby Street between 830 a.m. and 450 pm. or on t h e  
City Website at &.city.terrace.bc.ca 
PUBLIC’ INPUT DETAILS: 
Any person wish ing  to discuss t h e  2005 Annual  Report  may do so by 
attending t h e  Council meet ing t o  be he ld  in  Council Chambers  a t  7 5 0  
p.m. on Monday, July 24“’, 2006 
Ron Poole, Chief Administrative Officer 
. Of all the reasons to switch to TD Canada Trust, ’ 
this one fits in your hand. 0 
0 
, 
UseOEasySwitch to’transfer your main personal or small 
business chequing account and get a free iPod.’ 
Now, for a limited time, you can get Travel’ Wsum Card or a TD Gold Elite” 
an iPod by ’transferring your main visa Card. 
chequing account to TD Canada Trust. For small business customers, get 
And thanks to our EasySwitch’”’ process, your iPod shuffle by switching to a 
moving your accounts is hassle-free - Business Chequing Account. To get 
because we do the work for you. your iPod nano, switch to a Business 
If you’re a new or existing personal Chequing Account and add the TD Vsa 
customer, switch to a TD Canada Trust Travel Rewards Program to your new 
chequing account and set up either a or existing TD Business visri Card. 
Direct Deposit or two Pre-Authorized With our award-winning services 
Payments to get your very own 512 MB and now this great iPod offer, there’s 
P o d  shuffle. To upgrade to a 1 GB iPod never been a better time to switch 
nano, just make the same switch as to TD Canada Trust. Offer ends 
above and add either a new TD Gold August 4,2006:? 
I 
Canada Trust To transfer your account, visit your branch for details or call 1-866-657-6641 or visit us 
at www.tdcanadatrust.coM/f reemusic 
Banking can be this comfortable 
o receive an iPod shuffle, customer is required to close their main personal or business chequing account at another finontiol’institution and transfer it to a new or existing eligible chequing account at TD Canada Trust, using Eq5witch. For personol customer! 
TD Canada Trust account must also be set up with at least one direct deposit or two preautharized paymenk (can be new or existing). limit one free gift per personal or smoll business customer and per joint account. Personal customer must be 19 years ( 
or older. Al conditions of the offer must be completed by Seplsmber 30, 2006 to quolify for the free gift. TD Canada Trust reserves the light to extend or withdmw this offer at any time without notice. Other conditions may apply. To receive a 1 GB iPcd nant 
omer must complete 011 chequing account conditions obove and concurrently on the date of initiating the EosySwitch, (i) for personal customers, must also apply for a new TD Gold Travel bu Card or TD Gold Elite bu Card and be approved by August 4, ZOOl 
! “Visu End Dote“); or (ii) for small business customers, must also apply for o new TO Business vis0 Card with the TD Vis0 Tmvel Rewards Program (the ‘Program”) and be approved for the new cord by the vis0 End Date or enroll in the Program with yo1 
ting TO Business Vis0 Card. Existing TD Gold Travel Vim or TO Gold Elite Vis0 cordholden and existing Program members are not eligible for this offer. Quebec residenk cannot apply via telephone for o personal TD \’is0 Card. Applicotias for new TD Busines 
I Cords or enrolment into die Program for existing cardholders must be completed at a branch by the V ~ U  End Date. This 1 GB iPod nano offer may not be used or combined with any other TD vis0 offer. iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer Int., registerel 
le US. and other countries. Apple is not a sponsor of, nor a portner in  this promotional offer. 2. For thequing accounts opened via the phone or web, account opening and EosySwitch documentobon must be signed and returned toTD Canada Trustb 
tember 1, 2006. “Visa International Service Associaiion/licensed user. ‘’Trademark of The Canado Trust Company. “Trademark of The TarontoDominion Bonk. 
have reserve schools but 
Charlotte Guno, the educa- 
’ I 
’,\ 
I 
I 
t. !, 
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Asia-Pacif ic trade off ice pondered 
@ THE TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
JULY 4-7, 11-14, 25-28 I’ 
AUGUST 1-4,8-11,15-18 
AGES6-9 9 
.By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
PREMIER, GORDON 
Campbell likes the city’s 
Pacific trade office in Tcrracc 
to provide information and 
resources to people interested 
in learning more about trade 
and transportation options 
from the northwest to Asia. E nicipalitics and aboriginal 
The premier was in Ter- comniunities outside of Tcr- 
race after making an ‘an- race can also work on how 
nouncenient that the prov- to reap the benefits of the ar- 
: ince will contribute $200,000 ea’s proximity to the Asian 
. toward a ,  $774,000 study market. 
:looking at the feasibility of “We think Terrace is a 
:developing a break bulk port regional centre - we think 
: in Kitimat. it makes sense for the pro- 
: ,That type of port would vincial government to have (, 
:be. the gateway to Asia for a presence here to address 
: shipping large items not usu- those issues,” said Talstra. 
. ally sent away in containers, “We’re looking for a bit 
Campbell met with city of an Asia-Pacific office sit- 
uated in Terrace staffed by 
the provincial government. 
officials July 7 to discuss 
Campbell) 
that issue and others, 
“They have some sugges- 
thought that was a very in-’ 
teresting idea and is looking 
tions on that and that’s one 
’ Of the 
into those possibilities~, when I get back to 
Victoria,” Campbell con- 
WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY @ 10:30~M 
idea of developing an Asia- , AGES 10-14 
Royal LePage Terrace 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO the region can diversify economically. 
we’ve Moved - 4724 kue//e A m u e  
going to be‘ firmed, adding he sees Ter- 
race as a potential gathering 
place for people working on 
the Asia-Pacific strategy. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says 
the city gets so many inqui- 
Out &About 
Meat shop bought 
THEM and M Meats franchise in Terrace has changed 
handy. 
Darlene and Glenn Kelly have purchased the store 
from previous owner Phil Lavesconte and started oper-’ 
ating the business June 15. Lavesconte had Lieen seek- 
’ ing prospective buyers €or several months. 
“First of all, we didn’t want to see the franchise 
leave town and we saw it as an opportunity and we felt 
we could make the business grow and make it a viable 
operation,” says Glenn Kelly. 
M and M Meats is a national chain which special- 
in frozen foods from entrees to desserts. 
They’ve’got a fantastic $ 
we will make a go of it, we are positive.” 
lieve i 
I 
Prince Rupert 
port se)lects 
build contractor 
L 
THE Prince KupertPort Authority has awarded a $7.5 million 
contract to Ledcor Design-Build (B.C.) Inc., for the design 
and construction of the administration and maintenance of 
buildings at the Fairview Container Terminal. 
The two-storey administration building wi!l house the ter- 
minal operators’ communications, administration and logis- 
tics center, says port official Barry Bartlett. 
The specialized maintenance building will include a 
workshop, spare parts storeroom, repair and steam cleaning 
bays for maintaining a large fleet of vehicles and cranes. The 
facility will also include a longshoreman change room and 
restroom facilities, and a gear storage room. 
The design and construction of the administration and 
maintenance buildings is expected to be completed in June 
2007. 1 
STK# 06 I76 OM 
M V  Touring Package 
ries about trade opportuni- 
ties and other requests relat- 
ing to the Asian mqket that 
it only makes sense for the 
province 2 to develop sonic 
sort of centre-here where 
potential investors and oth- 
ers can go to get information 
and other services. , 
He also sees it as bcitig 
a regional office where niu- 
\ 
Study 
should 
,reve.aI 
Tseax 
cone’s 
secret 1 ’  
lay SARAH mtns 
AFTER MORE than 250 
years of uncert+nty, ‘the 
Nisga’a >will finally learn 
what killed their ancestors 
arid how the ‘I Nass Valley 
lava beds formed. 
As part of a geological 
survey of Canada, a mul- 
tidisciplinary group of six 
scientists arrived in Terrace 
July 5 to study the Tseax 
volcano cone - the heart of 
Lava Bed Memorial Park in 
q e  scientists are hereofor 
almost two weeks to inves- 
tigate the circumstances of 
the Tseax volcanic eruption, 
which is thought to have 
killed 2,000 Nisga’a bople 
as recently as 250 years 
ago. I 
With the help of Nisga’a 
oral history,o the group will 
examine whv the volcano is 
’ the Nass Valley.- 
5 
3 
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NISGA’A guide Bruce Azak leads (left to right) Debbie Simons and Donna Stach to 
the Tseh volcano cone. Scientists are in the Nass Valley this week to,learn how the 
volcano killed about 2000 Nisga’a people 250 years ago. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
“Then we don’t know form an effective emergency vincial governmerlt work- 
what happened,” Hickson< response plan should the shop where they originally 
said. , I  volcano erupt again. discussed the project. 
Hypotheses blame poi- Nita Morven, a Nisga’a Only preliminary studies 
sonous gas and smoke, a Lisims government em- have been done in the last 
flood, andor the lava flow ployee working with the sci- two years. 
for the villagers’ deaths, but entists, said this is a major The only other studies 
no one is certain. . ‘ reason the Nisga’a support on the Nass Valley lava beds 
“We are trying to under- the study. After witnessing h were conducted in the 1960s 
stand the dynamics between devastating effects of recent and 70s and focussed mostly 
the river and lava flow. We global calamities, Morven on physical properties, Hick-. 
think it might have been an became concerned about the son said 0 
element in the deaths of peo- Tseax cone, she said. The Tseax cone study is 
ple,” Hickson said. She is now excited to see part of a Royal B.C. Muse- 
The group is especially” what the scientists learn as urn initiative to help people 
interested in how the people its been two years since she understand the landscapes in 
died, so the Nisga’a can first met Hickson at a pro- which they live. 
1 
Truck thief pleads guilty, will 
pay fine and serve jailtime 
J U S ~ C E  came swiftly for 
a young man accused of 
stealing a truck from a local 
business recently. 
Jpon  Imco Hoekstra will 
serve two months in jail after 
pleading guilty to one count 
‘of possession of stolen prop- 
erty over $5,000 in Terrace 
Provincial Court June 27. 
Tivo charges of theft over 
$5,000 and mischief under 
$5,000 were stayed. 
Hoekstra was sentenced 
to six months jail time but 
received four months for 
time served, leaving him 
with the shorter incarcera- 
tion time. 
On April 27, police ar- 
rested Hoekstra after he was 
discovered driving a stolen 
Inland Kenworth service 
truck just after 3 a.m. on 
Century Street in Thornhill. 
Police discovered the 
truck was stolen earlier that 
evening from the .Inland 
Kenworth lot where a fence 
was damaged in the theft. 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 
OFTHE EXPERT PANEL 
ON SAFE DRINKING WATER 
FOR FIRST I NATIONS 
I IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
On May 31, 2006, the Honourable Jim Prentice, Minister 
of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, inxollaboration 
with Phil Fontaine, the National Chief of the Assembly of 
First Nations, announced the creation of an expert panel 
to advise on options for a regulatory framework to ensure - j l  J 
safe drinking water in First Nations communities. 
The panel is holding a series of public hearings across 
Canada to gather the views and suggestions of First Nations 
and other interested parties. The panel will hold hearings in 
British Columbia as follows: 
9:00 am 9:00 am 
July 12 and July 13,2006 July 17 and July 18,2006 
The Fairmont Waterfront Ramada Hotel 
900 Canada Place Way 444 George Street ’ 
Vancouver Prince George 
On the second day of each hearing there will be an open 
forum session, at which any organization or individual may 
speak. Written submissions may also be mailed to: 
P.O. Box 28001 
Bagot Post Off ice 
Kingston, ON K7L 5R2 
Or by email to: 
clk@groupe-eps-sdw-panel.org . 
Those who wish to provide their views may address any 
aspect of the following questions: 
What should be regulated: 
source water protection, training and certification of 
operators, drinking water quality, effluents, treatment, 
testing, wells, health protection, emergency preparedness, 
plant and system design, other aspects? What standards ’ 
should be used? 
I 
What legal framework should be used: 
First Nations, federal, provincial, territorial - and what roles 
should various governments play in implementation? 
If you wish to participate in the open forum, or would like 
more information on the work of the panel, please visit its 
website at www.eps-sdw.gc.ca. You may also contact the 
Secretary of the panel, Catharine Lyons-King, at 
EMPLOYEES Samantha Louie, Carol Ann Roberts, 
Debbie Simons, Lee Ann Prince and Penny Merrison 
pose in front of the newly painted Terrace Visitor In- 
formation Centre. The number of visitors to the centre 
has decreased this year due to the Queen of the North 
ferry sinking, Simons says. SARAH ARTlS PHOTO 
New tourism 
programs to 
spread word 
of B.C.’s north 
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Northern Pride 
Proud of where ‘weire from ... 
Proud of where we‘re going.., 
Check and compare. >No other airline offers you low fares everyday and when 
you really need a break, there‘s our Medical, Youth,“Student and Senior fares. 
ONE WAY FROM 
DAILY FLlGff TS FROM Tff ESE 
NORTffERN COMMUNITIES 
TO VANCOUVER:J 
. Dawssn Creek, 
Prince “Rupert, 
Fort St. John 
& Terrace/Kitimat 
RESERVATIONS: 
1-800-487- 12 16 
66 Z can ‘t he@ but think things would be p lot d@erentg 
Huwkair wasn’t based here’in Terrace. Iget to work with 
. 
Deparbnent; s@ety is a big issue and we are a real team. 
Zguess you could cull us the Dash 8 speaalisls. 
I some @the best in the business. In the Maintenance 
TOURISM COUNSELLORS on a mission to boost the 
number of visitors to northern B.C. visited Terrace July 4 to 
learn how to better promote the city. 
Jennifer Sharp and Kate Anderson were recently hired 
as part of strategic regional initiative aimed at increasing 
‘awareness and visitors to the north. 
Based at the visitor centre in Prince George, considered 
to be the gateway to tbe north, the new employees job is to 
encourage tourists travelling along Highway 16 to continue 
north. 
Their one-night visit here was part of a “familiarity-build- 
ing” trip; for one week, the counsellors are travelling from 
Prince George to the Queen Charlotte Islands, stopping in 
communities along the way to learn more about each place. 
The ultimate goal is for them to be better able to promote 
each spot because of their own experiences. 
. Hiring the two counsellors is one of various programs to 
be funded by a one-time provincial government investment 
of $450,000 tourism dollars for northern B.C. 
The funds were announced two months ago to help cover 
losses in the region resulting from the March sinking of the 
Queen of the North ferry. 
Individual communities and operators have been greatly 
affected by a drop in visitors since the sinking. 
A second new program announced July 4 is the Northern 
B.C. Summer Signature Series. 
The series is a print and broadcast advertisement cam- 
paign that promotes 15 specific summer events iH the region, 
including Terrace’s Riverboat Days. 
The idea was to create a,legacy, said Bruce Wishart, 
Tourism Prince Rupert’s executive director who’s on the 
fund’management committee. 
“We are helpihg encourage people in northern B.C. to 
travel around, visit their own backyard. We bundled [the fes- 
tivals] to increase excitement,” he said, adding many of the 
events in the region are unique. 
The committee based their decisions on which programs 
to implement on extensive consultations’ done with affected 
communities, operators and various other stakeholders. The 
consensus of what needed to be done was “pretty clear,” 
Wishart said. While he’s confident in  what the area has to 
offer, however, the task at hand is difficult. 
“The problem is we can’t replace what we lost. We just 
can’t.’’ , 
A major problem is most tourists in B.C. travel in a cir- 
cular route that includes the ferry from Prince Rupcrt to Port 
Hardy and the perception is the ferry is unavailable, Wishart 
said. 
I n  reality, the fcrry service has bcen reduced and has a 
waiting list, but i t  is still available. 
The executive director of Terrace’s Tourisnl Society 
thinks hiring thc counsellors and running the ad campaign 
are “all positive.” 
“I think it’s going to bring awareness to thc region. It’s 
extra marketing dollars,” Jennifer Lewis said. 
“Familiarization trips are fantastic,” she said of the coun- 
sellors visit. 
“Our biggest problem is getting accurate information to 
visitor infomation centres.” 
‘*Anything is better than nothing,” she added. 
The Northern Fund Management Committee will roll 
out more promotional programs for the north over the next 
month. 
, 
. -  
, Our forests are a tremendous source of pride for all British 
Columbians.Tourists and residents alike marvel a t  their 
grandeur. Working families, forest communities and our 
parklands rely on our forests.Yet every year,an average 
of 2,000 forest fires put it all a t  risk. 
People cause about half of all forest fires, endangering lives, 
threatening property and affecting tourism. 
Protect yourselves and our forests. 
Campfire Safety \, 
Runaway campfires are a leading cause of unwanted 
forest fires in B.C. costing millions of dollars to fight each 
year. Before you start a campfire, consider these tips: 
Ensure there are no campfire restrictions in place. 
Ensure having a campfire is,and will continue to be,safe. 
*Take reasonable precautions to ensure the fire is contained. 
Be equipped with sufficient firefighting tools. 
Never leave a fire unattended. 
Report the fire if it spreads beyond the burn area. 
Extinguish the fire before leaving the area. 
For more information on how you can prevent forest fires, visit www.gov.bc.ca I 
BRITISH \‘/ 
\ 
COLUMBIA 
The Best Place on Earth 
Muller won top spot in the-junior division 
in 2005. il 
The women’s open division crown went 
to newcomer Shirley Hahn who started train; 
ing for the series several months ago. 
New divisions this year included masters 
categories for men and women aged 40 or 
more. This year’s women’s masters cham- 
pionship went to Kim Baniere while super 
athlete Willie Muller took top spot in the 
men’s masters event. He also happens to be 
Matthias Muller’s father. 
“It’s great, it’s just the best,” says the 
senior Muller. “It makes me really proud of 
him how well he is doing, he’s just an amaz- 
ing athlete.” 
Also new this year was the introduction 
of a junior girls division for teens aged 13- 
16. Marlee Cater nabbed first place in that 
division and Chapen Leblond took top spot 
in the junior boys division. 
The team event saw two teams compete: 
but it was the all-women team of Venessa 
Hydamacka, Allison Knoedler, Nadene But- 
ler and Sarah Zimmerman who took top spot. 
The women just barely defeated the all-male 
team of Peter Weeber, Jeff Minhinnick, Co- 
lin Willoner and Ian Buchannan. 
“Overall this year’s event was ,am=- 
ing,” says Adventure Challenge president 
Sarah Zimmerman. “We had some‘issues 
stemming from’ the hot, hot weather, but we 
worked through those and had a very suc- 
cessful event.” 
That snag came on the first day of com- 
petition during the 30th annual King of the 
Mountain footrace which sees runners race 
up and over Terrace Mountain. 
Adventure Challenge competitor Karen 
Shaw-Carter was overdue coming in from 
the race and organizers, volunteers and 
friends launched a search for her on the 
mountain. , ’  
and heat exhaustion. When she was located 
she was unresponsive and needed rehydra- 
tion right away. 
Volunteers and participants from the race 
including her husbbnd Travis Carter, who 
also happens to be a nurse, raced up the trail 
to assist her while emergency services work- 
ers arrived to help get her off the mountain 
on a stretcher. 
“I was really very touched by the whole 
effort in finding me and getting me off the 
mountain, so many people went above 
and beyond my expectations and I’m very 
touched by that - I appreciate it and it really 
opened my eyes to what a phenomenal com- 
munity we live in,” Shaw-Carter says. 
“I want this whole experience to become 
a learning experience for me and everyone. 
I-learned what my body can’t do but I also 
learned what my community cult do.” 
Her husband started an I.V. while still on 
the trail and Shaw-Carter says that’s created 
a bond like no other between them. 
“It’s not very often that your husbdn‘d has 
the opportunity to give you life saving flu- 
ids,” Shaw-Carter says, adding she has no 
memoryrof what happened before she col- 
strating because to try to prevent 
it from happening again I need to know what 
happened,” she says, adding she was feel- 
ing ill the week leading up to the Adventure ‘ 
Challenge and that may have contributed to 
the incident. 
“We are just so happy that Karen is 
healthy and doing fine today,” says Zim- 
merman. “Some good did come out of the 
incident in that many other athletes really 
concentrated on staying hydrated for the rest 
of the weekend and took extra care to make 
sure they weren’t pushing themselves too 
hard. “Karen’s speedy recovery and amaz- 
ing spirit really inspired everyone.” 
, 
, , .  . .  
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AN EVENT SOTBIG, IT’S MONUMENTAL. 
e SILVERADO REGULAR CAB SILVERADO CHEYENNE 
PURCHASE PRICE’ purchase financing on virtually all 2006 modelsi PURCHASE PRICE’ SMARTLEASE’ 
0% FINANCING OFFER 
NOT AVAILABLE ON $18,998‘ THIS REGULAR CAB PER MONTH 48 MONTHS $2.880 DOWN $34,988 $348 SO SECURllY DEPOSIT 
195-HP 4.3L V6 VORTEC ENGINE 
5-Speed Manual Transmission 
ABS Brakes 
40/20/40 Split Front Bench 
Tilt Steering 
PassLockTM Security System with Overdrive 
I With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning 
vehicles, there’s never been a better time to buy a Chevrolet. 
CREW CAB 4x4 
285-HR4.8L V8 VORTEC ENGINE 
Automatic Transmission with 
4-Wheel Drive with ABS Brakes 
Locking Differential 
Cruise Control 
Power Windows, Locks 
Dual-Zone Climate Control 
Remote Keyless Entry 
CD Stereo 
40120140 Split Front Bench 
9 Tilt Steering 
TowlHaul Mode 
1 
and Heated Mirrors 
HURRYg !TsS THE QNE YOU DONBT WANT ?a MUSS. 
NOW AT YOUR BC CHEVROLET DEALERS. gmcmmd~.com 1 1 0 0 a W R N C  W2005. VANOC. Used undr;Liinse. +I Rights Resewed. ‘&sed on a 48 month lease fer 2006 Silverado Cheyenne Crew Cab 4x4 R7C. A down payment or trade of 52,880 is required. Total Obligation is $13,333. OPliob 10 purchase at lease end is 521.991 plus applicable taxes. Other lease options are 
available. t O %  purchase IinanCInQ for 35/48/60 months on approvsd GMAC crsdit only. UllorJs uncondltbnaily Interest-free. Down paymenl and/or trade may be required. Monthly payment and cost of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed and down paymenfflrade. Example: S10.000 at 0% APR. the monthly Payment is S166.67 lor 60 months. Cost 01 borrowing is SO. Total obligation 
ls510.000. 0% purchase IinaIIChIQ (or 36 months is available onlyon 2006 Coban aMdsPii&un: 0% purchase financing for 48 months is available on viitualiyall Other 2M)6 Chevrolet. Pontiac. Buick and GUC models. 0% purchase financing up to 60 months is onlyavailabie on 2006 Canyon. Colorado. 1500 Silverado 8 Sierra Pickups. Avalanche. Tahoe. Suburban, Yukon 8 Yukon XL. 0% purchase 
financing excludes the lollowing 2006 Chevrolet. Ponliac, Buick and GMC models: So$tice, Optra5, Dplra Wagon, Malibu LS Sedan, Lucerne, Corvette, SSR, ~ W D  TrailBla2er g Envoy models, Exprsss 8 Savana (passenper. cargo and cutaway), 1SX 8 1SA Regular Cab C/K Pickbps. and Medium Duty Trucks (including GMT56O Fanlily 283 8 Tilt and W-Series). ‘ttFreight included. License. insurance, 
registration. PPSA. administration fees and taxes not included. Olferapplies 10 the lease of 2006 new 01 demonstrator models, dealer order or trade may be necessary. and applies only to qualified retail customers in BCNukon. Dealers are lree to set individual prices. Limited lime offer which may not be combined with other Offers. See Your ParliCiPating GM dealers far Conditions and details. OWhichever 
comes firit. TFor more information, vlsit pm.xmadio.ca. The XM name and related logos are registered trademarks of XM Satellite Radio Inc. Am Service Contract required. Onstar uses existing emergency Service providers as well as cellular and satellite technologies. Vehicle electrical System needs to be Operating for featUreS to fUnCtiOn PrOPerly. See your dealer lor conditions and details. 
Call Mascarthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License 468931 
QUEZADA D STIN /COMMUNITY 638-7283 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
On Tuesday 
nce a week, EVERY week, we get a 
Tuesday whether we deserve it or not. 
Tuesdays are rife with promise. For 0 example, there I was, slightly too old 
to have a first baby, and bam! On a Tuesday he is 
born, just like that. 
Tuesday also happens to be, luckily for me, 
Garbage Day Eve. So every Tuesday, I get to say, 
“What IS this?” and throw it out. This is ‘yucky, 
take it away. 
Merrily, merrily, verily Every Tuesday Eve. , 
I don’t mean to make you feel jealous. Perhaps 
something wonderful will happen to you on aTues- 
day. Perhaps you will have a casual conversation 
that leads to an introduction that produces a fine 
new job, or, eventually, an extremely cute baby. 
Perhaps you will find your lost dog on a Tuesday 
morning, early, early in the morning -just before 
dawn. 
Maybe it will be aTuesday at lunch when it sud- 
denly dawns upon you: “I don’t have to do this!” 
And/or, “I can do this!” 
Tuesdayg’ke known for that; these things often 
happen on a Tuesday. 
One Tuesday recently, I was feeling kinda blue. 
I felt that the day was not living up to its potential, 
I felt it was not a Tuesday of note. (I had seen bet- 
ter.) 
As they say, don’t judge a weekday by its after- 
noon. By Tuesday evening, that recent grey Thes- 
day, I had cheered up considerably. For one thing, 
no one was MIA. Everyone showed up for sup- 
per at or before suppertime. Then most people ate 
what was offered happily during a normal amount 
of time. 
On that kind of Tuesday, all parents were home, 
as were all kids. Any and all pets were present and 
had been accounted for. Nobody had a cold, or 
if they did, a short snuff of sniffle-med had been 
close to hand, and was working quickly and as ad- 
vertised. 
L 
“If you are like most, Tuesdays 
are merely full, and have calm 
evenings. Luckierpeople have even 
better Tuesdays, as I tend to do. 
There is unexpected singing. There 
is joy.” 
On this Tuesday, if you phoned your mom. she 
answcrcd. and W;IS chccrful. I f  you had tccn-agc 
ncighbours this cvcning on a Tiicsday rcccnrly. 
they turned down thcir TUI~CS at 9 p.m. sharp. coiii- 
plctcly on thcir own. No asking. and certainly no 
yelling. 
Thcrc have been many forcst-fire-less Tues- 
days, mainly i n  winter. But even on some Tucs- 
days in summer. there is no fire. 
Once in a lifetime, so far, the neighbour girls 
stop by to ask a question, then play in the shady 
front yard for hours under the midnight sun. If you 
are lucky, you get such an evening, and most likely 
on a Tuesday. 
If you are like most, Tuesdays are merely full, 
and have calm evenings. Luckier people have even 
better Tuesdays, as I tend to do. There is unexpect- 
ed singing. There is joy. 
Totally unfair, I know, but it IS just once a 
week. 
The following are the things that anyone is al- 
lowed on Tuesdays. 
On a Tuesday, you are allowed to forget to wash 
your hair. You may forget to call your mother, or 
you may call her out of the blue blue Tuesday. If 
you are so inclined, you may drive through and 
simply order one cheeseburger to go. Unmatched 
socks, or other clothing that does not quite “go” is 
allowed. One might write odd, non-rhyming po- 
etry, and e-mailit to friends or family. 
Things not to do on lhesdays include the fol- 
lowing items: 
Get married, meet your future spouse, take in a 
stray dog, engage in upholstery-related activities. 
Also, avoid reading materials. 
You may disregard all of this, if only to re- 
member that, on Tuesdays, you may do as the day 
says. 
Tuesdays are YOURS, always have been, al- 
ways will be, so make of them what you will. 
PART of the Dare to be Stupid crew are from left, Walter McFarlane, Gino Smith, Danny Nunes ana Roy Lawson. They bring “guerill~a com- 
edy” to the CityWest TV-10 screen on Wednesday evenings. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
TV show Dare is on the air 
By DUSTaN QUEZADA ing Nunes proniiscdla comedy style inspired by - they’ve put in a ton of work. 
Green, the infamous Canadian funny man. “You don’t judge the show versus a nelwork 
NO ONE’S crazy enough to ’@\re Danny-Nuucs a A deal w a s  struck and Nunes went about re- standard, you give the young guys a chance.” 
stage but he’s got his own TV show. cruiting a cast and crew, mostly old friends from Nunes and McFarlane are the show’s writers, 
Roy Lawson and Nathan Knol the camera opera- 
for himself in  local comedy circlcs thanks to his The @stscript-coincided with the last provin- tors, McFarlane is the crew’s “editing genius” and 
show, Dare to be Stupid. cia1 clection in BO57a Matthew Mask was a Gino Smith is a primary actor. 
j If made-in-Kitiniat comedy sounds unlikcly, visible presence duringJhe campaign. Cain adds the show’s content is not necessarily 
Nunes would have to agree. He interviewed NDP candidale Robin Austin, his brand of humour. 
Back in the Northwest after a ycar and a half referring to him as “Stone Cold” Robin Austin, a “If (programming) was only what I liked, it 
in Vancouver studying acting and writing, Nunes take on famous wrestler Stow Cold Steve Austin. would be a pretty limited channel,” Cain said. 
was bored. So i n  February 2005, hc pitched his When Liberal candidate Roger Harris refuscd Nunes admits his brand of comedy has an edge 
“guerilla comedy” idca to local channcl CityWest to dress up as a pinip, the renegade TV crew found to i t  but says that’s necessary for it to work. 
TV- I O  that is bound to produce as much local pro- one of his posters in which his teeth had been co- “With guerilla comedy, either it works really 
gramming as possible. loured in and proceeded to brush them for the well the first time or not at all,” he said. “If people 
Nunes describes guerilla comedy as an experi- rcamcra. ’ know you’re coming, you lose some laughs.” 
mental, edgy type of comedy in the mould of Tom “If you don’t do an interview with us, we find The show’s target audience are teens to young 
Green, Jackass, George Carlin and a little Michael a way,” Nunes said. adults. Though Nunes describes Dare to be,Stupid 
Moore thrown in. Tlic learning curve proved to be quite steep for as a live action version of the popular but con- 
The pitch includcd two of Nunes‘s signaturc Nunes and his crew. troversial cartoon South Park, he says it:s not too 
skits: Freddy (Kkueger) versus Jesus and Michael. There’s so much stuff to learn in terms of pcr- offensive. 
Jackson’s babysitting service. fecting the quality of the sound and visuals, said Thc crew continues to work on the second 
“I thought he’d kick me out,” said Nunes, Walter McFarlanc, the show’s de facto editor. He ’ season. “At this point, it’s a fill-time job,’’ said 
laughing. He was pleasantly surprised. cites wind feedback affecting sound and overcast Nunes. “It’s successful enough so far.’’ 
“Danny approachcd me and wc went over somc skies troubling the picturc. The show airs in Terrace Wednesd.ays on City- 
guidelines - we’re fairly wide open,” said Chris “The first episode was rcally, really rough,” West TV-IO with two 30-minute episodes starting 
Nuncs, aka Matthew Mask, is making a naine ’ high school and others willing to take a chance. 
. 
Cain, the chaniicl’s director of programming. add- Cain said. “But they will get better and better at i t  at 10 p.m. , ” 
Children 
learning 
through 
the arts 
STEP INTO h c  cool 
confines of the Tcrracc Little 
Theatre’s McColl Playhouse 
these days and you’ll find 
boys and girls brimming 
with enthusiasm and artistic 
creativity. 
‘ “We’ve got a lively group 
in the morning,’: said Britt 
MacLeod, the team leader 
with the Summer Drama 
Days program for children. 
She admits the older group 
in the afternoon is a little 
less rambunctious. 
“They have a different 
way of expressing them- 
selves,” MacLeod said. 
MacLeod, 20, is joined by 
team member Kurt Biagioni DRAMA queens: Emma Kenmuir, left, and Brianna Lindsay are all smiles during a game of statues, or moving 
and volunteer team mem- bodies. The two are enrolled in the Terrace Little Theatre’s Summer Drama Days. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
ber Garion! Miller, putting 
groups of 6- to 13-year-olds 
through the theatrical paces. As part of a brainstorm- ment in a different way. didn’t have before,” Ma- Summer Drama Days . 
Between her second and ing week in which the three During the first week of has two daily ,sessions from 
third years of studying mu- leaders prepared activities the Drama Days, MacLeod Tuesday to Friday: 6- to 10- 
sical theatre at North Van- with scenes and improvisa- said she was happy with the year-olds attend from 9 a:m. 
couver’s Capilano College, tion. they incorporated some early results. determine the benefits but to noon, while the 11- to 13- 
MacLeod is bringing with of the activities MacLeod The arts bring benefits year-olds follow from 1 to 4 
her a musical twist to TLT’s explores in her studies. This only available to those in- p.m. 
summer offering for kids. includes singing in unison volved in them, says Ma- for all. Registrations will be ac- 
“The kids are learn- cepted for the August ses- cLeod. “I did the program as a and basic dance. 
kid for four summers and MacLeod says adding “It’s important for the ing without realizing it and sion until July 29; For infor- 
there was no musical theatre dance to the routine allows kids to awaken themselves mation on how to register, 
before,” MacLeod said. her charges to explore move- to things they know they added. 
\ , 
cLeod added. 
In the first week of the 
program, it’s a little early to‘ 
MacLeod says the experi- 
ence is proving a good one 
that’s fun for both of us,” she 
call 638-1215. 
, 
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CITY SCENE 
EEK DRAMA 
DAY CAMP 
' for 6 to 13 year olds 
Stretch Your Imagination, 
Make New Friends 
'' I Clubs & pubs The Terrace Little Theatre presents a summer dinner theatre in the Best Western Terrace 
Inn downstairs banquet room - a first for the 
theatre group. .hi Evening of One Act Comedies. 
feawing "The Way of A11 Fish" by Elaine May 
(of Second City famej and "Caught in the Act" by 
Bruce Kane. Show dates arq; July 28. 29. August 
4.5.6. Each night cocktails \vi11 be served at 6:30 
p.m. ivith the shows starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
534 at Unislobe Courtesy Travel. 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic ni& Saturdays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Five Star Homeless July 15- 
15. 
HANKY'S: Tues. karaoke. free foosbalINed. 
karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games night/ 
Fn.-Sat. dance music Br door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opport-mity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
" atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there's sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
kit  and all the amps you'll need. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws Saturdays 
starting at 4 p.m. Hekt Steak Night scheduled for 
, 
1 
Aug. 4. 
$125 for over 50 hours of Instruction 
Visual Arts .' The Terrace Art Gallery presents two July 
exhibits on display from July 5-19. In the upper 
gallery it's the annual members' show. while the 
lower gallery \vi11 feature t h i  2nd annual Northern 
Lenses Camera Club's photography. Gallery 
hours: Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday noon 
ta 4 p.ni.. Friday noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday 1 
to 4 pm. For more information call the gallcry at 
638-8884. 
JANINE Hamming is the one-woman cast of 
Ma ,Larnb/y's, the one-act Terrace histocical 
drama. See below for'details. 
Music Theatre Register in person at Uniglohe 6 -  or download the registration 
form ut www.mnyt1t.ca. , 
For more info, contact 
Britt MacLeod at 
638-1215 or - 
irifo@rnytlt.ca. 
m The Jazz Banditz, a four piece jazz band from 
the Fraser Valley 'area play the Artful Cup as they 
tour to promote their CD, Getaway. Wednesday, 
July 12 at 8 p.m. Tickets are S5 at the door. 
6th Annual Cottonwood hlusic Festival 
takes place in Fon St. James at Cottonwood Park 
1 1  on Stuart Lake July 14-16. Bluegrass, old-time 
countr)r. Celtic, folk and Metis music. Call 250- 
996-8524 or e-mail jdagenas@fsjames.com 
' 
" 
Heritage Park Museum launches its third run of 
M a  Lombly 's. its popular one-act historical drama 
starring Janine Hamming, on Wednesdays in!uly 
'and August starting July 12. All shows s t m a t  8 
p.m. with the doors opening at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 
can be purchased at Don Diegos or at the George 
Little House. Advance and door tickets are SI2 
Seating 'is limited. Call 635-4546 or e-mail 
hpmuseum@'telus.net for info. 
Etc. 
" ,  
Heritage Park Museum presents a Movie 
Under the Stars presentation of Casablanca. on 
Sunday. July 16 at 8:30 p.m. Admission is S2. Our official ticket outlet is  We;lE. 
Courtesy Travel 
#113 - 471 6 Lazelle Ave . 
Standard 
% A D  I> 
0 
Over 9.500 
locations 
worldwide. 
(rso) ~- 
F l M l r  
T-XilcLvi 
cunres.com 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
The Salvation Army's Food for Summer campaign 
will take place on Friday, July 14 from 11 a.m. to 
5 p.m. at Wal-Mart and Safeway. The Salvation 
Army is asking people to bring non-perishable 
food items to either store where volunteers will be 
in place to receive donated food items. 
SATURDAYl JULY 15 
"Tour de North," a Cops for Cancer fundraiser, 
featuring a car wash and barbecue, takes place L, 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at Superior Propane 
on Saturday, July 15. Buy a raffle ticket with a 
chance to win prizes or bring your propane bottles 
to be filled up as Superior Propane will donate SlO 
to Cops far Cancer for every bottle filled. 
o FRIDAY, JULY 14 
I 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop at 4544 Lazelle Ave. will be unable to accept 
donations between July 1-15 due to a lack of 
space. Open Tues-Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
The Terrace Art Gallery again offers a summer 
of fun and art for children aged 5-12 with its 2006 
Children's Summers Art and Crafts Program. 
Cydney Rusch and Amy Warner have returned 
and are working on a variety of projects and art 
related activities over tne next seven weeks. A 
large variety of artistic mediums will be explored. 
The program starts July 3rd and rtfns until Aug. 
18 for three days a week. Morning sessions from 
10:30 a.m. to noon will be for 5- to 8-year-olds 
and afternoon sessions from 1:30 to 3 p.m. will 
be for older children form 9 to 12 years. Parents 
wanting more information can call the art gallery 
at 638-8884 and ask for Amy or Cydney. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
8 Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 44530 p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.). The 
meetings are open to survivors. family members 
and service providers. For more information, call 
terraceslandar d ~ m  
Check wt our site or call 638-7283 for advertising information 
' q p d  '
RON JANZEN 
' 
Cwvn LS a Feat place tolov weight get fit andhave fun this 
summer And naw you'll onbj have to spend 30 m u t e r  (and 
alot1nrrnoney)todon Yarlliusthatetowesummesp 
is at 5th & Carney Subaru, 
Prince George, BC 
Ron would like all of his customers 
and clients to come and get re- 
aquainted with him, right here at ... 
THURSDAY, JULY 20 
16/37 Community Futures, MP Nathan Cullen and 
MIA Robin Austin host a barbecue at George Lit- 
tle Park to raise money for the youth emergency 
shelter. Get your burgers served by local RCMP 
and Terrace Fire Dept. Thursday, July 20 from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Contact Alisa at Robin Austin's of- 
fice 638-7906 or Debbie at 16/37 Community Fu- 
tures 635-5449 for more information. 
THURSDAY, JULY 27 
The Skeena Child Care Resource and Referral 
Program is hosting the second bi-annual Feny 
Island Ramble from 1-3 p.m. with Forester Linda. 
TOLL 
FREE 
I-B77=5SS=3300 
Children and accompanying adults are welcome 
to come join us as we explore the many natural 
elements at Ferry Island. Meet at the pond at the 
end of the island to join the expedition. Call 638- 
11 13 for information. 
PSAs 
Terrace Little Theatre offers its popular Summer 
Drama Days where six to 13-year-olds have fun 
while learning about theatre, stagecraft, singing. 
music and dance. Second session is Aug. 1- 
25. Cost per session is $125 per child, which 
includes a TLT membership for the seascn. Drop 
off registration forms at Uniglobe Travel, call 638- 
1215 or go online to www.mytlt.ca. June 30 is the 
registration deadline. 
The Healing Touch Associatlon of Terrace 
is taking a break during the months of July and 
August. The treatment sessions at Knox United 
Church will resume on Monday, Sept. 18. For 
bookings with one of the private practices in town 
during July and August, call 635-0743. 
The Terrace Public Library is offering "extreme" 
Mark at 638-1 81 8 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@ 
ya_h_oo.ca 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
knitting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmaster will be taking a summer 
break for July and August. The regular meetings 
will resume at 7:30 p.m. Seot 13 at the Terrace 
firehall meeting room. New members and old 
ones welcome in !he fail. If you are interested in 
coming to a meeting call Bob at 638-0923 or Rolf 
at 635-691 1. 
Baby's Name: T&JJJ#.21. 
Arionna lsobella Lisa Lee Baby's Name: 
Morrison Newbook Rylcn Stephens 
Date & Time of Birth: Bate & time of B i h :  
June 26, 2006 at 651 p.m June 30,2006 at ?:04 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 3 02. Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 02. 
Sex: Male Sex: Female 
Parents: Erica & Aurelle Parents: Vanessa & Lawrence 
"little brother for Braeden, 
Caeleb & McKayla" Baby's Name: 
Robert Jonathan Benette Wilson 
Date & time of Birth: Baby's Name: 
June 29, 2006 at 7:05 p.m. Owen Austin Muller 
Weighk 6 Ibs. 14.5 oz. Date & Time of Birth: 
Sex: Male July 2, 2006 at 11:IS p.m. 
Parents: Allce & Wilfred Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 oz. . 
"Little brother for Xavier" Sex: Male 
WaBlJ Parents: Seleno & Garth 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Brianna Jamie Kiiyoana McKaylo Stephens 
Gray Adams Date & Time of Birth: 
June 30, 2006 at ?:03 a.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
July 4, 2006 at 157 om. Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 oz. 
Sex: Female Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 OZ. 
Parents: Vanessa & Lawrence Sex: Female \ 
"Little sister for Braeden, Parents: Lorraine 8, Edward 
' "LMe sister for Dakda, Caeleb & Rylan" 
Please have your dog leashed 
or fenced-in away from 
your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and 
Saturdays so your newspaper 
Royal Canadian Legion IS appealing :o members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
U carrier can deliver your paper. 
fun with its Summer Reading Club. Don't miss out 
on cool activities and prizes. Put your name in 
for the general registration :o track your summer 
reading anytime now and registration for the first 
week of programming begins July 3. Call the 
library at 638-81 77 for details. 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
summer season from 10 a.m. to 6 pm., seven 
days-a-week. Site tours are available four times a 
day and a number of special events are planned 
for the summer. The museum will also offer 
two walking tours and Ma Lainbly's, its one act 
historical drama. throughour the months of July 
and August. Call the museum at 635-4546. 
Support After Suicide support group monthly 
meetings have been cancelled. Assistance 
with grief is still available from others that have 
experienced a suicidal death of someone close. 
Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support 8 info call Joset at 638-1347. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings July 13 and 27. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
please phone 635-4862. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous mdetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. NIA meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Giri Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Sweet Adeline's Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School's music room on 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m. For info, call Vic 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive 
lifestyle and nutrition choices before, during and 
after pregnancy. Donations of baby or maternity 
clothes for clients always accepted. Please call 
Catherine at 615-8132 for info or pick-up. 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It's easier than you might 
think to get involved. For irifo call 635-4232. 
The Terrace Amnesty International Action Circie 
meets on the last Wednesday ai  every month at 
the Kiva Cafe at 6 p.m. Anyone welcome. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meets the last Tuesday 
of every month at Cafenara. Come network with 
other writers, share goals. markets and tips. 
Newcomers welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899. 
The Terrace Greater Beautification Society's 
beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
at the George Little House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. The society also meets on ihe first 
Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
members welcome. For information call Chris at 
638-1049. 
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The Thornhill lunior Secondary Band and PAC ' 
would like to thank the following for their assistance 
with this fund raiser for our tr;p to Toronto: 1 
Ken's Marine lrly Bird 
Keenleyside Insurance Canadian Tire 
Liquor Store Speedee Printers 
Debbie Simons and the Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
at the Salvation Army 
and Ian McDonough, the 
group's director of corn- 
munity and family services, 
hopes the public will help fill 
the shelves this Friday (July 
14). That's when the Food 
for Summer campaign will 
take place from 11 a.m. to 5 
p.m. at Wal-Mart and Safe- 
way. Bring non-perishable 
food items to either store 
where volunteers will be 
in place to receive do- 
nated food. ' 
!'I 
/ 
We feature top brand names. One-step and 
I the cuticle, reconstruct, and intensely hydrate 
h multi-step treatnients designed t o  chelate, seal c 
and all those who purchased tickets to support 
the band. Winner of the AN Raffle was Marian Ward. 
would like to thank Pizza Hut, Canada 
Bread, Save-On-Foods and A&W for their 
generosity this school year. Our learning 
programs are successful because of 
incentives given freely by these businesses, Big 'shoes to fill for the_ 
'Riverboat Days parade 
If there is enough interest, we'll also host a 
euchre tourney. There will be a small entry 
fee to these events with a full 100 per cent 
return to the winners. 
Cmde Bob Paulis has been working over- 
time on the building's exterior but would 
love some extra help: his number is 6 3 5 '  
7063. This is the beginning of what we hope 
is a complcte facelift to our facilities. We 
have started to work towards a renovation 
of our interior, to make it more welcoming 
to our younger generation and to also satisfy 
The Tenace Standadis . wm CONTRIBUTED By CMDE PETER CROMFTON 
WELL I hope everyone is having an en- 
joyable summer, but I thought it was time to 
let everyone know that the Branch is open 
Ifor business as usual and that your executive 
is still h&d at work. 
Our D-Day dinner was a great success 
- thank you to our Ladies Auxiliary for a su- 
per meal, also to the volunteers for the setup 
and serving of the meal. A great thank-you 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising Information 
to 747 Air Cadets for the cleanup following our general membership. 
dinner. To this end, we have a suggestion form 
Also the Branch open golf scramble was at the Branch for members and guests to put 
a monster success; thanks again to our sports forward their ideas of what changes they 
chair Cmde John Austin and would like to see. Please 
to all the hard work put in -come in grab a form, look " 
by Lisa Grendron, who was 
ing up the prizes etc. I don't 
around and bring your ideas 
. management team to come 
again instrumental in gather- Legion forward. The plan is for the 
have the winners' names, forward at a general meet- 
but from all accounts every- Notes ing to ask you as members one was a winner. to release funds so that we 
, The next big event is can move ahead to brighten 
Riverboat Days, and the these premises, to encourage 
Parade, which is sponsored by Branch 13. I new membership and to establish a place for 
understand from Cmde Bradley everything all the community to be proud of, while al- 
is under control and entries are flooding in. ways remembering our obligations as mem- 
For many years now, the Branch has also en- bers of this great organization. 
tered its own float in this parade; as you are In the near future, there will be a bazaar/ 
aware the late Cmde Bud Kirkaldy was our garage sale, honour and awards night, and 
float designer and gathered his volunteers much more entertainment. 
for this project. This year the man needing Our'Saturday meat draws are going well, 
your help is Cmde Ray Forget so please give and music jams will return come Septem- 
him a call at 635-0976. He needs help, tools, ber. 
donations, whatever help you can give - and Cmde Mary Ann Burdett is now the past 
remember Bud is watching. dominion president. Mary Ann made us all 
Last year, our casino night was a superb- proud for the last two years; she had many 
ly entertaining and this year we expect it to great experiences, some scary moments 911 
be even bigger. Again, we need volunteers her visit to Afghanistan, though mostly very 
for dealers and other positions. There is a memorable ones. Congratulations again on a 
sign-up sheet in the lounge entrance or call job well done. 
Rosanne or Ray at 635-0976. The casino We were all saddened at the loss of Cmdes 
night takes place on Saturday, Aug. 5, while Curly Casey and Jim Le Cleir, both will be 
on Sunday we will host a fun sports day with sadly missed by all who knew them. 
cribbage, darts and a 9 ball pool tournament. WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
, 
. .  
CALENDAR OF Phone 63841 77 to register for programs. 
I 1  e b '  b a  B I '  I* - 
leadin Summer 3 Summer I 
II I Reading Club Week 1 Registration 'Shikry Stones" Rpninc Tndav! 
'Shivery Stones" 
'Puzzling Mysteries' 
I I:oo-; 1:oo 
l l u  29 
Summer Check out the Computer Camps for Kids! 
Reading Cluh FREE! At the Ubwryl Call for details and to sign-up/ 
y e e k 5 R , ~ i p t i o n  Ages 10-1 4 Tuesday-Friday 1 :30 p.m. 
Begins I tones Today! 1 I Ages 6-9 W:dnesday-Fr,i!ay 10:30 :.,in. , , 
*
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7 Spin unravelled 
few weeks back Mary Ellen Walling, 
shill and apologist for fish farmers, filled 
a guest column in this paper intended A to rebut an earlier condemnation of fish 
farms by my learned friend, Andrew Williams. 
Walling’s PR is such disingenuous bumph it begs 
for dissection. 
The folks at the UN, who monitor such things, 
say that aquaculture is the fastest growing food pro- 
ducer, crows Walling, claiming this to be a good 
thing from a health perspective because salmon is 
filled with Omega-3 fatty acids and farmed salmon 
will do much to feed the masses. 
What she conveniently’omits is that famied fish 
also pack around antibiotics, dyes, pesticides, mer- 
cury and other heavy metals, and that the amount of 
healthful Omega fats they contain is less than the 
amount found in mother nature’s product. 
Also absent from Walling’s defence is the fact 
that a lot of aquatic species loier  down the food 
c h h  are ground up to feed the faux salmon raised 
on the farm. In fact, ’the process represents a net 
withdrawal of nutrients from the marine food banks 
of the world. 
We are supposed to be impressed by the fact that 
fish farming has been practised in B.C. for 30 years 
and that it generates a lot of capital - a whopping 
$450 million, claims Walling. So what? say I. 
Fish farms have been operating a lot longer on 
Scotland’s west coast, which is why there are al- 
most almost,no wild salmon returning to the rivers 
on that side of the country. 
Walling would have us believe that somehow the 
longevity and profitability of that industry make it a 
good thing? The tobacco industry has been thriving 
on this continent for more than two centuries now, 
and it’s been enormously profitable. Would we all 
be better off if i t  had never existed? 
Walling and her ilk never factor the loss of wild 
fish. jobs in the fishing industry, and the enormous 
long-term environmental costs into their account- 
ing, just as the tobacco industry never has room oni 
its balance sheets for the societal costs of lung can- 
cer and cardiovascular disease. 
“Like many other industries, Aquaculture has 
evolved over the past three decades and public in- 
terest in health, safety and the environment have 
contributed to a culture of continuous improvement 
of B.C.’s salmon farms,” writes Walling. 
Well, that’s good news! We should be heartened 
to learn that farms have undenvater cameras to pre- 
vent food from spilling through pens and contanii- 
nating the Ocean floor. 
We should be pleased that fish farmers have had 
to develop an environmental protection plan for 
their sites as a condition of licensing. We should 
also celebrate the fact thai the nets in the salmon 
pens get regular maintenance. 
Underwater photography may help the consci- 
entious fish farmer keep some excess feed from hit- 
ting the ocean floor. but how does i t  help contain 
all the fecal matter produced by huge schools of 
penned fish? 
Curiously. Walling makes no nientiori Qf the 
fact that the pollution from a single fish f a n  is on 
par with that from a m a l l  town. that Canadian fish 
famis still discharge more than 1O.OOO tons of uti- 
eaten food annually. ar,d that fallowed or not. the 
ocean floor under fish farms is a dead zone. 
Walling‘s suggestion that well mended and 
tended nets will solve the problem of contaminated 
exotic salmon from escaping is a red herring. 
Farmed fish go over the top in heavy seas. 
They’ve done so for three decades and continue to 
do so. When you have more Atlantic Salmon than 
steelhead in Van Isle’s Salmon River. you have tan- 
gible proof of this. 
‘ “Fish health is also of critical importance to farm- 
ers.” writes Walling. Of course it is. just as the health 
of his swine is important to a pig farmer and the health 
of his herd is a serious issue with a cattle rancher. 
Notwithstanding this concern on the part of farm- 
ers, we have suffered through swine flu. millions 
perished from smallpox, many millions more died 
from tuberculosis and now we have to contend with 
avian flu. mad cow and quotidian doses of E. coli. 
When you crowd critters into small spaces you 
increase their susceptibility to disease and the risk 
of disease transference as happened when disease 
ridden fish farm escapees spread disease to wild 
Atlantic salmon in some of Norway’s most famous 
salmon rivers. 
Conspicuously absent from Walling‘s piece is 
any mention of sea lice or the vile pesticides fish 
farmers use to fight them. The reason for this is that 
Walling knows as well as I do that the sea lice prob- 
lem is devastating to wild salmon and there is no 
effective way to eradicate it. 
Such is the modus operandi of the PR hack: trot 
out some vague facts, steer away from the inconve- 
nient truths and create the big lie. 
Evans clinq,h,es second place 
// 
A FORMER two-time BC Women‘s Amateur Golf champion 
now has the distinction of placing second in the inaugural 
BC Ladies Mid-Amateur Golf Championship. 
Kim EviItis linished with a four under par behind win- 
iicr Jackie Little of Port Alberiii at the tournanient that took 
place at the Fairview Mountain Golf Club i n  Oliver. B.C. 
,A.,Evaiis won the first round by two strokes. followed by 
a “horrendous“ second round. but pulled through the final 
round to tinish i n  the top 2i). guaranteeing her a spot in the 
final rouiid of the BC Amateur Championship, that was held 
at the same tfrne, where she tied for 14th place overall. 
“I was certainly trying veT hard to beat her.” she said. 
adding that Little is somewhat of a golf legend, having won 
five amateur titles. “I’m very happy.” 
Evans won a crystal trophy for her efforts. 
The Mid-Amateur debuted this season for the over-25- 
year-old players who wanted to compete but realized they 
weren’t quite up to par &th the younger golfers. 
“It’s a great addition to competitive golf because most of 
us over-30-somethings recognize we’re probably notcgoing 
to contend for the title,” she said, adding that tournament 
winners are usually college-aged golfers. 
The course had some of the toughest greens - lots of slope 
and very, very, very fast - Evans had ever played on. 
“I never played there before. I heard all about it being 
very hilly.” she said. “I wanted td‘niake the cut and see how 
far I could finish.” 
Golfers were allowed to use golf carts to get around be- 
cause of the tough walk and the 42 degree heat, but Evans 
chose to walk. 
“I walked but Terrace is a pretty good walk as long as you 
stay hydrated. 4 lot of people were surprised that I walked.” 
she said. 
(J Evans didn’t expect to come out so high in the standings, 
having played a minimal amount of golf this year. 
She starts every year with the intention of plaj*ing more 
but family and work responsibilities make it a lower priority: 
however, she’s always had the fortune to still play good- 
quality conipetitive golf. 
‘*I guess maybe all the years 1 put into practice and play 
kind of honed my golf swing.” she said, adding her game is 
solid from tee to green. 
She plans to compete in the tournament again, next year, 
which will be in Vancouver.-Evans won the BC Aiiiateur 
Championship in 1988 and 1990. 
‘ 
1 
KIM EVANS shows off the crystal trophy from her second place finish in the first- 
ever BC Ladies Mid-Amateur Golf Championship. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Lacrosse teams pumped for provincials 
By MARGARET WEIRS 
TERRACE MINOR Lacrosse is 
sending its first championship team 
and two new squads to provincials 
this month. 
The Bantam Raiders will defend 
their championship title while the 
Midget Raiders and Peewee Raiders 
debut at the BC Minor Lacrosse Pro- 
vincial Championship. 
Peewee coach Gord Tuckerman 
said the tournament will definitely 
be exciting for his 11- and 12-year- 
old players, who will be competing 
in the C-division starting today until 
Sunday in Vernon. 
“I‘m hoping we win our division, 
You‘ve always got to go confident- ~ 
Iv.” he said. 
young, lacrosse is still a high-speed 
game with quite a bit of body con- 
tact. 
“We’ve going to have to work 
hard to earn our spot at the top,” he 
said. 
Tucltemian’s squad will play a 
defensive game. 
“We try to protect our goalie at 
all costs and hope for a low-scoring 
game,” he said, adding he expects 
the competition to be very good. 
About half of the team is made up 
of fiht-year players and he’s proud 
of their accomplishments. ~ 
‘They’re come a long way in a 
short time,” he said. 
He believes the players will be 
nervous before their first game but 
will relax once the match starts. 
to provincials to defend their cham- 
pionship title and attempt to be the 
only undefeated team again. 
“We went down with the goal to 
be i n  the top four and to win a medal 
and this year is the same,” said coach 
Terry Monture. 
Monture wouldn’t say whether 
he believed the team would win gold 
again. 
“t’m not going to jinx it. We’re 
going to get up there and do the best 
we can,” he said. 
He said his team, which only con- 
sists of two players from last season, 
is stronger> and has more depth even 
, though 10 of the 18 players had nev- 
er played lacrosse before this year. 
The team’s strategy is to play an 
aggressive. physical game without 
One of the team’s assets is the 
number of goal scorers - seven 
- who intend to make it difficult 
for their opponents who don’t haye 
enough defensive players to cover 
them. 
Monture’s dot sure what to ex- 
pect from the competition. 
“Last year we didn’t know what 
to expect going in blind. This year 
you never know. Last year could’ve 
been an average year and this year 
could be a strong year,” he said. 
The goal is for the team to have a 
lot of fun, he said. 
The Bantam Raiders battle the 
province’s best lacrosse teams in 
Prince George July 26 to 30. 
The Midgets travel to provincials 
in Ridge MeadowsPort Coquitlam - Even though the players are The Bantam Raiders will retuni penalties. July 19 to 23. 
LUCY PRAUGHT, a Sprockids leader, demonstrates a braking skill to children at 
the recent Sprockids clinic at Ferry Island. Adults interested in becoming a Sprock- 
’ ids leader can learn how from the founder of the program this weekend. 
Cyclists: learn to lead 
biking clinics for children 
By MARGARET SPEYRS 
LOCAL CYCLISTS get a unique chance 
to learn from one of B.C.’s top riders this 
weekend. ‘ 
Doug Detwiller. founder of the Sprock- 
ids program. a program designed to teach 
youngsters how to ride. will be in town to 
teach a workshop for parents and other adults 
interested in becoming a Sprockids leader. 
It‘s a rare opportunity for bike enthusiasts 
in the north. says organizer Lucy Praught. 
”It’s pretty big for him to come. He does 
stuff like this in Whistler so to get to do it 
here is big.” she says. 
The workshop will consist of half class- 
room time and half riding time \vith a focus 
on understanding how to mentor children. 
Participants will teach cycling skills to each 
other in order to learn how to teach. 
Interested adults don‘t have to be ekpert 
cyclists to attend. says Praught. Wnyone 
who‘s new to the sport and wants to learn 
about the leadership program is welcome. 
“You don’t have to be’a superstar to en- 
joy riding,” she says. “Any riding is fun.“ 
One of the nice things about cycling is it’s 
not a sport where parents drive their children 
to it and then stand on the sidelines watching. 
rather parents get to participate. she says. 
Interested cyclists can register for the 
workshop at Out Spoke’N Bike and Sport. A 
police background check will be required. 
The Sprockids leadership workshop goes 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. this Saturday, July 15. 
For more details call Lucy at 635-1 191. 
i 
I 
U-I 4 Kermodes 
win award 
at p rovi n c i a I s 
SOCCER PROVINCIALS proved to be a valuable 
experience for the Under- 14 Keniiode girls. who 
netted the Most Sportsmanlike Team award and 
finished fourth on an unfamiliar playing field. 
The Keniiodes made an impression on their oppo- 
nents that led to being named the iiiost sportsmanlike 
team, an important award to the girls. 
“Everybody loved Terrace,” said coach Cnndido 
Guerreiro. 
“That fact that we never made it there (A-Cup) be- 
foreiwas a big novelty for those in Vancouver.“ 
The girls. playing in their first Youth Provincial 
A-Cup Soccer Championship after winning the Youth 
Provincial B-Cup last year - A-cup is a higher level of 
competition - found themselves faced with a speedy 
ball on a turf field and a physical competition. 
The Kermodes have never played on turf before 
while the Lower Mainland teams play on turf regu- 
larly, he said. 
The worn turf was like playing soccer on a gym 
floor with carpet - slicker and faster - making it dif- 
ficult for the girls who were used to having more setup 
time with the ball. 
Two members of other teams suffered broken bones 
when going for the ball against the Kermodes. 
“The competition was ruthless.” he said. “In all 
the years I‘ve coached and watched soccer, I’ve never 
seen girls break their ankles playing soccer.” 
Guerreiro had to move some of his forwards back to 
play defence after he lost his defensive core to injuries 
and had to switch goalkeepers after Bailey Neufeld 
suffered some tom ligaments in her arm. 
The Kermodes came on strong in their first game. 
scoring within 49 seconds but couldn‘t keep up and 
finished on the wrong end of a 6-1 loss to the Semiah- 
moo Nitro, a team from Surrey. s 
“We were really excited when we started,’’ he said. 
I 
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FAX 250.638.8432 word ads: classifieds8terracestandard.com 
r classified display advertising: advertisingQterracestandavd.com 
MONDAY TO Friday 9am-4pm 
155 Antiques? 
160 Appliances 
170 Auctions 
175 Building Materials 
180 Computers 
185 Consignments 
190 Firearms 
195 Firewood 
200 Free Give Away ,, 
205 Furniture 
21 0 Garage Sales 
215 Garden Equipment 
220 Miscellaneous 
225 Music 
230 Sporting Goods 
235 Tools 
240 Trade Or Swap 
i 65 ~ r t s  a cratts 
EMPLOYMENT 250-299 
254 Business 
Opportunities 
258 Careers 
262 Daycare 
266 Education 
270 Help Wanted 
274 Professional 
278 Skilled Trades 
C LASS I F I CAT1 0 NS 530 Property Condos 536 DuplexlFourplex 
542 FarmdRanches 
548 For Sale or Rent 
554 Houses 
560 Lakeshore 
566 Mobiles 
572 Modular Homes 
578 Open House 
584 Out of Town 
590 RV sites 
596 Townhouses 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
0-49 
3 Announcements 
6 Anniversaries '' 
9 Births 
12 Birthdays 
15 Church 
18 Coming Events 
21 Congratulations 
24 Engagement/ 
Weddings 
30 In Memoriam 
33 Obituaries 
36 Thanks 
690 Mining 
RECREATIONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircraft 
71 0 AWs 
71 5 BoatdMarine 
720 Houseboats 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
11 for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. " 
-~ _ _  - ~~ - ~~ 
282 Tutoring 342 Landscaping/ 
286 Volunteers Gardening 
290 Work Wanted 344 Machinelwelding 
346 Misc. Services 
SERVICES 300-399 -, 348 Music Lessons 
302 Accounting 350 Painting 
304 Appllancos 
306 Automotive 354 Photography 
308 Building Services 356 Plumbing 
310 Catering 358 PooldSpas 
312 Carpentry 360 Roofing 
314 Child Care 362 Snowplowing 
316 Cleaning 364 Travel 
366Trucking 318 Construction 
320 Drywall -, 368 Yard 8 Garden 
322 EducationlTutoring 
324 Electric 
326 Excavation 404 Apartments 
328 FinancdMortgage 408 Bachelor Suite 
330 Handvman 412 Basement Suite 
352 Paving 
RENTAL 400-499 
436 HalldAuditoriums 
440 Houses 
444 Miscellaneous 
448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 
460 Room 8 Board 
464 SenlordRetirement 
Accommodations 
468 Shared 
Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
480 Tourist 
Accommodations 
484 Townhouses 
488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
725 Motorcycles 
730 RV's 
735 Rentals < I  
740 Snowmobiles 
745 TraddSwap 
AUTOMOTIVE 750-789 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Classics 
774 Parts 
780 SUV's 8 4x4's 
786 Ttucks 
792Vans/Buses ~ 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector 8 5 Daily) $21.20C(inc.1.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily) $31.80C(inc,l.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily ) $39.75'(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 30$ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 c o l h  
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
PETSlFARM 600-699 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm Equipment 
61 8 Feed B Seed 
624 FruiVPmducdMeat 
630 Horses 
636Livestock ~ , 
642 8 Trailers Pets 
INDUSTRY 650-699 800-849 . 
660 Equipment 
670 LoggingllTmber 
680 Machinery 
NOT~EUTENDERS 
PERSONAL5049 
55 Business Personals 
60 Health/beauty , 
65 Lost 8 Found 
70 Personals 
75 Psychics 
80 Singles 
85 TravelmoursNacation 
WANTED 100-149 
125 Wanted 
MERCHANDISE 
150-249 
332 Home Improvement ' 416 CabinslCottages 
334 Home Support 420 Commercial 51 2 CabindCottages 
336 House Sitting 424 Condos 518 Commercial 
338 Investment 428 DuplexlFourplex Businesses 
340 Janitorial 432 For Rent Or Sale 524 Commercial 
506 AcreagedLots 
815 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders 
I1 I 
The Terrace Standard reserves the r ight t o  classify ads under appropriate 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the provincial Human 
Rights Ac t  t o  discriminate on  the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or  reject any 
advertisement and t o  retain any answers directed t o  the News Box Reply Service, 
and to repay the customer the sum paid for  the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on  "Hold" instructions no t  picked u p  within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  b e  destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not  t o  send original documents to avoM 
loss. 
Al l  claims of errors in advertisements must  be mceived by  the publlsherwHhln 30 
days after the f irst publication. 
It i s  agreed by  the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the T ~ C O  
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as p u b l l s h d  shall be 
l imited to the amount paid by  the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for ihe 
port ion of  the advertising space occupied by  the incorrect or omltted i tem only, and 
that there shall b e  n o  liability in any event greater than the amount pald for such 
advertising. 
headings and t o  set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
' WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
,Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
FREE BODY ANALYSIS Learn 
about our personalized weight- 
1 loss program. Helps control C 
hunger, tiassle-free and afford- 
able. 1-888-569-2234 for a free 
sample! reachforherbalife.com 
FREE BODY Analysis. Learn 
ASRhalt 
PAUL HARRISON 
Bachelor of Laws 
May 2006 
University of Manitoba 
From, Mom, Dad & Sundi 
I about our personalized weight- 
loss program. Lose 2-81bsper 
week, control hunger, hassel- 
free and affordable1 Call 1-888- 
569-2234 www.reachforherbs. 
mountain bike. Lost at Christy 
Park - June 30. Contact 250- 
638-0847. $50 reward for re- 
L ''VnIw~Dqrking 
Lot neeper" 
on Sparks. Call 250-638-1 866 
FOUND MALTESE white puppy 
LILLY-MAE HARRISON 
Born to 
Paul and Candice 
on 
MAY 24,2006 
love from, 
Grondma (Carol) and Grandad 
[Ed) &Auntie S a d  
250-638-791 8 
Construction 4800 Straume Avenue 
Construction in process for the 
4800 block of Straume Avenue 
ROAD CLQSED - O P E N  TO LOCAL TRAFFIC O N L Y  
Construction from June 12 thru August 1 1 , 2006 
Monday - Friday 7:OO a.m. to 5:OO p.m. 
Please slow down 'and watch for ffag persons/ 
construction workers and advisory signs. 
Richard, you have been gone for five years no 
We cherish the special place in our hearts I 
That will always be reserved for you 
ank you for the gift that 
Your living brought to each of us. 
We love you. We remember you. 
a i Love, you_'-family\ _. 
-~-..._--e < - - ~ < - - - ~  .-.. 
---zrr=-- 
"Grammo's up in Heaven, wuy up h b h r  thun he douds 
' - run we drive there?" 
FOUND PORTABLE CD dis: 
cman on Old Lakelse Lk. Dr. in 
Thornhill, morning of July 3/06. 
Call to describe & claim. Eric 
250-635-4379 or 250-61 5-2643 
197n3\ 
\L, p-, 
0 LOST JUNE 24TH at noon Tim 
Horton's Lakelse Ave. child's 
light blue umbrella with white 
handle, killer whale motif. Sen- 
timental gift. Please phone 250- 
LOST PINK MP3. Bean shape. 
Small crack on face. In Horse- 
shoe area. Approx. last few 
days of school. Please call 250- 
635-7986 (26~2) 
635-31 91 (27~2) 
The Terrace Economic Development Authority i s  seeking 
3 BOARD MEMBERS 
'TEDA" is  a non-government organization (NGO) charged with promotion, 
enhancement, recruitnienl and retention of business and industry in the Tcmce 
area, in an effort to support and sustain a strong vibrant economy. 
The board is structured so nicmbcrship cliaractcnzes a broad cross-section of 
economic interests in Terrace. and should attempt to include, but are 1101 limited 
to, repyentation from sectors such as: 
Forcstty Hc;iltli 
Fin;incial Revail 
Mining Transportation 
0 Legal 
Aluniiniuni miinuhcturing 
Construction and Dcvelopnient 
Gas aid  Energy Utilities 
Education 
Industrial Supply and Sersice 
Ifyou would like to be a ialunteer memberjor a two rear lent1 on the most 
exciting and dynaniic board in Terrace, please subnril a brief biography by 
Wliolcsalc and Distribution 
Labour 
Real Estatc, 
Coniinuiiications and 
Technology 
STOLEN IN December 2005 
from Houston, 2005 Yamaha 
Grizzly 660. Blue with cracked 
and repaired footwells and 
ITP mud-lite tires. Serial #JY- 
WARD offered for return of AW. 
4AM03W45C028526. $3000RE- 
(27P2) 
QENTLEMAN IN his 60's Is 
looking for a good honest wom- 
an that knows what she wants. 
SWF, 48 blonde llkes 
boardgames, listenlng to muslc. 
Not interested In livlng 'togeth- 
er, non-smoker, social drinker. 
Replies from SWM only to sea- 
shells1 957@hotmail.com (28~2) 
250-635-0016 (28~3) 
LADIES SILVER ring with 
turquoise stone. Lost 2 weeks 
ago Farmers Market area. 250- 
LOST - Tin tacklebox on old 
Nass Road. Sentimental value. 
Reward offered. 250-635-0134 
or 250-635-9090 (28~2) 
638-5766 (26p2) 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kit imat, Smithers & Prince Ruper t  
Monuments Concerned personal  
service in the Nor thwes t  
since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
hmrd bnrk, Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
Anoddbr, 24 hour pager  
August 2,2006 lo; 
economic te r i z  development 
#201-4621 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8C 1 W I' 
fax 250 635 4152 email info@teda.ca 
I' 205-635-4168 
ALL suhlnissions \vi11 be considered by a comnlittec. simck hy our funding panncn. 
T/w Cirv of 7iwwe mid rhr 7rrrtcc.r & Disrricr Clrnrtrbrr tfCortrlrlerc.c. 
Top 15 Way Cool Reasons To 
Spend a Day or a Weekend at 
a Nudist CampgrouncVBeach 
www.fcn.ca (41 6)410-6833. - 
i 
-- 
Stan and Carol 
McKay 
would like to 
Y 
I introduce U 
MAXUMUS 
mMm" 
BENECEB 
PWREGNANE 
weighing in at 
9 Ibs, 1 1 oz. 
Proud grandparents 
Attilio and 
Susan Pa trig nani 
Awestruck parents 
arc0 and Carin Anne 
Shirley Barr 
June 25*, 1935 - July 11*, 2805 
Sadly missed along life's way, 
Quietly remembered every day, 
No longer in our life to share, 
But in our hearts she's always there. 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 12, 2006 
ALMOND HOTPOINT stove, CAMP TRAILER CLEARANCE! 
new oven element, erc with One washcar/shower unit. Two 
kitchenldiner units. Excellent 
condition. Ideal for logging, con- Flooring Distributor 
matching Almond Broan range 
Now Selling Direct! hood $400, Almond fridge, erc 
$400. Kenmore Capacity 8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- st!uction~ etc* Contact 
washer and d r ~ ,  brand new es from ................. $.49sq/ft Britco Structures at 250-377- 0765. dryer element, erc. $500. 250- 7" unfin or pre fin Fir. .... $.99sq/ 
635-7969 126031 ft UTILITY TRAILER for single 
I 
BC Schizophrenia Society 
Regional Coordinator, Terrace & Area 
Permanent Part-time (26 hrdwk) 
Starting Immediately 
<./ Mike and Kerry Primeau a/ong with their 
childmn - loel, Morgan and vier Manning would 
like to thank the following for their support, 
60th emotionally and fiincmcially: 
FOR SALE ' Kenmore stove, 3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
white, less than one year old. fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft condition* $800.00. gene 
$250.00 250-635-9588 (26~2) Oak, Maple, Ash engi- erator Gen-Set* 750 watt* ex- 
cellent condition, $400.00. 18' 
Chestnut freighter canoe, 2 
paddles, 2 life jackets, fish find- 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342 
er and vinyl cover. $1000.00. 
snowmobile Or 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
We ore recruiting on energetic and motivated individual to work with 
families of people with serious and persistent mental illness. 
Reporting to the Northwest BC Schizophrenia Society Regional 
Manager the coordinator will be responsible for: 
. *  Providin support and education to families dealing with 
Establishment and support of family support groups and 
Branches Implem nting a "Partnership Education Program" 
liaising with local and regional menid health representatives 
including TerroceFKitimat and Prince Rupert Adult Mental 
Health & Addictions, Northern Health Authority, Mental 
Health Advisory Committees, Minishy of Children and Family 
Development, BCCS Branches and members 
mental il 9 ness 
0 Other related duties (' 
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills required. An 
excellent working knowledge of computers and sohware programs 
necessary, Must be able to work independently and as a team member. 
Demonstrated ability to recruit & supervise volunteers. Experience as 
a teocher/facilitator. Must be willing to travel and provide outreach 
support and education to the communities of Terrace, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert. Access to and use of an a P propriately insured vehicle 
is re uired. An understanding of Mental I lness and the Mental Health 
8, Ajdictions system and the needs of family members preferred, 
Only those being considered for on interview will be contacted. 
Send resume b IY July 18,2006 
To BC Schizop renia Society - Box 3603 Smithers BC VOJ 2N0 
or email bcss9779QteIus.net > 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Vancouver General Hospital Scotia Bank 
Mt. Elizabeth School Salvation Army 
The Community of Terrace and Thornhill and to all the 
numerous friends, family, neighbours and businesses. 
Terrace Fire Dept. 
(-3 
Spcial thanks to the following: 
Shannon & Stacey Peden Kyle Haynes ~ i-;j 
Tory & Tracy Charlton 
Carmon & Tammy Brown 
Doug Mattenley & Sylvia 
Celeigh Dykes Charlene & Connie 
Robin Mcleod & Caledonia Senior Secondury 
. /.: x-, 
' I s  1 
The Fee Family 
Colby Burns 
Val Zilinski 
/fit w m  not f ~ r  611 d you Mping in every wa p o k / e ,  we 
wo~ldnot h a ~ e  b ~ e n  c l ~ e  b h  wih our son J e n  /w d e d  
us most. We are b w e r  am&/ )O everyone and YOU have a 
GARAGE SALE Saturday, July 
15, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. 41 07 Ye0 
Street.Terrace (27pl) 
EZ load boat trailer, $800.00, 
4 camper tie-down brackets. 
$35.00 250-635-3423 (27~3) 
THE BEST BUILDING 
PRODUCTS IN OKANAGAN 
-Cedar Siding -Log Siding 
-Milled Logs -Wood Flooring. 
WE DELIVER ANYWHERE. 
Rouck Bros, Sawmill Ltd. (Lum- 
rouckbros.com 
by, BC) 1-800-960-3388 WWW. 
Established Panago Franchise 
. Resale Oppbrtunity now avail- 
able in Smithers, BC. Join a 
Proven Market Leader with 
Canada's Premiere Take Out (L 
Home Delivery Pizza Franchise. ' 
Call 250-847-5392/Debbiea 
SIASTS Here is your chance to 
apply what you have learned. 
Now create perfect, safe and 
secure assets. Remarkable lim- 
ited opportunity. Free info 
www.whynotjustretire.com 
WANTED: Fence Post Sup- 
pliers - Lodgepole pine wood. 
Must have own equipment. 
Year round work. All sizes, All 
lengths, All Quantities. Steve, 
Surewood Forest Products. 
Monday - Friday 7am - 5pm. 
Restaurant for lease Prince Ru- 
pelt BC. Available Sept. 1/2006. 
90 seat restaurant and food serv- 
RICH DAD POOR DAD ENTHU- 
780-962-9323. 
I 
WALNUT COFFEE table. Leath- 
erette easy chalr, corner table, 
telephone bench table, futon 
and mattress, single she fold- 
up bed and mattress. 250-635- 
6728 (28P2) 
7 Flooring Distributor ' 
Now Selling Direct1 
8 (L 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
3 114" Exotic pre fin and Oak pie 
fin, many choices.$l,99sq/ft 
Oak, Maple, Ash . engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE1 
f t '  
' 1-800-631-3342 
BUG SCREENS FOR WIND- BOOKKEEPER 
CFNR is seeking applications from qualified candidates for a 
full time Bookkeeper position, who will be reporting directly 
to the CEO. The bookkeeper is  responsible for all day to day 
accounting functions. 
DUTIES 
Will be responsible for all asp&ts of the following: 
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Pension and Benefits, 
GST remittances, monthly Bank reconciliation, completing 
internal and extefial reports and file maintenance. 
In addition must be familiar with Payroll and Simply Accounting 
program. 
QUAUFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS: 
Secondary school graduation plus minimum Business 
I Administration diploma 
Minimum 2 years recent related work experience 
Must be familiar with Excel, Word and Simply Accountin 
Strong interpersonal, oral and written communication ski s 
Must be a motivated team player in a multi-task 
Able to cope under pressure in meeting monthly deadlines 
Successful ap licant must have a valid class 5 driver's 
Salary will be proportionate to level of experience. Deadline 
for receiving applications is 4:30 pm Frida , Jul 21 , 2006. 
Forward applications to: Greg Smih, CFNR, J l 3  562 Queensway 
Drive, Terrace, BC, V8G-3X6 
a 
environment- 
license and ve 5: icle. 
OWS. Brown or White - fits up 
SUN PEAKS VACATION 
RENTALS 
.> Condos with hot tub, kitchen, 
fireplace ... Alpine Hiking, Golf, 
Mountain biking & more. 1-800- 
81 1-4588 h.Bearcountry.ca 
ALL ABOARD The Armstrong 
Explorer! Steam TrainMlinery 
Tour SeDt. 2/06. $149./Ad~lt. 
I' to 3 6  x 48" $15. each +ship-, ice for 150 seat banquet room 
ping. 1-877-570-8733 and 180 seat pub. The Moby 
surreynewandused.com Dick Inn - busy, family owned ho- 
VANCOUVER TICKET tel located in downtown Prince 
SERVICE Rupert, BC. Contact John Grey 
Located in the HamDton Inn Ho- @ 1-250-624-6961 for more in- 
formation. 
'JUICE NEWS - Valleywide' 
The Original Mangosteen Juice 
category creator is here. Lucra- 
tive distributorships built; get 
'yours for your area. Order FREE 
"biz-info-kit" Call Toll Free 1- 
866-538i5854. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
dining room. Excellent facility in 
Houston, B.C. Houston Motor 
Inn. Phone 1-250-845-71 12 or 
fax 1-250-845-3580 (1 7p3) 
tel. Concerts, Sports. Foo Fight- 
ers, Red Hot Chili P,eppers, The 
Phantom, Slayer, Vans Warped 
Tour, I1 Divo, Marniers, Sea- 
hawks. Hotel accom available 
Lunch included! Limited Seating1 
www.roya1interiortours.ca 
GET THE INSIDE SCOOP on 
3 the bbst places to stay and play 
in BC. Tell us your story about 
your favourite vacation any- 
where in BC and you could win 
a dream vacation worth over 
$2500. I /  Visit www. 
getawaybc.com'today. 7 
1-066-632-3456. 
Ultimate (Security Inc. Security Training 
School is holding a Basic Standards 
Training level 1&2 Course (BST 1&2). 
All interested applicants must be 18 
years of age and have no criminal 
record. The cost of the course is $495 
+ GST. To apply fax a brief letter of 
interest with you name address and 
telephone number to: (250) 635-0840 or 
(250) 847-5561 or e-mail your resume 
to UltimateSecurity@Telus.net 
1-800-920-0887. 
MOVING OUT Sale to view call 
' 250-635-0885 after 5;OO p.m. 
large office desk, & computer 
side desk $1 50, hairdressing 
chair and wall unit, good condi- 
tion $275,12OV shop compres- 
sor $125, sm. white microwave 
$40, 13" TV with VHS $60, 1- 
27" Toshiba TV ex. con. $275, 
grey floral antique French provin- 
cial love seat $450, single bed w 
mattress headboard & night ta- 
ble new $350, Queen Anne end 
tables ex condition $120 ea., 2 
Tiffany lamps $100 each, printer 
and office desk with hutch $350, 
G.E. stove with convection oven 
TEST DRIVE II 
I Unique opportunity IO own and operate a 2006 Pete with zero down You must have a minimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway experience able and willing lo run CANADA I USA and possess good 
references 5ELECrTlGHT KNOT & 
,CA6lN GRADES L.N. $700, swivel office chair ex. 
cond. Burgundy color $80.1995 
Ford Mustang in mint condition, 
3.8 V6, auto, PN,P/B, sunroof, 
low M, $12,500. (27~2) 
Steve or Andre (800)663.0099 11 
-APPRENTICE MECHANIC & 
LOT ATTENDANT REQUIRED 
Due to business volumes, we have an immediate 
opening for a second Lot Attendant/Car Detailer. 
Must have a valid drivers license. Experience not 
necessary but preferred. Mechanic must have 1 st 
year mechanical apprentice or pre-apprentice. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
SALES MANAGER 
CFNR NETWORK 
of Gi tanmaax 
Position: 
' ' l x 4 ; ? ! s 6 ~ ~ 4 ~ 2 x 6  
GITANMAAX NURSERY TEACHER 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Kispiox Valley 
(250) 042-5660 
Call first, flexible hours. 
Report to: Gitanmaax Education Coordinator 
Function: to create a flexible program and a classroom environment fa- 
vourable to learning and personal growth; to establish effective rapport with 
students; to motivate students to develop skills, attitudes and knowledge 
needed to provide a good educational foundation, in accordance with each 
student's ability; to establish good relationships with parents and other staff 
members. 
Authority: Authorized to take any reasonable lawful action necessary to 
cany out the responsibilities delegated to hidher  so long as such action 
demonstrates sound judgement and does not deviate from established vil- 
lage policy, village laws, or approved village practices and procedure and 
does not exceed the specific limitations placed on hisher authority by the 
Gitanmaax Government. 
Duties: 
I. Shall report directly to the Gitanmaax Band Education Coordinator 
2. Shall make use of the appropriate resources. 
3. Shall guide the general development and meet the individual needs of 
all students with the focus being on Kindergma readiness being the 
learning outcome for the Gitanmaax Nursery program. this includes at- 
tention to health and social relationships, the development of desirable 
habits and attitudes, of accurate information, and concepts of mastery of 
fundamental skills. 
4. Shall c q  on a well-rounded educational program, which includes cul- 
tural components dailyhnonthly. 
5 .  Shall perform administrative duties pertaining to instructional supplies 
orders, student repom and records and attendance reports. 
6. Shall prcpare for the Education Coordinator. yearly curriculum outline 
sninm;uy which shall be utilized for the education year. A class seating 
chart shall be included for safety procedures and fire regulations. 
7. Shall advise or correct students when necessary in the classroom or on 
the school prciiiises, and shall keep the Education Coordinator informed 
conceniing student progress and behaviour. 
8. Shall not divulge the names, addresses or other information about stu- 
dents for any puvose without the approval of the Education Coordinator 
and parents. 
9. Shall plan a11 field trips with the Education Coordinator. This includes 
provision for transportarion, adult supervision, parent consent forms, 
time schedules, etc. A first aid kit'shall be included with the equipment. 
l l i e  class roll shall be checked before the return mp. 
10.Shall be personally responsible for the physical environment of the class- 
room. This involves attention to the neatness. order, ventilation. tem- 
perature. lighting. care of furniture. books. supplies, appmtus and other 
equipment in the room. 
I I .Shall instruct students in the proper use and care of books. 
12.Shall report immediately all accidents of students or of self to the Gitan- 
maax Education Coordinator. 
I3.Shall report all maintenance deficiencies of the Gitanmaax Nursery 
School in writing to the Gitanmaax Education Coordinator. 
14.Shall be responsible in conjunction with the Gitanmm Education Co- 
ordinator for the supervision, direction and evaluation of the Gitanmaax 
Nurscry School teacher aide. 
I5.Shall work in cooperation with the Gitanmaax Band Nursery Bus Driver 
in the creation and revision of the Gitanmaim Nursery bus schedule. 
I6.Shall coordinate the Gitanmaax Nursery Graduation with parents and 
Education Coordinator. 
17.Maintenance of students files for registration. term report cards and rec- 
ommendations to parenidguardians for the purpose of supporting their 
child's learning. 
1 &Liaison with Kindelgarten teachers prior to the end of the school year to 
hansfer student files to the school in which the child leaving nursery has 
registered. 
19. Development and implementation of strategies, programs and events that 
would encourage parental participation in their child's education pro- 
gram. 
20. Participate in the development and review of student IEP when neces- 
SiUy. 
Statement of Qualifihions: 
BA in Educationllanguage and ECE Certification 
Knowledge of First Nations Government, culture. language and traditions 
Ability to supervise and provide management feedback to staff. 
Good organizational and interpersonal skills 
Demonstrated ability to develop school year work plans 
Demonstrated ability to represent the Gitanmaax Chief and council in a posi- 
tive mmner 
Proficient knowledge and use of computer technology. 
Closing Date: July 14. by 4:30 p.m. 
State Date: August 1,2006 
Please submit re..ume, cover letter and 3 letters of reference 
Only qualified applications will be contacted for interview times 
Mail or fax applications attention: 
Gitanmaax Band Education Coordinator 
Box 440, Hazelton, B.C., VOJ 1YO 
ThornfiiCC Miors 
msuEAF\u. @mama 
Highway 16E. Terrace - 635-7286 
JOIN "HR RGMP 
Canada's national police force is having an information session in 
your area. Come and learn about a meaningful career full of 
rewarding and challenging opportunities. 
Date: July, 12, 
lime: 6pm 
Location: Northwest Community College 
Room 2001 Birch (Cafeteria) 
Building 
~ p p ~ y  now for your future! 
CanacH Royal Canadian Gondarmorlo royal0 Mounted Pollco du Cannda 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Northwest Community College in conjunction with 
Gitksan Wet'suwet'en Society is  currently acceptin 
applications to deliver our Hazelton ECE Community base! 
program. Salary will be in accordance with the College 
Agreement with the CUPE Instructional Scale. Northwest 
Community College is an equal opportunlty employer. 
The following positions are available: 
Never used. . 
New cost $3300. 
Now $3000 
847-5699 
- 
1. Coordinator (20%) - commentin rt 218 
2006 and ending September 20611. 
Responsible foi coordination of the program. This 
position will be combined with instructional duties for 
qualified candidates. 
The ECE Basic Program will be delivered in 2006-2007 
in the Hazelton area and will include all courses listed 
on the NWCC website. ' 
2. Instructors 
S L  
ti ns: The applicants will hove a minimum of a 
Master's egree in a related social science'field; and teaching 
experience at the postsecondary level. Applicants also require 
experience working with First Nations students and have 
demonstrated abili to work independently and effectively in 
a community base ! ,, program. Cross cultural communication. 
skills, experience using a 
in applied practice courses 
community i s  essential. The a 
working in licensed child 
children, preferably in abori 
qualified applicants with re 
may be considered for 
Certificate with a minimum o 
7 .  Ledcor's Civil, Mining and Infrastructure (CMI) division is currently seeking a 
number of positions at a new Coal mine operation in the start up mode near 
Tumbler Ridge, BC: 
Founded in 1947, the Ledcor Group 
of Companies is one of Canada's 
leading, privately-heid, employee- Mine Superintendent 
/ /  
owned construction companies, Mine Engineer I B 
Mine Shift Foreman 
Mine Planner/Surveyor 
specializing in building, civil, 
industrial and telecommunication 
oroiects. in addition to a diversified Check NWCC's website for ECE course descriptions ynd please identify on your resume the courses you are qualitied 
to teach. 
. .  
porffolio of projects, Ledcor is Tr a i n i ng C o o r d i n a t o r 
A combination of courses may result in a temporary 
workload. 
Respond, in confidence b submitting a current resume and 
uoting competition # d h 9 5 C  to: Human Resources 
8e artment, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 
53rl McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4x2, FAX: 
250.638.5475, Email: soates@nwcc.bc.ca. 
Northwest Communify College is commid  to 
emplo ent equify and encourages applications 
from E t  e at ions peo /e, women, persons with 
disabilities and mem&rs of visible minorities. 
an award-winning coritractor as , Shovel Drill Mechanics 
Heavy Duty Mechanics 
Heavy Equipment Operator 
well as recipient of numerous 
safety honors. Ledcor brings an 
established history of construction 
excellence with < a team of Crane Operator 
Maintenance Foreman 
Mobile Maintenance General Foreman 
professionals who measure their 
success by client satisfaction. 
To learn more about these positions and apply on-line, visit our website at 
www.ledcor.com/careers. Candidates are encouraged to apply on-line, 
however faxes will be accepted at 250-242-5848 if necessary. 
We thank all awlicants for their interest. 
PmRmwsT 
however, only ih'ose selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
P - m  
Closing Date: July 2 1, 2006 Take u closer look. 
i i 
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Inland Kenworth Parker Pacific 
in Houston, B.C. 
is looking for CERTIFIED CQMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
MECHANIC with gear & engine experience. Also 
looking for CERTIFIED GENERAL REPAIR MECHANIC. 
Top wages paid, relocation funds are available. CVIP 
t icket an asset. 
ON-LINE hotel diploma, On-line / CHEF required full-time for 
restaurant certificate. Complete resort on the Sunshine Coast. 
your education at home. Quali- Responsibilities include: Menu 
fied professors. Canadian curric- planning, inve tory. ordering, Accommodations training a d 
'ulum. Phone: 778-772-9904 available. Call or fax resume 
604-883-2674 or gbhm@ 
rlernnt rnm 
KN'J ELECTRIC Houston, B.C.. 
Service truck, stock, tools, large 
established client base (1 8 years 
in business-mostly residential) 
Just hand you the keys and 
you're in business. An oppor- 
tunity of a lifetime. Be your own 
boss. Work steady days. Only 
$22,000 for everything. Phone 
Ken Jaarsma G3 250-845-3348 
or 250-845-8685 or email knje- 
lect@butkley.net 
-. 
1 
1 
1.  FulCTime or Part-Time experienced Server. Must be available during the day. 
2. Cook - Completion of colege or other rogrom in cooking and 3 years commercial 
cooking experience required. Con un&rstand Chinese and perform w n e  or 011 of 
he following duties: 
L A. Prepare ond cook complete meals and specialty foods (Chinese Dim Sum). 
b 
I 6. Supervise kitchen helpers. 
I 
b ond handling of food. 
L 
C. Oversee assistant personnel in preporation, cooking 
i 
! 
I 
* 
; 
D. May plan menus, determine size of food proportions, estimo; 
fwd requirements and costs, and monitor and order supplies. 
We offer full time with wages storting ot $15.00/hr. based on experience, , 
Send your rrsume to 4554 Greig Avenue, lorrace or e m d  to: 
gourmethouse@monarch.net. No phone calls pleaw. 
b 
""I, , ..""# I I 
' I  '"ONE D'SCoNNECTED? Experienced Skidder and Pro- 
Hook up Rates* No cessor Operator required for 
Refusals. Everyone Approved. work in the Merritt area. Please Call Today. Toll Free 1-877-852- fax resume to: 250-378-6930 or 
call Brian at 250-378-6984. 1 122 Protel Reconnect. 
Please fax resumes to 
or phone (250) 845-2333 
Attn: Kerry Shelford. 
(250) 845-3154 
The Medical Clinic 
is now accepting applications for a 
, /  
WILLING TO RELOCATE-MAN- 
AGEMENT Opportunity in new- 
ly franchise motel. Looking for 
experienced couple to manage 
busy motel in Chetwynd. com- 
petitive wages, accommoda- 
tion provided. Please fax your 
resume to (250)788-2548 or 
email at:pavjoshQhotmail.com 
with references of previous or 
current employers. Computer 
knowledge mandatory. Strictly 
no Dhone calls Dlease. 
i I SALESPERSON REQUIRED 
t Northern Vacuum and Sewing Center - 
i s  looking for an upbeat, energetic employee for the position 
of vacuum & sewing machine salesperson. This position requires 
sameone who i s  motivated, a quick learner, customer service 
oriented, and has the ability to work within a team environment. 
We are looking for someone who i s  dependable, has initiative 
and the desire to succeed. This i s  a full-time position that would 
require the successful candidate to work some< Saturdays. 
Experience in soles would be an asset, 
Please drop a resume to 4435 lakeise Avenue, Terrace. BC. 
attention manager. No phone calls please. 
Must have work experience from a 
hospital or clinic. Please submil resume to: 
Gwen McPhadyen, 4634 Park Ave, Terrace, 0.C. 
Fax: 250.6 15-5035 Phone: 250-6 15-5034 
Ultimate Security Inc. is looking for 
responsible, dynamic individuals 
to fill security 1 guard positions in 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers, and Prince 
Rupert. All applicants must possess 
the Basic Standards Training level 1 
& 2 certificate course (BST l&2) and 
have no  criminal record. To apply 
fax resume to: (250) 635-0840 or (250) 
847-5561 or e-mail your resume to 
UltimateSecurity@Telus.net 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
-APPRAISALS NORTHWEST, a real estate appraisal and consulting 
'business headquartered in Terrace and providing services throughout 
Northwestern British Columbia, is seeking an Administrative Assistant. 
The Administrative Assistant will be perform a variety of general office duties, 
including telephone, reception, bookkee ing, mail, filing, photocopying, as 
well os assist in compiling appraisal an B consulting reports. 
The successful candidate should possess the following experience and skills: 
0 Proctical experience with Microsoft Word and Excel, as well as basic 
accountin dotabase, networking, internet, graphic and digital 
photogra8y software. 
Good communication skills both written and verbal. 
Strong comprehension and organizational skills, and ability to multi-task 
and work with minimal supervision. 
This i s  o permanent, part-time position (16-20 hours per week]. 
Those interested in this position should submit resumes by email: anw@telus.net 
or fax (250) 638.8056. Deadline far application is July 14, 2006. 
We thank all who submit resumes for this position. Only those selected for 
interviews will be contacted. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
FOR EXCEPTIONAL SALES 
PERSONNEL AT OUR I 
SKEENA MAU STORE 
Full-time, wages and 
commissions, positive, 
ener etic, serious-minded 
Management Trainee. Ap ly 
indivi 8 uals. Also opening for 
in person. No  phone cal P s. 
BOOKKEEPER' 
local corn any requires a part time bookkeeper,Duties 
payroll and general office duties. 
Ex erience with Simply Accounting and Microsoft 
O k e  would be an asset. 
We offer flexible hours and wage based on 
experience. 
To apply, please forward a resume and cover letter to: 
File #241 
Terrace Standard 
32 10 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
will inch 8 e accounts receivable, accounts payable, 
vae S R ~  
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATOR, STIKINE COMMUNITIES 
(Regular, Full-Time) 
This position will be based in Dease' Lake and will administer the Dease Lake Campus, 
Atlin Learning Centre, and provide service, to a broad spectrum of needs in the six 
communities of Lower Post, Good Hope Lake, Iskut, Telegraph Creek, Dease Lake and 
Atlin. Extensive travel over northern roads all year round is required. This position 
will report to tlie Vice-president of Corporate Services in Dawson Creek, and will liaise 
with tlie College's Administration Committee. For full position description please see: 
http://nlc.bc.ca/public.employment.php. 
QUALIFICATIONS: ,The Campus Administrator should be an experienced educational 
administrator with a graduate degree and experience with administration in a post- 
secondary capacity. Northern experience is essential. Familiarity with the communities 
and/or First Nations communities would be an asset. 
This position is union excluded. An attractive benefit and relocation package is offered. 
START DATE: Mutually agreeable. As soon as possible 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: July 24,2006 - 2:OO pm PDT 
COMPETITION NUMBER 06:032A 
Qualified applicants are invited to forward ;esume and letter of application, quoting 
the competition number, and including names and telephone numbers of three current 
professional references to: 
, 
, 
I 
Personnel Services 
Northern Lights College 
11401 - 8"' Street 
Dawson Creek, BC -VlG 4C2 
Tel: (250) 784-7520 Fax: (250) 782-5233 
Email: Iway@nlc.bc.ca 
www.nlc.bc.ca 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
PRODUCT ADVISOR Forest Consultants is currently full time and seasonal positions 
engineers and silvaculture 
surveyors in the Terrace area. W e  are 
CYPRESS seeking motivated and team-oriented 
not limited to the following: 
r - n * * ~  = o * * Y L ~ A Y ~ *  individuals. Duties may include, but are 
Enainecrs 
R2ad and cutblock layout and traversing ' 
Timber cruising 
Road and Cutting Permit preparation . 
Report pre aration 
GPS traversing 
Crew supervision 
Preference will b e  given to RF 1's or RF 1 eligible individuals 
who can demonstrate 5 years coastal experience in the 
activities noted above. 
Silviculture Surveyors: 
Forest health, free growing, regen and survival surveys 
Silviculture treatment supervision 
Silviculture treatment boundary traversing 
Growth and Yield mey:u!ements 
Preference., will be  given to individuals who can 
demonstrate experience in the activities noted above and 
ro individuals that are Certified Surveyors. 
Nages are competitive and based on experience and 
Derformance. Only those applicants chosen for an 
nterview will be contacted. Please forward resume with 
Nark references prior to July 14, 2006 to: 
Human Resources 
Cypress Forest Consultants Ltd. 
5 1 13 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1K8 
Fax: 250-635-092 1 
Email: cvDress@monarch.net 
Waste an B Residue surveys 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Terrace Motors Toyota, Canada's Oldest To ota 
Dealership. We've been serving the northwest r or over 
This i s  a salaried position with volume bonuses. 
Applicants who excel in customer service, 
presentation skills, and meeting customers 
needs will find this a great career opportunity. 
If you are currently workin in a retail or service 
industry and want to furt 51 er your career and 
increase your income this i s  a great opportunity. 
Apply in confidence with resume and drivers abstract to: 
,< 41 years and require a Product Advisor immediately. 
, 
I 
ro"\ Terrace Motors Toyota 
TERRp;CE 491 2 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, BC V8G 1 L8 
I CLASS 1 DRIVERS 1 
H & RTRANSPORT REQUIRES: 
Single 8 Team Drivers 
Lease career program 
0 Ownerloperators . 
CanadalUS 
Ph: George Rae 1-877-439-4084 
www.hrtrene.com 
I COLUMBIA DIESEL LTD.' 
, in Golden B.C. is looking.for 
- - .I 
Certified Commercial 
Transport mechanic 
Heavy Duty Parts Person 
with Shipper/Receiver experience 
CVIP ticket an asset 
Qualifications: - Valid Driver's License - Computer skills 
- Heavy lifting - Invoicing 
Top wagespaid, ~ m ~ n & a r e a v a i ~ .  
ficellentbenefiipkage &pensionflan 
. Submit resume to: 
email: pricard@columbiadiesel.ca 
Fax: 2'50-344-6622 
Mail: Box 599 Golden, B.C. VOA 1 HO 
Resumes will be accepted until, July 17, 2006 
Onlv those Demons short listed will be contacted 
is currently accepting applications for a 
PART-TIME 
Dynamic retail home centre 
is looking for Plumbing/ 
Electrical sales person. Ideal 
candidate will have minimum 5 
years experience in plumbing/ 
electrical field, will be self 
motivated, able to work in a 
fast-paced retail environment. 
Computer knowledge an asset. 
Successful candidate must 
possessexcellent interpersonal 
skills as this position should 
lead to management. We offer 
complete salary and benefits 
package. 
Please send resume to: 
Tim-Br Mart 
Box 999 
100 Mile House, BC 
VOK 2E0 
Job #125 
SALES 
If you have some computer knowledge 
along with an interest in electronics, 
cellular phones and related products, 
please apply in person with resume to: 
THE MANAGER 
45 19 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
CITY FURNITURE CITY OF TERRACE 2006 
COMMUNITY TRAILS PROJECT 
No phone calls please VACANCY= PARTICIPANT 
[LABOURER) - TEMPORARY 
The City of Terrace and Human Resources & Social 
Development Canada have entered into a Job Creation 
Partnership to develop a worldclass mouvtain bikin trail 
and we are looking for highly motivated individuals tofill the 
temporary Participant positions for this project. 
Trail work will follow modern-day trail construction methods 
and will involve hand excavation and 
2006 
The Kalum Horseshoe Community School Socie (KHCSS) is seekin 
a self-motivated, resourceful and experience) Community Schoj 
Project Coordinator to implement and manage the programs and 
services of the KHCSS. The Project Coordinator is  accountable to and 
reports to the KHCS5. 
Responsibilities: 
Plan, implement, supervise and evaluate Community School 
rograms, activities and strategies in consultation with the KHCSS 
Fxecutive, community partners and school principals 
lead a 3 perscn team to provide support and direction for 3 
Community School Pro rams and Coordinators 
* Dedicate cpproximate! 20 hours per week for coordination of 
community school programs in Clarence Michiel Elementary and 
ET Kenney PrimGry Schools 
Facilitate the development of cooperative working relationships 
between community school(s), community groups, governments, 
and business 
Monitor pro'ect budgefs, prepare cheque requisitions, coordinate 
project purchasing and review financial reports with the Society 
treasurer 
Fulfill reporting requirements of !he Society and fuiiders 
Sup ort and promote the Society and its programs 
See! and obtain additiorral funding to supplement and expand 
KHCSS programs 
Recruit, train, supervise and coordinate society volunteers 
Plan and promote full use of Community school facilities and 
equipment to meet identified community and school needs 
Knowledge and Skills: 
Post-seconda education and experience in a human service 
related disci %e 
0 Training anB/or experience in project mana ement/coordination 
Demonstrated skill at developing positive working relotionships in 
Demonstrated financial management experience 
0 Excellent oral and written communication skills 
Strong computer skills; word processing, spreadsheets and graphic 
Demonstrated ability to work effectively, both independently and in 
Knowledge of community resources, services and agencies 
Occasional evening and weekend hours are required. The wage is 
$ 20.00 er hour. Vehicle required. The successful candidate must 
successful P y undergo a Provincial criminol record review. 
Submit ap lication with cover letter and at least two written 
references gy 4:OO PM July 17, 2006, to: 
#alum Horseshoe Communi School Sotiety 
Fax: (250 638-1 873 
. I  
Demonstrated experience and leaders a ip in community 
development 
multicultural communities 
layouts 
a team leadership environment 
4553 Park Avenue, Terrace t C V86 1 V3 
Only those applicants sejecte d for interview will be contacted. 
Start each day with a sense of purpose. 
End each day safely with a sense of accomplishment. 
Duke Energy Gas Transmlsslon 
(DEGO'S western Canadian natural gas 
gatherfng, pmesslng and transmlssion 
operatlons am among largest In 
Norih America -connecting key western 
Canadian natura/ oas SUDOIV SDU~CBS 
math the kind of outlook we are strlvhg to achieve for our emplopas 81 Duke 
Energy Gas Tmwnission. We value diversity and Indudon, openness llnd 
teamwork. Ours IS a hlgh-petfmmm Cubit? k4hm yoU'it? m m  to stretch 
your capabilities and exerclse creativifv in effecting change and shaping the 
future, 
M i I I wrig ht with gmwlng Canadiin anii imarkets. The EC Pipeline and field Sei-vlces dlvlslon, DEGTs Integrated system In I Duties; 
00 c f  trail construction practice; 
[e consistently safe conscious; 
Work under the direction of the Project Supervisor; 
lncor orate construction methods consistent with 
Perform quality wor ? in a productive manner; 
Report to work 7:OOam to 3:30pm Monday to 
Friday 
Physically fit and capable of strenuous work in the 
outdoors; 
Proficiency with various hand tools would be an 
Landscaping experience would be an asset; 
Industrial First Aid ticket with Transportation 
Endorsement is ?referred, but is not required. 
We are seeking candidates with the following: 
~ asset; 
To be considered for this position, applicants must be currently 
unemployed, insured and meet the criteria of the program. 
Rate of pay for this position is $41 3/week. 
A plicants may contact TDCSS Employment Resource Centre, 
4P30 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P1, Tel. 635-7995 or 
NorthwestTrainin Centre, 201-4622 Greig Ave,Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M9, Tel. (850) 638-8108 to set up an appointment/ 
interview to apply for participation in this project. 
General inquiries 
to Chris Cordts, Project 
Graham Ave, Terrace, 
Fax (250) 635-3467 
I .  
Taylor (near Fort St. John) BC SC, Aibetta* the W o n  and Nodhwest Territoriess, Includes appivxhnately 
5'mkm o'naturalgasgatheriny As part of our Maintenance department within the McMahon Plant at our Taylor and msmisslon Complex, you will assume the primary role of Reliability Technician for the Itaciiity. 
pmeslngplanls~ Duke This will involve: administeringhmproving the plant reliability program for 
Midstream Is One Of the leading related mechanical equipment performing regular and pieventative ' 
lndependentmld~am OPeramE In maintenance on rotating equipment carrying out other Millwright activities 
the Western Canadian Sedimentary as needed. 
Basin. It owns Intemsls In nine natural 
gaspmcessingplanls, seven OfM/ch Along with Grade 12 or equivalent technical training, you have an Interprovincial 
andover ,,400km of or BC Journeyman Millwright TQ and, ideally, 5 years' experience in the oil and 
natu~lgasgathe~ngpe~lnes gas industry. Additionally you have: excellent teamwork and communication 
thmughoutnaturalgaspmne~as skills a Class 5 driver's licence the ability to execute routine data collection 
and periodic monitoring the capability to perform basic fauil diagnosis, 
Ofthe the condition evaluation and acceptance testing. The following would be Ideal: 
Canadian sedlmentvy Basin. a basic understanding of data acquisition and processing techniques expertise 
ThmUgh DEGTs Natura/ GasLiquids with Lube Oil Analysis programs i proficiency with computers basic knowledge 
operates the 2.4 billion cublcfeetper 
day hpressst&d/e m c f l o n  plant in phase forward a nklJm6 (preferably d a  e-mall), tndlcatlng the podtlon tills, 
aufhea~tem,q/be& and the 933-km- by JUb 21,2006 Don h e y ,  Team leader, MalnPenanee, Duke hmgY h S  
/iqu,!ds msmlsion Ransmlsslon, PO Box 90, Taylor, BC VM: WO. Fax: 250.789.6560; emall: 
pipeline stretcnlng , me Empress dbiacey@duke-energy.com. Please nota that onty thoss shorllfstsd wlll be 
contacted. We thank you for your Interest Plant to Wnnipeg, as we// as related 
storage and disMbutiOn operations along Duke Energy Gas Transmlsslm is wmmilted to 61rsiiy In wr wniifcm 
the pipeline mute. More and equal access to oiwtunMes. 
i nha t ion  on D E G T ~  be 41 candidates will be given 
on individual merit 
' 
Marketing division, the company of machine vibration. I 
' 
lbundat mduww,mm. fair wnslderation based 
The Government of Canada has contributed funding to this initiative. 
Can 
I 
I , 
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NURSING REPRESENTATIVE For great job opportunities visit 
required to complete insurance www.stream.com 
medicals. Vein-a-puncture ex- SICK OF your job? Get paid 
perience necessary. Apply what you're worth working for 
jack-white@qus.ca or fax re- yourself. Call 1-800-231 -0230 
Sume to 604-526-8387. or visit www.timeofmy1ife.info 
Fulltime position starting imme- Looking for experienced Head 
diatelyforlicensedtruckmechan- Chef in Remote Fly Fishing 
iC in the 100 Mile House area. Lodge in B.C. with previous 
Waaes neaotiable and benefit Lodge Cooking experience. 
tsylos@tsylos.com 250-483- 
4368 
CLEANING STAFF required. 
your truck with exceptional reve- Regular part time, evenings and 
nue. great benefits and a super weekends. Call 250-635-9780 
signing bonus! As many miles 
as an owner/operator can run 
Class-1 , longhaul flatdeck Cana- 
da & 48 US states. Call Steve 
or Andre 1-800-663-0099. 
Vernon area remanufacturing 
plant requires Planermanfjour- 
neyman/moulderman. com- 
petitive wages, medical. Fax 
resume to: 250-545-7203. 
FIRE FIGHTERS LEVEL 111 
FIRST AID AlTENDANTS 
Trojan Safety Ltd (Fort St. John) 
requires experienced safety per- 
'"sonnel. ' Positions relating to the 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- ~ 
hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- 
mediately, no pets, $425 plus 
damage deposit. Utilities not 
included. 250-635-601 1 (27~3) 
3 BEDROOM family oriented 
duplex in Upper Thornhill. 4 
, appliances, finished attic, 'gar- 
den-level basement, fenced 
yard: small pets okay. Non 
smokers only. $70O/mo. Avail- 
able Aug.l/06. For applications: 
, ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
'for large executive, 4 bedroom, 
2 baths, close to downtown. 
F/S, W/D, plus more. Pets ne- 
gotiable. N/S only. $9OO/mo 
+ d.d. for 1 yr. lease. Available 
Seot.VO6 250-635-4368 (25113) 
250-635-4368 (26~3) 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Agar Ave- 
nue,Terrace near park. Recent 
reno, large yard, d g  or wood 
heat , f/s,wld,dw, no smoking, 
no large pets. $850-900, 250- 
4/5 BDRM house on the bench, 
w/d, dw included, prefer no 
pets, available Aug.15/06 $850/ 
month, references required. 
250-830-7882 Please leave mes- 
635-2839 (27p3) 
pa&age aiailable. Please fax 
resume to: 250-396-4814. 
JUMP START ' 
sage for Rob (27~3) 
EXECUTIVE HOME on 5 acres 
(27~2) 
REQUIRED PRODUCTION 
-6 town. 4 bdrs., double garage. 
Available immediately. Asking 
$1200/month. Call Erika at Roy- 
al Lepage Terrace. 250-635- i 
personnel for local Industrial 
Laundry, must be reliable, 
punctual, team player that is 
able to work alone or in a group. 
Sewing experience as asset. 
Hours are 8 to 4, Mon thru 
Fri. Apply in person only with a 
resume. (28~2) 
RN OR LPN required. In home 
care of special needs child in Ter- 
race. Various shifts, full training 
provided. Wages as per collec- 
tive aareement. Contact Leanne 
2404'(26C3) 
EXECUTIVE HOME on bench. 
With wonderful view. 4 bed- 
rooms, 3 bathrooms with extra 
amenities, 5 appliances, non- 
smoking, possible partial fur- 
nishings. Available August or 
September, $1,50O/month. 250- 
Independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
2 BEDROOM 15 minutes out 
of town. Fenced,front yard. F/ 
S, W/D. $450/month. Available 
Aug. 112006. Leave message. at 
250-635-3547 or 250-696-3293 
13 
0 
oll/gas Industry. Preference: In- at R&ource-ability 1-866-763- 
dustrlal Level-I Fire fighting, Lev- 6624 (27~2  
J e1-111 First Aid, etc. Competitive WE ARE ldoking for the follow- 
wage/benefits. Fax ing positions: Waitress (F/T or 
' Drivers Abstract: 250-785-9533 pm, 
or Emall 
to Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 Plater required fulltime for Ka- 
mloops Chrome Shop, for indus- Greig Ave*i Terrace' No phone 
trial plating of hydraulic rods and 
forestry components. Wages 
will reflect experience. Benefit 
package. Great recreation area, "BE INSPIRED. Go further with 
Fax resume to: 250-828-9498. the Clarica opportunity. If your're 
TELEPHONE OPERATORS re- looking for independence, SUC- 
quired by expanding Kamloops cess, and an OPPortuniV for 
communications company. N~ financial rewards that reflect 
selling required. Full-time and Your then YOU should 
part-time positions available for consider a career as a ClariCa 
weekend, early morning &even- advisor in the financial Services 
' ing shifts. Must have accurate industry. What's driving YOU? 
typing skills 8 a pleasant phone Call me for more information: 
manner. Reliable transportation BeesleYg 1-866-443-6241 
required. Training bonus. Fax ext. 245" (26P6) 
resume to: (250)374-4126. Attn: 
Operations Manager. 
Frontier Chysler in beauti- Journeyman Technician re- 
ful Smithers, BC is seeking a quired for rapidly grovbing Chrys- 
CHRYSLER TRAINED TECH- ler/Dodgeautomotivedealership 
NICIAN. We ' offer: excellent in Salmon Arm. Proven produc- 
wage package; great working er and quality workmanship is a 
conditions; long-established must. Excellent wage and bene- 
dealership; beautiful community fit package available to the right 
and lifestyle. Apply to John Ver- individual. Please contact the 
helst, Service Manager or Glenn Service Manager 250-832-8053 
Bandstra, General manager. 1 - or fax resume to 250-832-4545. 
800-665-5880 or email glenn@ Vernon service company 
, requires Journeyman Serv- 
' 
frontierchrysler.com 
RESIDENT MANAGER (couple ice Plumbers / Gasfitters and 
preferred) for 40 unit apartment refreigeration/gasfitters. $26- 
building in Cache creek area. $32/hour. Call 250-549-4444 or 
Bondable. Please send resume fax 250-549-441 6 
and phone # to: Goldcountry- 
PM, 396 Herbert Heights Rd, Ke- 
lowna, B c  v1 y 1y3 or to gold- LIVE INfOUT caregiver for 
countrypm@hotmail.com chldren or elderly will do cook- 
HIRING PERSONABLEcheerful ing and light housekeeping. 
Industrial First Aid attendants. Pleae call Lisa 250-635-6222 
Take home $4,000 a month. p p 3 )  Training opportunities available. 
work. I am 14 years old and have 
had 4 yearsof experience. Refer- 
ences upon request. please call 
250-635-0929 (28~1  
kitchen 
' selena.dallyn8trojansafety.com shift). send your rWdJme 
please. (26p3) 
resume anddrivers abstract babysitter looking for Summer -250-785-491 4. 
Welder required fulltime for 
Kamloops Machine and Fatxi- 
cating Shop. Servicing forestry, 
construction and mining indus- Two Guys with t,.,,Lk and able immediately. 250-635-2360 
tries. Wages will reflect experi- 28 1 
ence. Benefit package. Great er* do dump lo- rupt? First time buyers program 1 &;ROOM apartment, close 
recreation area. F ~ X  resume to: to schools and Wal-Mart. $4851 
250'-828-9498. month, available July 15th. 250- 
WORK IN VANCOUVER Skilled 
Landscape Construction - Per- sen- 270-71 99. Apply On-line: IW. 2 BEQROOM Jean and quiet, 
manent, $1 5-$20/hr, FOIOW In- i,O[s djscount. Ed 250-631-8078 creditrebuilders.net. DL3026 4820 Lazelle, f/s, w/d, No 
GEf BACK ON 'IBACKl Bad smokinglpets 250-635-4852 or 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? leave message 250-638-0046 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you ~ 2 7 ~ 3 )  
ONE BEDROOM in rural loca- own your own home-you quali- 
ww~p~oneerwes~~com Member tion, 5 minute drive from down- 
of the Better Business Bureau. town. Pets wekome. $300 250- 
AUTO LOAN Now!! 
No credit - Slow credit - Bank- 
- no refusals @ S~~~~VWI'CRED- 
IT MAXX". New, used, all makes. 
cal moves* propem & ~ ~ n s t r u c -  
paintingi deck 
fence constructioni Call 1-866-848-1 897, 1-888- 61 5-2865 ( 27p2 
home repairs* Great 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
61 5-7385 (26~3) 
YOUR WEDDING or sDecial ev- 
2 BEDROOM, new appliances, 
clean, quiet, no pets, available 
immediately, on site manager, 
close to hospital, $500/month. 
Option to buy. 250-635-0662 
125~3) 
3 BEDROOM apartment. Pri- 
vate entrance. Parking for one 
vehicle, electic heat. yard with 
fruit trees. Downtown. No pets. 
$550lmonth 250-638-0790 
(26~3) . 
3 BEDROpM apt. down town. 
Rent $760, adult oriented. Has 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Heat, 
hot water included in the rent. 
Phone 250-635-3475 (26~3) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment 
available immediately, secured 
entry, no smoking/parties. Refer- 
ences required. 250-635-61 22 
or 250-615-3721 (28~2) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
I I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I NOW YOU CAN CUT OUT THE MIDDLEMAN AND SAVE THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS BY CALLING US FIRST! 
I No commission sales, Toll Free 1-866-348-7253 In I  Kitimat Terrace Andrea lison at t 635-9098 2 231www.ProperIyGvys.cam Your Private Sale Solution PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace; C.O.D. and 
courier service., 
in Prince Rupert Lonnie at 624-4228) 
B.0. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 ' 
1 
pfi: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
4 '  
l'he quality shows in every move we make!l . .  l4ctfn) 
OUlET STUDIO suites. down- FOR SALE . 
Log Home, 10 acres, 
5235 Centennial Drive 
www.bchomesforsale.com 
635-3020,6 1 5-3484 ' 
Unique, private, close to town Large sanded Spruce logs 
Two Storey, 2600 sq. ft. plus full basement 
4 bedrooms 3 bathrooms Excellent water 
master bedroom with ensuite, gas fireplace and hot tub 
Cedar panabode cabin, garage and wood shed 
Large pond and wraparound sundeck 
Natural Gas, plus wood furnace and soapstone wood stove 
Recent Appraisal 
I 
53 15.000 
town secured building, laundro- 
mat, heat included, absolutely 
no parties, great for working 
couple or older single person. 
,TWOBEDROOMsecured apart- 
ment. Downtown, WID, paved 
parking, clean & bright. Natuhl 
gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N/ 
S or NIP. Damage deposit & ref- 
erences required. 250-635-2250 
1 250-635-1 622 to view. (ctfn) 
250-635-7585 (26~3) 
3111 Blakobnrn, Terrace b ' 635-2728 . '$##I 
\h+ Container or van service! 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units,one bedroom 
swimming and two pool. bedroom. One of Beside the best 
maintained apts.In_town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
,6157543 or W-3475, 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
structlons, Machine Operation, (z8Pl) 
Concrete Work, Drainage In- 
stallation, Masonry. Work with 2 storeys, plus basement 4 bedrooms i. 
hardwood & heated tile flooring huge game room 
highly efficient Argon as windows 0 98 x 122 lot in 
so marry grrat 
the Horseshoe 
features, 50 much 
qualify that you 
have to view this a home to appreciak, 
living/family room wit F1 fireplace 
INCOME TAX PROBLEMS? 
Have you been audited, reas- 
sessed or disallowed certain 
claims by Canada Revenue 
Agency? Call Bob Allen income 
tax consultant. 1-250-542- 
0295; 30 yrs income tax experi- 
ence; 8 112 yrs with Rev. Cana- 
da. r.gallen@shaw.ca 
Sub-trades, supplies/materials/ 
equipment. 
Emall Resume to jenneh@ 
fossl1projectservices.com 
Required immediately. Experi- 
enced mature couple to live 
in and'manage a New 34 unit 
Seniors Apartment in Williams 
Lake, BC Some maintenance 
duties required, also ground 
keeping. Mail resume to Box 
543 C/O Tribune, 188 N. 1st 
Ave., Williams Lake, BC V2G 
1 Y8. Email resume: d-n-poole@ 
shaw.ca 
Full Time Sales Position for lar- 
gest Module Home Distributor 
in BC. Salmon Arm Office. Self 
Starter, Sales experience neces- 
ent recorded in widescreen high 
definition, edited and saved on 
DVD. Your home videotapes, Now 
photos digitized to DVD. Phone 
for quote. Panopticon Video 
Services. 250-692-0472 (28~3) 
Taking ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ + i ~ ~ ~  
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample parking 
' SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring &Summer interior, resi- 
dential and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional aualitv work. Rea- 
. 
* Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
* On site management 
No pets 
* References required 
1 
sary, customer oriented, 6 figure 
income potential. Send resume 
to: eaglehomes@ 
sunwave.net or mail to 441 -60th 
St. S.W., Salmon Arm, BC V1 E 
* D O  
BACHELOR SUITE, Available 
immed. clean private 8, quiet, 
partially furnished, utilities in- 
cluded, no pets, $4OO/month 
plus security deposit 250-635- 
61 28 (25~3) 
I/ Make it your BEST Umo. Hydraulic technician required 
fulltime for KamlooDs Hvdrau- chance! sonable rates: Free estimates. References available. Call Karl. 
tic Shop, servicing dylindkrs for 
construction, forestry and min- 
ing industry. Wages will reflect 
experience. Benefit package. 
Great recreation area. Fax re- 
sume to: 250-828-9498. 
Eagle Homes #1 Modular Deal- 
ershlp in BC. Fast growing Mod- 
ular Home Retailer is looking for 
Installation Personnel for our 
Salmon Arm location. Full time 
position available immediately. 
Basic carpentry skills a must. 
Great opportunity for qualified 
person. Excellent remuneration 
based on experience. Fax re- 
sume to: 250-833-4758, 
Email info@eaglehomes.ca 
KELOW NA... Wolseley Mechani- . 
cal / Nicholson Sales is lookina 
:" ')* 'AUTO F~NANC~NG ' (-I 
4 Bank says NO! 
4 We say YES! * Bankrupt? 
k No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
11 1 -888-702-1 1 1 3 11 250-615-0199 (26P2) 
0 .  
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 6 - 2689 BRAMN ST 4421 6REl6 AVE 
3 bdrms, 1 1/2 baths 
European kitchen 
atio doors onto patio : &uilt in 1996 
immaculate and great decor up%tes throughout 
$107.500 - $124.500 
6 bdrrns, 3 baths 
2 kitchens 
immediate ossession 
sin le farnirpV or rental 
- - - - - - - 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- OFFICE & REVAIL SPACE 
1 BEDROOM furnished base- 
ment suite located in Horse- 
shoe. suitable for single person 
working or going to school. No 
smoking, pets, parties. $450 per 
month includes all utilities, inter- 
net and satellite Tv. 250-635- 
1355 (2783) 
1 BEDROOM unit, upper Thorn- 
hill, w/d on site, $450/month in- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-5992 or 
ONE BEDROOM above ground 
suite on=Kslum Lake Drive. In- 
cludes fls, vacuum, Satellite, 
security, laundry facilities, all 
utilities included, $550/month. 
Non-smoker, no pets. Call after 
6:OO p.m. 250-638-0643 (27~2)- 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
Brent 250-631-9593 (48ctfn) 
' 
250-631 -3206 (28p2) 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
ONE SMALL bedroom fur- 1000 It' - Wil divide space to suit 
nished apartment in Thornihill. 
4644 Lazeile Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 hr - Reception, 2 offices 8 staff room 
I584 ftz- Formerly real estate office I I'~~IEAIII TEAM I 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 h'fhe office 
596 h' - 3 Offices 
Single occupancy. No smoking, 
no pets, references required. 
$360 + $180 security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2065 (27~3) 
MERIBW 
MORTGAGE (KAMLOOPS) 
for an experienced counter/i< No Pmbiem! 
You Work, You Drive! side sales person. Plumbing or fire protection sales an asset 
but not necessary. Please apply "09' Down 0.a.c. 
bvemail tostan.deionae@wolse- I t 
MORTGAGE BROKER....NOW 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST Hunter Road, Kelowna, BC. We 
liyinc.ca or fax 250-%60-2755. 
You may also apply at 101 -2270 
also have other opportunities in 
Kamloops and Prince George. 
1-800-91 0-6402 
free Delivery for B.C. &Alberta SEARCHING FOR THE LOWEST 
Purchases 
Refinances 
0 Debt Consolidations 
Mortgage Renewals 
MORTGAGE BATE? I 
1 900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
952 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Phole Ave, 
11,600 sq. ft, 5,600 sq. ft. SaleslWarehause & 6,000 sq, ft. 
1,735 sq, ft. SaiesMlarehouse 
7,450 sq. ft, Warehouse 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
Cold storage & large fenced compound 
2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
COlTAGE FQR rent on Lakelse 
Lake waterfront. ' Furnished, 
suitable for couple. Reason- 
able rate. Phone 250-798-2267 
(28Pl) 
FACTQRY DIRECT 
SCREENED TOPSOIL , 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
BLOCKS AND-CONCRETE 
Call STEPHANIE FLAQHAMER at 
250-374-301 8 TODAY For Your Lowest 
Rate....GUARAMTEED. 
Check out my website & 
Fill out an application online at 
www.mortPaPekamlooes.com 
phone: (250)63&8477 OR (250)635-3936 F ~ x :  (250)6%471 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive, Terrace, &C., W8G 5P4 
The Terrace Standard. Wednesdav. July 12,2006 - B9 
N 
GOOD LANDLORDS looking 
for good tenants. 3 bedroom 
house, w/d, f/s, newer high effi- 
ciency furnace, new windows, 
fireplace. 114 acre lot with shed, 
garage, pets negotiable. 250- 
SMALL OLDER 2+ bedroom 
home in Thornhill close to town. 
pets wekmne. $550honth. 
635-2483 (26~3) 
17’ BAYRUNNER, welded alu- 
1 www.molitorhouse.piczo.com. 
Asking $124,900 250-635-2509 
2 BDRM. 8x20 addition, all or cell 250-615-9075 ( 2 ~ ~ 3 )  
appliances, Jackpine flats, ~ A ~ N T ~ ~ N E D  bed- 
pets allowed* $530/mo* d*d* & 
8131 (25p3 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Will furnish if 
needed. Close to schools and 
bus rou!es. Includes fridge, 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available immediately.To view 
24’ SAILBOAT Bayliner “Buc- 
1500. Excellent condition. 6600 99 MUSTANG conv. 35th annv. 
km. Light bar, saddle bags, ‘style roll bar, custom dual ex- 
backrest. Vance & Hines pipes. haust, lots more. $14,500 obo 
Power Commander. 2 helmets. 250-638-1 961 or 250-632-5424 &% 
BC TIMBER SALES M B W M  
F-imd @ 
Anp. 
CALLlNQ FOR TENDERS 
SUTSKOTTIF-101 
SILVICULTURE SURVEYS CONTRACT 
Sealed Tenders for Free Growing and Regeneration Performance Assessment Surveys 
Contract SUTSK07TIF-101 will be received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber 
Sales Office, Skeena Business Arm, 200-5220 Keith Avenue. Terrace, Brltish Columbia 
by 9:00 a.m. on July 25,2006, at which tlme ell tenders will be opened in pubilc. 
This contract is located in various sites within the Terrace Field Team Area, for surveying 
approximately 1,989.7 hectores. 
3 Red 8 Black. $12,500. Cali (604) (26~3) 
880-3786 
Viewing of this site prior to submctting o bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance wlth the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessaniy be accepted. Contract Award Is subject lo funding being available at the 
, 
phone 250-638-1885 (26~3) 
MALE OWNER will share ex- 
ecutive home with working pro- 
fessional. Call 250-615-9606’ 
$ 4 6 4 1  Weber 
PERFECT FOR YOUNG 
FAMILIES OR EMPTY 
‘NESTERS! 
in o quiet family neighbourhood. 
Affordoble, well-mointoined 3 
bedroom rancher with many 
recent upgrades. . 
Locoted close to hospital, schools 
and playgrounds. 
$109,000 
To view coll 
635-6370 
([heck out propertyguys.tom) 
Alumafix hull 1 8 ’ 6 x  5’6“ 
wide.Super safe, inside 
paint,4 seats,deluxe, 
windzhield, console, depth 
sounder with 2005 Yamaha 
80 hp 65 jet,quiet 4 stroke, 
73 hours, 2 yr warranty. 
Extra spacious design. New 
Ez-load trailer. See at 2985 
Rosenthal Road, Smithers. 
New $35,000 
Previously Owned 
Motorcycles 
For Sal 
1990 FLHS I ,  ’ 
Black. 
US02764 $mz9h9 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 1 
w/basement. Walking distance 
to downtown Terrace. No pets, 
5 references required. F/S, wind- 
ow covering included. $650/mo 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
9657, 250-631-3031 or leave 
message 250-632-591 8 (26~3) 
I 
time. 
The particulars may be obtained from the reccptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package Is available on BC 
Bid. For field enquires only, contact Jacques Corstanje at (250) 638-5133 or Richard 1993 CHEW 4 x 4 305 5 speed, 
250,000 kms, red, extended KNpop at (250)638-5110’ 
* @  . - a -  I*- VANCOUVER ISLAND. Rare 2003 Anniversary 883 XI, 1200 kit, Black. $10,499 UJ321h3 
2000 Polaris Victory 
#OW843 
$99599 
Wayside Service 
847-5173 4320 Highway 16 W C ~ I  
I-800-4 10-5473 
10 1/2’ Camper in excellent con- 
dition, sleeps 5. Has bathroom, 
, .  
‘Reduced to $30,000 
NO TAX 
847-5699 
cab, $3,400.00 250-61 5-7890 
(26~3) 
1993 NISSAN truck 4x4. Excel- 
lent condition. Asking $6,000. 
1994 F250 H.D. Ford Diesel 4x4 
with canopy. S. trans., low mile- 
250-635-9250 (26~3) 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT Mnm* d 
@ I NOTICE INVITINQ APPLICATION FOR E”” @ 
&i% The Sale of Solzed Spruce Sawlogs b’ . I *  ‘1 sale, beautiful two bedroom unit Take notice that, pursuant to Section 67(3)(a) of the Forest and Range Practices Act of 
BC, Forestry Licence to Cut A80768 Is being offered for sale by Kalum Forest District. 
Closing DatdLocatlon: 9 am July 19. 2006. Applications will be accepted by the 
District Manger, Kalum Forest District Office #200-5220 Keith Avenue, Tenace, Britlsh 
Columbia V8G 1L1. 
Geographic Location: Kemano Bay 
Species: 100% Spruce 108 nV 
Upset stumpage rate $11.68 nV, The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and Is appiicobla to all sawlog grades. 
Comments: Information Package can be picked ’up at the Kaium Forest District or 
Electronic version 
Estimated Volume: 108 mS 
Licence Tenn: one (1) year 
in luxury lakefront resort. Com- 
pletely landscaped, all furnish- 
ing included. Amenities include: 
clubhouse, hottub, heated pool. 
ONLY $79,900 250-740-3895. 
age, reasonably priced. 250- 
1995 WHITE Tovota T100. 4x4 
635-7975 (26~3) EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
VIEWS! WHISPER RIDGE 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
Gold Environment Award 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
services underground, paved 
roads. 160 Acre private park 
(’The Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from $145,500. 
www.whisperridge.com 
6133 
250-545-5472 1 -800-493- 
FOR SALE Food Kiosk; Turn- 
key operation. Pine Center Mall 
(Prince George). Good lease. 
$300 plus K sales. Asking 
$250K. 1-604-961 -4036. 
MT, ext. cab. Canopy, box liner, 
spare tires on rim, 265,000 kms. 
Clean, well maintained. $8,500. 
250-798-2227 12802) 
2.89 VIEW ACRES - 3 Bdrm 
Log Home, 2400 sq.ft. Walkout 
Bsmt, fenced, sm barn, large 
workshop, dble carport, 180 
View of Shuswap Lake, addi- 
tional guest hse allowed. Mari- 
na and Hwy nearby. 250-675- 
2859. for pic e-mail 
helgeandsusan@yahoo.ca 
ANAHIM LAKE, BC. Fishing 
hunting paradise! Beautiful 4 
bdrm. 2100 sq.ft. log home on 
5 acres, well maintained, new- 
ly renovated, drilled well, shop. 
$139.000.12501701 -9056. 
_ _  ~. -. ~ . . ~  
2001 DODGE 1500 4x4. R. 
boards, overloads. $1 3,000 
OB0 250-638-8063 (27~2) 
All inquiries regarding the sale of seized spruce logs can be obtained by contacting 
Richard Kean, RFT, Tenures Techniclan, at (250) 638-0967. 
Electronic version of this notice 6 tender pkg lr available et: 
http://www.for.gov.bc,c~flp/DKM/externa~o~~oln~~7~ 
BC TIMBER SALES 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS E2 @ lNVlTINQ APPLICATIONS FOR 
Sealed Tenden for the construction of 2.9 km, more or less, of subgrade on the Date 
1200-260 Forest Service Road will be received by the Timber Sale Managor, BC Timber 
Sa!es, Skeena Business Area, U200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. BC, V8G 1L1, up to 
9:30 a.m. on July 26,2006, and will,ba opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid Is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance wlh the term’s and 
conditions specified In the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessaniy be accepted. Contract Award Is subject lo  funding being available at the 
time. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid deposlt. This will be 
rafunded to the unsuccessful bldden! In addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
performance security deposit of 20% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
Packages are available from the receptlonist at (250) 6538-51 00 or at the above address. 
An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is avallable on BC Bid. 
Further information may be obtalned by contacting Alan Harrison (250) 842-7623. _I 
& 
&& 
CONTRACT ENTSKOfTIQ-434 
I 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS 
INVITINQ APPLICATIONS FOR 
CONTRACT ENTSKOmF-401 
Sealed Tenders for the constiuction of 5.5 km, more or less, of flnlshed grade on the 
Vandyke Forest Sawice Road will be received by the Timber Sale Manager, BC Tlmber 
Sales, Skeena Business Area, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Tenace, BC, V8Ci 1L1. up to 
900 a.m. on July 26.2006, and will Lw opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site prior to su6mitting a bid is not mandatory. . 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligiblltty requirements as outlined in the 
ions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
y be eccepted. Contract Award Is subject to funding belng available at the 
Mlntqd 
F r n t m d  0 KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
CALLING FOR TENDERS Rnpl 
4k 
&% 
Sealed Tenders for the removal of a six (6) metre span wood box culvert will be nWdVed 
by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests and Range, of Kalum Forest D!strlct, #200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Tenace, British Columbla V8G lL1 on the dates shown below: 
Contract: EN DKM 07Q8C 001 Located: North Beaver Road, being the north section 
of the West Kaium Forest Sewlce Road, 4 km south of the junction with the Nisga’a 
Highway within the Kaium Forest District, for the removal of a 70 foot temporary bridge 
and the excavation of approximately 2000 cubic metres of fill and the removal of a 
wood box culvert. The removed material is to be stockpiled away from the she at a 
designated area. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid Is advised, but 1s not mandatory. 
1, Prospective bidders are advised that this Is a fish bearing stream. 
2. Deadline for receipt of tenders is 2:OO pm. July 18, 2006, at which time all tenders 
will be opened. 
3. Only thoso contrectors who can demonstrate that they have successfully canled out 
similar work within the past flve y a m  (5) are eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and in the envelope supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained from the Kaium Forest District oMce. Tenders will not be 
considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. The war(( will be administered by the British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests and Range. 
All inquiries should be directed to Don Vamer, Don.Vamer@gov.bc.ca, Engineering 
Officer-Contract Coordinator, at the above address. 
Phone (250) 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the time. 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION FOR Fzmd 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A53841 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A53~641 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales. Skeena Business Area. Hazeiton Field 
Closing DatelLocation: July 20.2006 8 830 a.m. Applications wl! be accepted by 
the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area. 200 
- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bntish Columbia V8G 1L1 
Geographic Location: Tea Lake 6km 
Estimated Volume: 5.134 cubic metres, mora or less 
Balsam 191 rn‘ (4%). Cedar 178 nV (3%), Hemlock 3,668 mS 
(71 %), Pine, 409 (8%), SpNW 688 m3 (13%). 
Licence Term: 22 months 
Upset stumpage,,rate $11.79/mS. The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC tlmbw 
sales enterprise in Category 1,2 or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required lo implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using R ground based system. 
The use of other systems may be subject lo the Forest and Range Practices Act and 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0.1 kilomeps of on-block roads 
and approximatuly 0.7 kilometres of access road under an associated Road Permit. 
There is addltional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionkt at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Steven St. John at (250) 842-7665 for Reld enquiries only. 
Electronic verslon of this notice 8 tender pkg Is available at 
c 
1990 1/2 ton Chevrolet truck 
regular cab, 2 wd, 6 cyl. stan- 
dard trans. $1200.00 250-635- 
3780 evenings (27pl) 
2002 CHEW Avalanche 4x4, 
108,000 Km, like new condition, 
. high. performance tires, remote 
start, sun roof, gatellite radio. 
$20,000 firm. 250-624-1 230 
(27~3) 
2004 FORD 250 4x4 6 Itr. die- 
sel, 30,000 km, 5 year warranty, 
leather, sunroof, ,power, black 
& red pinstripe. New condition. 
$44,000 250-638-81 70 (26~3) 
fridge, stove, oven. Everything 
works. Ready to go. $2,000 
1979 OKANAGAN 23’ motor- 
YZ45OF 
OB0 250-635-1 31 5 (26~3) 
Riverside RV PARK Resort, 
deeded R.V. lots now sellivg on 
the Sirnilkameen River, in beau- 
tiful BC. 
www.riversidervparkresort.com 
email: islandviewrv@ 
hotrnail.com or call 
250-490-7408 250-499-771 c). 
home, one owner, 73,000 kms. 
open to offers. 250-798-9505 
1981 17’ Fibreglass Bigfoot 
trailer, F/S, bathroom, sleeps 4. 
Easv to tow, new tires & batterv. 
(21 p3) 
Well established I 
GONSllNMENT 
STORE 
$5,000 250-635-3669. Cell 250- 
1992 27’ Glendale (Sterling) mo- 
61 5-2335 (28p3) 
torhome. 460 engine, Ford-chas- 
sis, air conditioing, bedroom in I Evinrude I the back, three way fridge, oven, GREAT INVESTMENT oppor- tunity. 3 bedrooml3 baths. 
Natural gas/electric heat. In 
the Horseshoe. $129,500. Visit 
propertyguys.com #lo521 1 Call 
250-638-7747 127~2) 
FOR SALE! I ~- I 65 Hp w/Controls I microwave, approx. 130,000 km. Asking $23,000 Phone 
250-798-9531 or cell 615-8113 
128~3) 
1993 SAFARI motorhome. 35’ 
Diesel pusher. Full details @ 
www.eagles-nest.net/motor- 
home/ or 250-635-6760 (27~3) 
1999 CLASS “ A  motorhome, V- 
10, 30’, back up camera, solar, 
CB radio, new tires. Much more. 
109,000 km. Price $49,000 250- 1 
Same location 7 3 years. 
Serious enquiries onb I $1,795.00 I 
615-1006 I HORSE HAY, alfalfa grass mix, round bales, 1200 Ibs, $65/bale. 
Phlfx 250-842-5036 12803) Runs well. When 
fully restored $22,000 
to  $25,000. Needs 
dedicated owner. 
2985 Rosenthal Rd.’ 
Karelian Bear Dog puppies 
for sale. Registered stock. 
Predator control, outdoor dogs. 
$800. at the Kennel in Likely BC. 
Ready to go. 250-790-2351 cra- 
~ 635-3093 (28~2) 
I 2005 Corsair Excella 5th Wheel WELL LOCATED 5.5, acres in 
lower Thornhill comprising of a 
small older mobile home park. 
Asking price $285,000. Phone 
250-635-4453 (26~3) 
I New2007 1 1 29 cks. Still smells like new. Surround sound TV. Maple cabi- 
nets. Save thousands and GST. 
Must sell. 250-260-7720. - 
8 1/2’ Camper, sleeps 6, stove, 
heater, porta potty. $3,000 250- 
638-8147 (28pl) 
COmAGE FOR rent on Lakelse 
Lake waterfront. Furnished, suit- 
able for couple. Reasonable 
rate. Pone 250-798-2267 (28pl) 
1984 CHRYSLER - E car. 2.2 li- 
tre, automatic, EFI, 30,000 origl- 
nal miles. Excellent condition, 
many parts replaced. $1,500 
firm. Cell Dhone 250-615-9781 
‘ $12,000 zywoif.com/beardog 
PUREBRED TOY Doodle DUD- I ‘’ Yamaha Grizzly ATV I 847-5699 I ISHERE! I pies for sale.Black or Aptkot, tails docked and first shot. 
Ready to end of July. $500. Call 
Poodles Plus at 250-638-0052 
or 250-61 5-891 8 (26~3) 
REG’D TOY Manchester Ter- 
rier puppies. Also Rate Terrier 
puppies. $800 and $500. Vet 
checked and vaccinated. Come 
and see us at The Usk Hobby 
Farm. email: pocketmouse@ 
monarch.net web site: pock- 
etmousekennel.com 250-635- 
0868 (28~3) 
.SIDE BY SIDE 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, fis, close to high school, 
quiet neighbourhood, back 
yard. Call for appointment to 
view. 250-639-1 189 (27~2) 
1000 SQ.FT. 4 bedroom, full 
basement on 70 x 200 lot. LOW- 
er Thornhill, detached 2 car 
shop, 2 bathroom, n/g heat. 
Asking $136,500 obo 250-365- 
7501 (26~3) 
OLDER TWO bedroom starter 
bungalow, one block from hos- 
pital. Close to schools. Large 
lot with fruit trees, fenced yard. 
250-635-5132 (27~3) 
290 LOG Loader with IMAC 
power grapple looking for work. 
Phone 250-982-2428. Best time 
,,after 6 p.m. (26~3) 6 1 e  notice that KElTl l  ANDREW TAM 
Kitimnga. B.C. intend to m t e  applimtion to the 
intepted kind Management Burdu. (ILMB) 
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands Smithem- 
on Rovincial Crow land lcutd on HigJmity 16 
betiiten Kitnanga and Terrda on lands knoun 
as the FrdCtiOKd West ID of District Lor 534, 
The h n d s  f i le number that ha been escabl8hed 
for this application is f i le Number 6407770, 
Written mmments mnceming this application 
should be dimTed to the Senior Land Omccr 
;rt SmithekSkeenj subregion, 3126 Alfred 
Attnue. Smithax B.C. VOJ 2NO. Comments will 
be reeked ILMB until September 1.2006. 
ILMB may not be able l o  conn’der commenls 
&d after this date. Please \isit our uebn’te at 
~vw,iivbc.ksa under Cumcat Lpnd AppUcnk 
for more infonnation. 
Beadrisedthatanyresponw.tothsadrrnisement 
iiiii be considend prt of the public record. 
For more information. contact the Freedom 
of Idoma~on AduisOr at Integnted Land 
Mand$?Cment Bumui regional office 
Trussed Arch Ftee Standing Buildings 
Great for: Agricultural Equestrian 0 Equipment 
Phonemax: (250) 694-3500 \Ken Rose 
1-877-485-3500 Gded Wnkkw CannsLkl. . 
email: krose@lakescom.net 
www.winklercanvas.com 
! 
c 
3 
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I Fore the Cure event starting at 530 p.m. July 13, to raise , 0 
money for the Canadian Cancer Society and breast cancer 
Women can enter teams of three or four, receive pledge 
forms and raise money. Prizes go to the top fundraisers. Par- 
ticipants can register at the golf course or contact Shelley at 
,, research in the province. T h i n k .  Feol. D r i v e .  It's not magic, just great engineering. Subaru is winning awards for its whole family of vehicles. Our Legacy and lmpreza 
received a gold rating from the insurance institute o f  Highway Safetyas two of their Top Safety Picks. The B9 Tribeca, 
the Outback, and Forester have all received a 5-star crash test rating from the National Highway Transportation Safefy 
Administration. So we're celebrating with our Summer Gold Rush event right now. Transform your driving experience 
with symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, rush on down to your Subaru dealer today. BC is Subaru country. For a dealer 
near you visit www.subaru.ca or call 1-800-876-4AWD(4293). 
0 
SUBARU 
615;8335. 
Tour de North fundraiser 
COPS for Cancer will hold a car wash and barbecue funadraiser Ii~rrlngpqlranrrvrlablcllirauphCMACmaDymm(crcor 'Ollaudlidm 061crpcy751 GAl Ul. ffiOullucLZ5!GO1 UL S 2 i J 4 3 ~ ~ 1 1 a ~ c ~ d a l U E b ~ u ~ 1 l s S l  19121111~ lorzdnmlhr 0 ~ n p l ~ e l i l c i R ( u i v a l o n l I ~ ~ d e  mmaybrequi rd  C o r l o l b o n o w m p s ~ 3 D f f i l o r l u l a l a b l q ~ l ~ ~ c l S ~ 7 ~ ~  "0lleruilidmtGlt~bw SParr 6R2XG $41 955EK(m!mial I8%beqw~~Sl792 19 f ro  lo( 24nm Own plmxlll ai CQuvaknllwla mmnl Lnlbequuud Cos1 01 baroi\mr s f l3 l  93101 a lULaIaWlyalmo1 W.78693 h o h l  R Wlol SI a95 $XIOYI%PSA IG?W 1"s a d  im leer adrmn chhswrR laws aee%lla 'MSRPol W L t n l m l B  ~ 5 2 8 4 9 5  "h4SRPalifJS:ilkm LS 119% "'MSRF 
I
sports Fishing for Chinook on the Lower Skeena River 
Watershed Boundary for Lower 
Skeena River, downstream of 
Kitsumkalum River. 
This article was prepared iir allows the lure to rise just off Highway I6 Iiugs the northern 
2005. arid Sniii froiti Misty River the bottom, bank of the Skeena River and 
Kathy or B r i m  H~OI I I I  De iizore Backtrolling stop nnd try your luck fishing. is Pol)Lt1ar i f  You 
tliaii Iiirppy to artswer airy of have a says Sal117 and 
yoidr yrrestioirs relared to t/ii.y a popular lure to use is the For more information about 
Hotshot. Another common access to some choice fish- 
technique is simply casting ii ing holes. drop by Misty River 
'Tiickle and stock up wi th  lures 
and local tips. We remind anglers that 
the Skeena is Classified 
Water between rnoutll of caution: Do not use this map 
Exchamsiks River to 1.5 kilo- for I l~Vig~ l~ i~ l id  pllrpos- 
Menu 
July 15 is iro loiiger with the shop. Biit there are niiiner(xts locations to 
BC Seniors Games Zone 
10 holds its regula monthly 
meeting at 1:30 P.m. at the 
Snowflake Seniors Centre in feutl're. 
~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  T h i s  time of year the chinook spoon from shore. 
Seniors Games' For more 
information, Betty at 
salmon are running up the 
Skeena River and are a favorite 
fish to target, says Sam from 
Misty River Tackle. 
If you are new to the sport, metres upstream of the mouth 
a simple technique called bar of the Kalum River. 
fishing can get you started right " tions. Uncharted liaz- 
Also, the stretch of river from ards Base 
1.5 kilornetres upstream of Map from shore. Sam suggests using 
Copper River a11 the way u p  ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ .  
a bar rig, which consists of a 
is Classified Water. Get your spin-n-glo lure and an eight to 
Classified Water Licence before ten,, ounce weight, about two 
fishing the river. 
"Cast out and wait for a fish to 
To learn more about fishing clii- come and strike [the lurel." 
She says the chinook don't feed River Tackle and talk to Kntliy, 
once they leave the ocean, so (250) 638-1369. 
the !rick is to catch their atten- 
tion by irritating the fish, and 
that's what the spin-n-glo does. 
The spin-n-glo floats, so the 
weight is needed to keep the RIVER ACCESS 
lure near the bottom. A two foot 
leader is comtnonly used, and 
635-3352. 
This July 15 
The Black Powder Rifle 
Shoot at a'm' at the 
Rod and Gun On Rifle 
Range Road in Thornhi''' 
For more 
o~~~~~~~~~ of 
Surface Area 
531 Hectares , 
(1,312 Acres) 
Maninium Depth 
9.5 metres 
Richard Kean at 638-5182. feet from the lure. 
July 16 
Team Cattle Sorting re- noook salmon. drop by Misty Elevation 
turns to the Thornhill Com- 
munity Grounds at 6 p.m. 
For more info, call James 
Muller at 635-5 100. 
July 16 
The sixth annual Vintage 
Service Rifle Championship 
begins with registration at 
9 a.m. at the Rod and Gun 
* 185 metres 
[ E < T l R q  
etween Terrace and the B moutii of ttie Ecstoll i<iver. 20 Miles 
Club on Rifle Range Road 
in Thornhill. For further de- 
tails, call Richard Kean at 
638-5 182. 
July 16 
Totem Saddle Club hosts 
a Gymkhana at 10 a.m. and 
Percentage Day at 6:30 p.m. 
For more info, call Natasha 
Candelora at 635-6967 (Per- 
centage Day) or Laurie Mull- 
er at 635-9401 (Gymkhana). 
July 21 to 23 
The 42nd annual Tim- 
berland Horse Show goes 
at the Thornhill Community 
Grounds. For more details, 
contact Elaine Rempel at 
635-7424. 
July 22 
The 50-lap Memorial 
% -  KL78 
" 
Tubeless. Two polyester 
body cords and two steel 
belts. Designed for all 
position use on camp- 
ers, pickup trucks, RV's, 
vans and other light 
trucks. Good, braking 
and steering an all types 
of terrain. Wide, flat 
tread for floatation in 
sand and rnud/snow. 
through the- ponds, join 
Thunder, Bomber and Hit- 
to Pass Rkes  at the Ter- 
race Speedway. Time trials 
' go at 12:30 p.m. and racing 
starts at 2 p.m. For more de- 
tails, call 635-9060 or check 
www.terracespeedway.ca. 
1 2006 Tundra 4x4 DCab lease from * 
TERRACE m m  per mo./#8 mo. lease + taxes 
or equivalent trade 
purchase finance from 
f .9% (OAC) 
"Your Recreation Specialists" 
MERCURY 8 HONDA DEALER 
TERRACE'S NEW % 
PARTS SALES SERVICE 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS 
Licensed Technicians 
4921 Keith &e., Terrace 
Ph: 635-3478 F 
c 
